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FOREWORD..

This report presents the results of a 2-year project to design, pretest, and revise the Statistical Survey of Elementary
SclOols, which is intended to provide information on fedetilly funded elementary education programs operating in
load public school systems. The report also documents the activities and decisions which brought about these results.
,,"This project was undertaken jointly by RMC Corporation and -Intran Corporation of Minneapolis, under Office of

ucation Contract' ND. OEC-0-72-5224. Key Natiopal Center- for Education Statistics (NCES) personnel responsible
fqr the conduct of the study were John Sietsen4, Lois Green, andSusan Hill.

Other DHEW staff providing guidance were Harold Nielson (NCES), Nancy Bradley Royal! ((3ESE) and Lois
Elliott (BEH). Jimmie, Fortune of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and David Berliner of Far West Regional Educational
Laboratory acted as consultants.

Special thanks go to those in State and local education agencies whose cooperation was essential in carrying out the
project. Of great assistance was the Committee on Evaluation and/Information Systems of the Council of Chief State
School Officers, and particularly Jerry Barton of Texas and Clyde Bezanson of Minnesota. Special mention is merited
by the 594 respondentsteachers, principals school district coordinators who not only completed questionnaires but
also contributed valuable and constructive comments.

Absalom Simms, Director
Division of Intergovernmental Statistics
National Center for Education Statistics
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Chapter I

OVERVIEW

9

This report is the result of RMC Research Corporation's contract with the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES) to redesign the Elementary School Survey -(ESS). The last ESS was conducted in the spring of 1971. During the
course of this contract with NCES, the name of the survey was changed to the Statistical-Siirvey,of Elementary Schools
(SAES) and it will be referred to in this manner throughout this report.

With the passage of the Elementary.and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), Congas initiated a serie% of
legislative actions designed "to meet the special educational-needs" of certain specific groups of children. Among those
who have received the benefits of this legislation since that time are educationally...deprived child4n from low-income
families, children of migrant agrictIltural woikers,.neglected and (delinquent children, children fromhomes where the
primary Or dominant language is not English, and handicapped children. -

The ESS began in 1968 as a compensatory education survey and has grown in importance over the years. The new
SSES is speCifically designed to help program planners within the Bureau of School Systems and the Bureau or
Education for the Handicapped (BEH) answer the basic question of how well the education community has complied
with th.e intent of ESEA legislation if making various special programs available to the children for whom they were

.ks designed. However, the siirvey is not an evaluation as ,such but rather provides baseline descriptive data on programs
provided by ESEA titles I, 111, and VII, as well as prozrams for the handicapped. In addition information is obtained on
several other areas, including pupil mobility, teacher characteristics as related to pupil performance, and educational
broadcasting. The first two of these areas are new to this survey and appear at the request of the Nation4Institute of
Education (NIE). The last is of special importance to NCES.

The SSES was initially part' of a larger data-collection system that evolved from an agreement between the U.S.
Commissioner of Education and the Council of Chief State School Officers. As a result of this agreement, the SSES
represent$ a major effort to consolidate the data requirements of all the bureaus and offices within the U.S. Office of
Education (OE). With this in mind, an attempt was made early in the redesign stage to eliminate potential data overlaps
between this survey and other data collection efforts.

As originally planned; the survey was .designed to produce a set of data elements linked to policy questions that had
been developed by the New England School Development Council (NESDE,C). This linking process was to result in new
questionnaireb-ftrat would be pretested in 50 school districts drawn from a number of States that had volunteered to
participate. At the beginning of the study, six major tasks were envisioned:

Task 1: Policy Question Review
Task 2: Instrumentation
Task 3: Field Test
Task 4: Analysis Plan
Task 5: Logistics Plan
Task 6: Reliability and Validity Study

The original contract for this study began in July 1972. Intran Corporation, working under subcontract to RMC,
began work dt the same time. The study was schauldd to end in June 1973, but NCES postppnenent of the spring
1973 pretest resulted in an extension of funding and time until September 30, 1974.

Work progressed under .the organization of tasks described above through the early spring of 1973. Task I was
completed and a"report on this activity was submitted in November of 1972. Following the process of establishing data
elements, six sets of questionnaires were developed from November.-through February of 1973. These consisted of the
first draft questionnaires, followed by five complete revisions. Each set of questionnaires involved four instruments'

7



district, school, teacher, and pupil questionnaires. After what was thought to be the final revision, an OMB clearance
package was clibmitted to OE in Fetruary of 1973 and plans were begun to pretest the survey in the spring.

Howfner, because the questionnaire development and revision process had taken considerably longer than expected,
insufficient time remained to pr pare for a proper pretest. In addition, NCES had surfaced somdquestions concerning
the intent o tife technical su porting statement in the Office of Management and Budget (bMR) clearance package
that, if left u answered, wo d delay the clearance proCess. Consequently, NCES made the decisiOn to postpone the
pretest until at east the fall f 1973. The reasons for the postponement were generally as follows:

prolonged i strumentation and revision of questionnaires,h 0
,

NCES quesitoirs concerning portions of the OMB gubmission, .

insufficient time to prepare a revised OMB package and receive OE and OMB clearadce early enough to print and
mail survey packets to SSES survey coordinators prior to April 6 (the last date schools could receive the
questionnaires and still be expected to complete them before the elid of the school year), and
internal discussion within OE as to the relevancy of the SSES in lit of uncertain program funding.

The co4rdcfOr was notified of the postponement on March 23, 1973, and at the same time was asked to prepare a
rev Ian for pre testing the instrumeats and procedures-in the fall-of-1973.-

'fh-e-Revised.Plad for Redesign of the Elementary School Survey was submitted to NCES on April 13, 1973. This
plan actually encompassed suggestions for two basic approaches to the pretest. Plan 1 involved little more than carrying
on, with the strategy developed to date, revising some of the methods for testing alternatives in the field during the
pretest, and establishing the fall of 1973 as the target date for pretest operations.

Plan II was much broader in scope, During' the course of the contract, it had become apparent to all involved that
the NESDEC policy questions used in the design of the questionnaires were outmoded. A more flexible approach to the
policy question Concept was neededone that would meet current data needs and that would be easily adaptable in the
future for 'Changing legislation. This last Point was particularly important in light of changes in ESEA legislation that
woroAnminent at the time (i.e., the proposed Better Schools Act, Education Special Revenue Sharing). Plan II
proposed to identify new policy issues and change the thrust of the data collection to a pupil target group orientation
instead of the program-related emphasis that had been used until then.

During the ensuing months a totally new plan that combined plans I and II was developed. NCES felt this new plan
was the one that would receive the most favorable, acceptance from OMB. Concurrently, details of the technical
approach for the development and analysis'of the pretest were also being worked out with NCES. This development and
evolution continued until August of 1973, during which time the'contractor modified and updated questionnaires and
prepared a general statement of contract plans for the coming year. Since considerable revision of the questionnaires was
anticipated during the next few months, the pretest was once again postponedthis time until the spring of 1974.

An intensive review of the study and the revised questionnaires occurred during meetings held August 29
and 30'y 1973, with the Subcommittee on School Surveys of the Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems
(CEIS). Following the CEIS meetings, RMC began another round of questionnaire reviews and revisions that extended
well into November of 1973: Numerous discussions and meetings took place with data users such as BESE, BEH, NIE,
and NCES. At the same time, the comments and suggestions of the CEIS members were considered during the revision
process. While the new questionnaires maintained the original program-related approach, new questions were developed
that reflected current policy issues and user needs, as well as a greater emphasis on identifying and counting relevant
pupil target groups. In addition, questionnaire, logistics, and sampling alternatives were being developed for the pretest.
These alternatives are defined and analyzed in later chapters of this volume.

In October 19/T, N'CES and the contractor jointly agreed on a more precise definition of tasks and the direction the
study would take. This was reflected in RMC's Revised Technical Proposal of October 5, 1973. In general, the tasks fell
into three main categories with a grouping of subtasks for each: The major categories were: instrumentation, field test,
and developing recommendations. Figure 1 shows the October 5, 1973, project schedule and outlines the subtasks.

When the contract was amended and the time extended to complete the new tasks, RMC outlined goals for the
pretest, which were to:

(I) supply information on how well alternatives, instruments, and procedures worked when implemented; and
(2) make recommendations on how the instruments and procedures could be revised for the full-scale

implementation.
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achieve these goals, six major objectives were established for the preteit.Ibese objectives were to:

(1) collect information that would be used to refine the instruments and proceduresso that they would be clear arid
unambiguous,

(2)' develop and test alternatives for obtaining a random sample of pupils using procedures,capable of being audited,
(3) develop auditable procedures for obtaining a stratified sample of schools and for oversampling pupils,
(4) aevelop alternatives for selecting the most suitable respondent for certain data requests,
(5) collect validity data on selected items, and
(Osefine the instruments and procedures so they would provide meaningful and interpretable sista that would meet

the needs of clients served by NCES.

These objectives are described in a document entitled P or ate Pretest of the SSES, dated December 12, 1973.
The pretest plan outlined how the six objectives were to accomplished and served as a guidebook for conducting

the pretest. Tables were Kesented for each objective describing:

(A) the objective itself, .
(B) The method to be used in achieving the objective,
(C) the analysis needed, and

recommendations.

Through the use of a coding system, each table was linked to a technical appendix that gave full details for eVi of the
four points above. 'Ite tables wore designed to provide an overview of the pretest in a concise format and to serve as an
index to a detailed technical discussion of each activity.

During Ore time that the pretest plan was being developed, questionnaire revisions were completed and included as
part of anOMB package that was submitted to NCES on November 30, 1973, While awaiting clearance (which was
received on March 20, 1974), further preparations were made to put the survey in the field. Mailout of survey material's
took place on April 12, 1974. Validation and sample check site visits to 20 participating LEA's began in early May.

The remaining chapters in 'this volume detail the activities described in general here and present the major results of
the pretest.

10
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2

QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

Qpestionnaire development for the SS e- looked at in two tinct stages. The first sta: vas basically a

redesign of the 1971 ESS. QuAtiontiaire, design was structured a olicy questions at wet eveloped by
NESDEC and approved by IheU.S. Office of Education (OE). An attempt was alsainade at this point o inimize the
replication of data elements requested on other surveys, such as the Consolidated Program Information Re rt (CPIR)
and Elementary Secondary General Information Survey (ELSEGIS). In-this way, it was hoped to reduce the response
burden on LEA's ,participagng in more than one Federal survey and thus encourage cooperation for the SSES. As a
result of these efforts, early draft questionnaires revealed a strong link between data elements and the New England
School Development Council (NESDEC) policy questions.

However, during the second, stage of questionnaire development, a significant change in emphasis occurred. Just
prior to the postponement of the pretest (from spring 1973 to spring 1974), the questionnaires had begun to show a
definite user-need orientation with less emphasis on the NESDEC policy questions. Since the postponement allowed
more time for questionnaire revision, it was decided to develop the user-need approach in more depth. Questions were
also added or redesigned to Obtain data on pupil target groups. This last shift came about as a result of then impending
legislation: the proposed Better Schools Act, Education Special Revenue Sharing.

The following sections of this chapter describe the events leading up to the final pretest questionnaires that were
implemented in April 1974.

QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO PRETEST POSTPONEMENT

Policy Question Review

At the onset of the study, the NESDEC policy questions were the central force behind the redesign of the SSES. As
originally envisioned, the NESDEC policy questions were to reflect data requirements at all levels of decision-making on
eight federally funded programs: ESEA title§ I, II, HI, VII, and VIII; NDEA III; VEA 68; and EHA, part B.

The NESDEC policy questions for each program were divided into four general areas:

A. To what extent are program funds appropriately targeted?
B. Are services addressed to the special education needs of participants?

:C. What effects are associated with the program services?
D. Is there a need kn. change in the Federal and State conduct of the program?

Within each of these broad areas wdre several major policy questions. These, in turn, included linkage questions
describing the data required to answer the major policy questions.

One of the first tasks in the study was to determine whether NESDEC's policy questions were applicable for an
elementary school survey and whether they reflected the current information needs of the bureaus and programs that
would use the data obtained from the survey. To accomplish this task, Mr. Absalom Simms and Dr. Charles Hammer of
NCES/DIS arranged interviews for RMC with the following people:

Miss Nancy Bradley, BESE
Dr. Lois Elliott, BEH

vlo
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Dr. Milbrey Jones and Mrs. Gladys Pendergraph, OLLR
Mr. Leroy Cornelson and Mrs. Theda CottN, BATVE
Dr. Hyram Smith and Dr. Jerry Reynolds, KCIES
Mrs. Barbara Resse, NCES/DSIS

These interviews solicited comments on the NESDEC policy questions, the
weaknesses, and additional data needs. The interviews also provided the
under consideration -were not relevant for an elementary school,,p pulatio
NESDEC's policy questions could not be adequately answered (part of a m

C of the surrveyits strengths and
cation that-some of the eight programs

. It was also pointed out that several of
out survey. In addition, some doubt

raised about the inclusion of ESEA ,title II (school libr resources) and NDEA III (strengthening instruction in
science, mathematics, and foreigh languages)-because f ding for these prog ams in Fiscal Year 1974 was uncertain at
that time.

Early in the study, NCES and the contractor C) also established co tact with the State education agencies and
initiated State interaction on this survey that continued throughout the next two years. On August 7 and 8, 1972,0RMC
taff mbers attended the Joint Federal State Task Force on the ESS n Louisville, Kenutcky (at .the request- of

NCES). This meeting provided the contractor ith background inform tion on the evolution of the survey and
stimulated useful discussion about State prioritie nthdata needs.

After meeting with the State representatives, the next step in questi nnaire development was to eliminate those
portions of the NESDEC policy questions that were not applicable to an elementary school population. When NESDEC
had developed its compendium of policy questions, the orientation was toward .a secondary schOol population.
Therefore, certain programs and data elements were not appropriate for an elementary school survey. After reviewing
the policy questions and further discussion with OE representatives, recommendations were made by, the contractor to
exclude the Dropout Prevention Program (ESEA title VIII) policy questions as well as those concerning fhe Vocational
Education Amendments (VEA 68). Other data elements were also dropped from the remaining program policy
questions because of their secondary school orientation.

Finally, several sections of the NESDEC policy questionsnamely those dealing with -the impact of Federal program's
and program managementseemed beyond the scope of a mailout survey such as the SSES. To satisfactorily address
these areas, a research design was needed for specific program impact measurements.. This type of research is generally
the thrust of special .studies associated with the Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation (OPBE) of OE.
Therefore, it was recommended that these areas be excluded from the SSES, and NCES'ancurred.

Once the new "streamlined" policy questions were agreed upon, the contractor began the job of linking the
remaining policy questions to data elements and determining the analysis required to answer them. This effort was
completed for ESEA title Itt II, III, and VII; EHA, part B; and NDEA III. The contractor had previously recommended
the elimination of ESEA If and NDEA HI from the new SSES because there'was considerable doubt about whether
funding for these programs would continue. They were subsequently dropped.

When the linking task was finished, data elements ware. grouped by linkage questions and a second wave of
interviews with BESE and BEH personnel was conducted. Since all of the data elements identified by the policy
question review could not be included in the survey instruments, the bureau representatives were asked to identify
those elements that had low priority or were not useful at all. In this way, the contractor was able to document the
"keep" or "drop" status of every data element and thus completed the first step in preparing draft questionnaires for
bureau and NCES review.

Questionnaire 'Development

In October of 1972, the contractor began developing items and drafting questionnaires. In keeping with the former
Elementary School Surveys, the new questionnaires addressed four levels of responsedistrict, school, teacher, and
pupilwith separate instruments designed for each. (The pupil questionnaire, although requesting information about
individual pupils, was to be completed by the teacher.)'Within each questionnaire, the first section asked general
questions about the district, school, teacher, or pupil and then moved on to separate sections regardibg ESEA titles I,
III, and VII. At this, time, the last section on each instrument collected information on Education for the Handicapped,
part B.
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Earlier in the contract, the contractor had been informed that questions relating to educational/technology, the

environment, and educational manpower would bi included as part of the survey. However, since these areas were
outside of the policy question framework, there was Some question at-tilifrime as to whether they would appear on the

survey. Eventually, items were .drafted for inclusion as the final sections on the questionnaires. But the future use of
these,questions warnot clear until much later in the-tti-dy.

By late December 1972, the third draft of the questionnaires was submitted to NCES. However, meetings were still
being held with BESE and BEH representatives and revisions were still occurring.

The Shift from Policy Questions to User Need

The primary purpose of the instrumentation task was to produce questions that couldbe linked to the NESDEC

policy queitions through analysis. This was not always an easy task. Writing items for the type of data outlined in the
policy questions was difficult because the intent of the linkage questions was sometimes vague. In addition, the.
NESDEC policy questions had been developedby means of formula questions applied to all programs. As a result, the
policy questions were Often repetitious. across programs. To avoid making the questionnaires equally repetitious, data
elements requiired by all 'of the programs were identified and placed into the general section of each questionnaire
wherever possible. A good deal of time and attention was also given to devising routing questions so respondents would
not have to/work through items on Federal programs that did not apply to them.-Other individual data elements were
revised or/Collapsed into one- .question in a further attempt to reduce the repetition foUnd iA the policy questions.

Finally, each revision of the instruments meant complicated changes to the doctimenOtion the contractor was? S1

preparing that showed how each questionnaire item related to a general area, policy question, linkage question, or client

request.
In mid-Janufty 1973, the contractor met with bureau representatives to discuss the latest draft of the

questionnaires. As discussed above, considerable time had been spent in producing documents that distilled the essence
of the NESDEC policy questions into data items for thefour questionnnaires. An item-by-item review with the bureau
representatives was planned.Some additions, revisions, and deletions were anticipated, but the contractor did not expect
the. thrust Of the redesign approach to change. However, the outcome of this latest meeting was a fifth draft of the
ihstruments that reflected a shift in the methodology for designing new SSES questionnairei.
1, luring the January meetings, the bureau representatives.indicated that they wanted an increased emphasis placed'On

data needs that were of current interest to them. These new needs were very different frois those found in the
NESDEC policy questions. This was dearly demonstrated by the dropping of-questiormaireitems that, did not solicit the
type of information currently wanted (even though they were major policy question links) and the addition of new
items that reflected current data needs. What the bureau representatives seemed to be saying was*that some of the
policy. questions were no longer relevant,and that there were more pressing data needs that should be satisfied on a

mailout survey to schools and school districts.
For example, BESE indicated thatit would like some items that appeared*on the earlier forms' of the ESS (1970 and

1971) asked again to see how certain Federal programs had changed over time. Additionally, BESE was in the process
of analyzing the 1970 ESS data and added questions to pursue more fully some of theearly findings 'there. In some
cases this meant simply using questions from the earlier ESS; but in others questions were totally rewritten with the
intention of collecting comparable data. This approach to questionnaire design was quite different from the one the
contractor had been using and resulted in extensive-revision of all four questionnaires.

ToWard the end of this instrumentation stage, BEH also shifted its frame of reference. Prior to this, the contractor
had developed the sections of the questionnaires dealing with handicapped children from the viewpoint of collecting
information on programs and services funded under part B of the Education for thgHantlicapped Act. But at this time,
BEH indicated that what they, really needed was more information about any programs and services for the
handiCapped. As a result, the instrumentation for these sections began to grow narOgeneral in nature, collecting data
on State and local ,prOgrams for the handicapped rather than limiting questions to services funded by EHA, part B. But

anothere.sense, the handicapped sections of the questionnaires had becole more specific. Where early drafts asked
about handicapped children in general (as implied by the policy questions), BEH now requested that questions be
answered by type of handicap wherever possible. For example, on such general question as 'How many handicapped
pupils attend this school ? ", respondents were asked to indicate numbers of pupils in specified grades by 12
handicapping-Conditions. This created considerable revision of the questionnaires and added commensurately to the

7
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time spent on instrument design. And finally, BEH requested the addition of questions concerning preschool programs
and services for the handicapped. This was a high-priOrity area for BEH during the 1972-73 school year, but the policy
questions had not included preschool services at all.

The contractor westill making major changes anladdition(s) to the.questionaires that reflected current data.needs
and changes in priorities as late as February 16, 1973; Deletions, revisions; and additions were made, by bureau

tt
representatives without respect to analysis issues or the NESDEC policy question& At this point, the contractor realized

31)

thafie was attempting to accomplish two completely different goals. On the one hand, he was trying to be responsive
to NCES by redesigning the survey within the conceptual framework ofthe NESDEC policy questions. On the other
hand,BESE and BEH had some requests for data that were extremely important to them but that did not fit into the
NESDEC policy question- framework. Consequently, the contractor was placed in the position of developing
questionnaires that no longer met the rigid' outlines of the policy questions but instead reflected current Federal
program issues.

. .

Moreover, an additional but related problem was identified concerning the analysis plan for the surv. The
contractor could develop an analysis plan for quekionnaire items-based on the NESDEC policy questiohs, but it would
be difficult to develop one for the new items because the rationale for their inclusion was not always knownbeyond
the fact that they satisfied current data needs.

QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT AFTER PRETEST POSTPONEMENT

By February 1973, four new draft questionnairesagotaling 234 items had been developed. These questionnaires
received the verbal approval of BESE and BEH representatives and an OMB package was prepared and submitted for
NCES approval. However, for reasons discussed in chapter 1, the spring 1973 pretest was postponed and the contractor
was asked to begin work on revised plans for conducting the, dy.

An early, step in all of the proposed pretest plans was fur er revision nig refinement of the questionnaires. In s,

prepatation for these tevisions, the draft questionnaires were distributed. within OE and to State representatives
(including .CEIS. members) for review. In addition, the contract° was ,asked to attend a two-day meeting (in August
1973) of ft* Surveys Subcommittee of the committee on. Evaluatioh and Information Systems (CEIS) where all four
questionnaires were reviewed with the committee members in treat detail. CEIS contributed many helpful suggestions
that were carefully considered in subsequent questionnaire workshops; During the CEIS meetings, the contractor was
also introduced to the data requirements of the National Institute of Education (NIE). A representative from NIE
discussed existing questionnaire items that would be of interest to NIE as well as the possible addition of other
questions.

Since the postponement oN 1Ihe pretest alloWed t e time necessary for more adequate response to user needs as well
as issues raised by pending legislation, plans were beg n to conduct questionnaire workshops with NCES and bureau
representatives. However, because of schedulingcons raints, only BESE representatives and NCES technical staff
members attended the first 3-day ,workshop in September 1973. Over the 3-day period, BESE set item priorities and
provided ah item-by-item justification for the inclusion of its questioks in this survey. The BESE sections of all four
questionnaires were analyzed with an eye to producing revisions tfiaT would satisfy the bureau's current data needs.
Questions were also added or rewritten addressing legislative issues such as the Quie proposal and the proposed Better
Schools Act. The comments resulting from the CEIS meetings and the earlier distribution of questionnaires to other
State and OE representatives were also weighed as part of the discussion.

After the BESE questionnaire workshop, meetings were scheduled and held with NIE staff members. These resulted
in the addition of several new questions on the teacher and pupil questionnaires. Item priorities and justification'for
their inclusion were obtained from NIE.

However, scheduling meetings wi BEH proved to be difficult. The contractor's original contact there, Dr. Lois
Elliott, had left the bureau and nother BEH contact for the SSES had not yet been appointed. When a BEH,.
representative was identified, etings were planned to finalize the portions of the questionnaires dealing with
programs for the handicapped e initial meeting with BEH provided the basis for minor revisions but an item-by-item
justification could not be ob ained sinee the new representative was not farpiliear with the history and development of
the BEH questions. Altholigh considefable effort and time were expendedby RMC staff members of the contractor to
elicit additional BEH ih ut to the questionnaires, attempts to schedule other meetings were unsuccessful. Subsequent
contributions were m e primarily thorugh telephone conversations (initiated by RMC) with BEH staff on specific ,

.<
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stions. As a result, important issues raised by C, CEIS, BESE, and other persons' within NCH, and the OE
regarding the length and complexity of the handicapped sections were never completely resolved.

During the period, fsICES also requested that certain other items appear on the revised questionnaires. These

included questions that would collect supporting information for a previously conducted staffing survey of school

personnel who'provide instructional or related services to handicapped children.Jn addition, the debate about the

questions dealing with educational technology and environment was raised again. RMC was opposed to the inclusion Of

these questions because they were inappropriate for a survey such as the SSES. Further, reasonable justification had

never been established about the usefulness of the data that would be obtained from them. The discussions between

RMC and NCES on this issue,continued for several weeks*, extending the questionnaire revision time. In the end,

however, the environment items were, dropped, and only the educational technology (broadcasting) questions were

included.
When it was planned, the final revision process fort-he questionnaires was to have been quite short. But as can be

seen from the description above, in reality, it was a time-consuming procedure that resulted in virtually rewriting all

four questionnaires. However, the basic program-related organization of the questionnaires remained the same as

described earlier, with each instrument having a general section and separate sections for ESEA titles I, III, and VII;

programs for the handicapped; and educational broadcasting. The exception to this was the pupil questionnaire where

the final section collected inforthation on pupil achievement test scores as requested by BESE,, NIE, and NCES.

On October 19, 1973, annotated drafts pointing out data users and wires blem areas were given to NCES

for final technical review and written sign-offs prior to 0MB su ion. mments and lign-offs from the

reviewers were slow in coming. Consequently, RMC was still r mg que irons and r visions on the questionnaires as

late es November 23, 1973. While these last-minute chang' were being was also preparing an 0MB
clearance package. The final questionnaires were inclu ed in t e 0MB package a fitted to OE on November 30,

01973. The number of questionaire items in the four q - ann. res . mere sed f 234 (the number on the last

drafts.prior to pretest postponement) to 309.
-

SUMMARY

c\.....ci liOretrospect, now that, this study is over, th \task of designing questionnaires based on the NESDEC policy

uestions was not as useful as originally envisioned. Se eraLfactors contribute to this point of view:

(1) The NESDEC policy questions were developed with a secondary school population in mind. Even though some

Federal programs serve all 12 grades (e.g., ESEA title I), the major thrust of the policy questions was toward the

upper grades. As a result, it was difficultp relate some program areas to an elementary school population. '

(2)_The NESDEC policy questions followed Standard formula in their development that did'not alloim for ilte
inclusion of current data needs. This also caused some data elements appropriate for one program to be included

in other programs where they had a tenuous relationship at best. .

,1

(3) The NESDEC policy questions were finalized in the fall of 1971. When questionnaire development began in late

1972, some of the areas found in the policy questions had cahngain importance because of shifts in Federal .

funding or the need for data. Additionally, current data needs became apparent as the study progressed that had

not been evident when NESDEC completed its work.

These three factors go a long way toward explaining why only 31 percent of the items op the questionnaires pretested

this spring had a link to the NESDEC policy queitions.
It would appear that the particular policy question approach used in developing the SSES questionnaires was

time-consuming and expensive given the benefits derived. But this is not to say that questionnaires can or should be
developed without respect to key issues or major questions that need to be answered. Rather, a broad framework of ,

policy questions should be developed that is flexible enough to accommodate a variety of Federal programs as well as

the results of changing legislatiottand user needs.

15
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INTRODUCTION

1 After submitting the OMB clearance package to U.S. Office of Education (OE), the next major step in the pretest

toward which RMC directed its efforts was the preparation for the mailout survey. RMC's Plan for the Pretept of the

SSES was developed and submitted to NCES on December 12, 1973. This plan outlined the strategies that would be

employed in developing and analyzing the alternatives to be tested in the, field. During the next few months, the

contractor prepared the survey support Materials, selected the States and LEA's that would participate in thp pretest,

developed the alternatives that would be tested and analyzed (see chapter 5 and 6), determined the mailout survey

logistics (described in chapter 4), and conducted the precanvass of participating districts.

Chapter 3

MAILOtT SURVEY

SELECTION OF PARTICRANT-S

States

. A total of nine States agreed to participate in the pretest that would take place in the spring of 1974. Two of these

States had volunteered at the CEIS meeting the preceding August; Others Who had agreed to participate in the pretest

planned for 1973 were asked to participate again. When these two procedures did not produce enough participants,

NCES called other States to request their participation. The States that were asked were selected on the basis of

previous cooperation with OE and characteristics such as urbanism, presence of significant nuMhers of certain minority

populations, and expected presence of ESEA titles,flincluding Migrant), III, VII, or any programs, for the handicapped.

Districts

When the States were contacted, each was'asked to volun er 5 o 10 LEA's for participation. Some States agreed to

pretest the SSES in the schools in the participating districts (refer ed to as "full" participation); whereas other States

agreed only to pretest the district qUestionnaire in the participati g districts. This was done to supplement the total'

number of district questionnaires in the pretest (referred to as "district-only" participation). In addition, other States

had a mixture of both types of districts. 'After a State agreed to participate, the State survey coordinator was given a list

of LEA's that RMC had selected as preferred districts for the pretest. These lists were compiled by selecting froth the

1972 CPIR sample (the only available source of program participation information) the districts in each Statf that

included as many of the target programs as possible and represented variations in other district characteristics.. The

contractor conducted telephone interviews with the designated representative in each of the nine States. These calls

were used to brief the States on the details of participation, to finalize the district sample in eaph State, and to

deterrninwhether each State would allow direct shipment of pretest materials to the LEA's. Florida was the only State

that agreed to the latter procedure. The list of participating States and LEA's is shown in table 1.

Arizona
Colorado
Florida

t

Number of LEM'
Full District only

4
5
5

Kentucky 6 , 5

Michigan . 5

Minnesota - 11

New Jersey
Texas

J 5
5

-

5

Virginia 5

35 26

is
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table I .Participating States and LEA's

State LEA Number of
schools Comments

Arizona Mesa 3

Nogales 3 Supplementary sampling
Somerton 1 Supplementary sampling
Wilson 007 2 Supplementary sampling

Colorado Adams County 3
Boulder Valley 3 Supplementary sampling
Colorado Springs 3 Supplementary sampling
Ft. Lupton 3 Supplementary sampling
Greeley 3

Florida Brevard County 3
Broward Countl, 3
Collier County 3
Dade County 3 Supplementary sampling
St. Lucie County 3 Supplementary "sampling

Kentucky Ctunpbell County 0 District only
Carlisle County 0 District only
Carroll County District only
Clay County 3
Fayette County 3
Fulton County 3 Supplementary sampling
Hickman County --- 3 Supplementary sampling
Paducah City 3
Paintsville City 0 District only
Somerset County 3

TrimbleCounty 0 District only

Michigan Eaton Rapids 3
Grand Rapids 3
Holland City 3
Lansing 3
Pontiac 3

Minnesota Albert Lea 1 0 District only
Bloomington 0 District only
Blue Earth 0 District only
Breckenridge 0 District only
Crookston 0 District only 9
Hopkins 0 District only
Minneapolis Special 0 District only
Moorhead 0 District only
North St. Paul 0 District only
Owatonna 0 District only
Roseville 0 District only

New Jersey Atlantic City 3 Supplementary sampling
Downo ToWnship 2
Paterson 3

Union City o 3
Vineland City 3

Texas Alice 3
Austin 0 District only
Brownsville 3
Dallas 0 District only
Edgowood ISD 3
El Paso 3
Ft. Worth 0 District only
McAllen 0 District only
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo 0 District only
San Antonio 3

Virginia Accomack County District only
Hampton City District only
Norfolk City District only
Roanoke County District only
Smyth County District only
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" Schools
. ..

It was realized early in the study that the only means of preventing large gaps of dataP(as in preceding elementary

school surveYs) about certain small programs and isolated pupil subpopulations would be to develop the capability of

stratifying the sample of schools: Accordingly, a precanvass procedure was developed and pretested. This procedure and

the iesults of the precanvass are described in appendix A. .

Once the precanvass was completed and the data obtained from it reduced, keypunched, and matched to the original

school universe subfile, a 'sample of three elementary _schools was selecled for each full participation district. This
sample of schools was.chosen in the following manner: ,

(1) Certain schools that had high concentrations of target pupil subpopulations (migrant, bilingual, Indian, or

hatidic pped) or programs funded by ESEA title I Migrant, ESEA title VII, or', EHA, part B, were included "with

certain y" to ensure a large enough subsample for pretesting the supplementary sampling procedures.
(2),AThe re aining elementary schools within each district were oversampled witfi probability proportional to size.

(3.) Depen irig on how many schbols had already been picked with certainty (in point J above), the additi'onat
numb r of schools needed in each district were drawiftoin those in point 2, Special attention was given to

choos ng schools that had pupil target groilp,s and Federal programs of interest.

It was not p sible D'Saollow these procedures for one State because it completed the precanvass task too late. Generally

the following consierations were taken into account while implementing these procedures:

1. Schools that had only prekindergarten or kindergarten grades were excluded.
2. Attempts Were made4ollick a sample of schoOls that was representative of the distribution of programs across

schools within,each S atst
3. WhereAr possible, atie 'ts were made to pick schools of varying'characteristics with respect to the composition

and size of the school population.

By using these procedures, a sample of 101 schools.was chosen in 35 districts.

ARATION FOR THE MAILOUT

While the selection of participating.States and LEA's was taking place, RMC Was alsoworking on the definitions for

the questionnaires and survey support materials. Manuals were developed 'for each level OF participation (district,
school, and teacher) as well as the forms necessary to carry out the procedures outlined in the manuals. The
development of alternatives to be tested as part of the pretest resultedTn\two forms of the school manual and Pupil
Code Sheet (PCS), in addition to alternate forms of each of the four questionnaires. Amore detailed discussion of the

survey support materials appears in the following chapter.
In the meantime, the clearance process with 0M13 was taking much longer than expected. The clearance package had

been submitted by OE to OMB oii January 11 , 1974. Since it was realized that delays in the mailout could have very
serious negative effects on the entire pretest effort, it was decided to begin the design and layout work on the
questionnaires prior to the receipt of elearance. However, all other composition and preparation, as well as printing, was .

field until OMB clearance was received. RMC was notified of OMB clearance on March 20.
On April 12, 1974,itUrvey materials were shippcd to the SEA in eight States and directly to the fiye districts in

Florida. Districts were asked'to return materials within 2 weeks. However, most districts were unable to comply with
this' request. In many States, the materials had arrived during the spring breakoin one case, the State survey coordinator

was away and the matsials remained in his office for a week. Several districts indicated that the CPIR and SSES arrived

simultaneously and sirrce they felt the CPIR had priority, completion of the SSES was post oned. Several 'States had
early school closings and stated that forms would have to be completed after the schools ha closed. It became clear

very early that the delay in OMB clearance and the resulting late shipment of survey materials as going to have serious

effects on the preteit.
The contractor established earlyconttPt with the LEA's that were selected for the validation study site visits and

asked them to hold their survey materials until after the site visits in May. When survey response was still lagging
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significantly in Jup a followup.phone calls were made to the SEA's early in the month and directly/to nonrespondingLEA's in mid-Jupi. .

MAILOUT RESPONSE RATES

The' following pages contain lists of when the returns for each' district were received it Intran Corporation in
As Inentioned above, the districts selected for the validity study held their pretest materials at the district

office until the site visit Work was completed. Consequently, they are shown on a separate list. Their resporise dates-
should be evaluated in terms of the site visit period rather than the mailout date since they were asked to mail their
questionnaires after the field staff had left their LEA. (Two districts in Kentucky were not included in the validity
study subsample list because their returns were received prior to the notification to- hold. These were both district-only
participants.)

In addition to the listing of distgicts by date of return, four figures are pre,ited that show:

Returns by WeekValidity Study Subsample
.Cuinulative Percent ReturnsValidity Study Subsample
Returns by WeekAll Other LEA's
Cumulative Percent ReturnsAll Other LEA's

ti

Figures 4 and 5 show two groups: the total of all districts not in the validity dy subsample and a subset of that
,total showing the district-only group alone.

I
Figure 2.Returns by weekValidity study subsampleSS pretest (spring 1974)
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Figure 3.-Cumulative percent returnsvalidity study subSampleSSES pretest (spring 1974)
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Figure 4.Returns by ifeek---all other LEA'sSSES pretest (spring 1974)
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Figure 5.Cumulative percent returnsall other LEA'sSSES pretest(spring 1974)
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District Returns

Districts fncluded in the Validity Study (with' thg exception_of Trimble unty, Kentucky, and Carroll County, Ken-
tucky). The numbers below show school and teacher questionnaires re ed as a fraction of questionnaires mailed out.

"' All 19 districts here returned district.questionnaires in 1974 on the dates shown.

District State Date return School returns/
total schools

Teacher returns/
total teachers

Brevard Co. Fla. 5/20 3/3 12/12
° St. Lucie Co. Fla. 5/21 3/3 60/72

Collier Co. Fla. 5/22 3/3 12/12
El Paso Tex. 5/28 3/3 8/12
Brownsville Tex. 6/4 3/3 12/12
Grartd Rapids Mich. 6/6 3/3 9/12
Holland City Mich. 6/10 3/3 10/12
Edgewood ISD Tex. 6/17 3/3 ' 11/12
Somerton Ariz. 6/17 1/1 - 24/24
Eaton Rapids Mich. 6/19 3/3 9/12
Paterson N.J. 6/19 3/3 12/12
Boulder Valley Colo, 6/24 3/3 17/52
Atlantic City N.J. 6/25 3/3 17/52
Fayette Co. Ky. 7/1 3/3 12/2
Adams Co. Colo. 7/2 3/3 12/12
Wilson 007 Ariz. 7/3 1/2 0/48
Vineland N.J. 7/5 3/3 7/12
Nogales Ariz. 7/9 3/3 32/52
Colorado Spgs. Colo. 7119 3/3 12/72 j

r I Total 53/54 288/516
..,

Districts not included in Validity Study. (Trimble County, Kentucky, and Carroll County, Kentucky, tirtincluded here.)
The numbers below show school and teacher questionnaires returned as a fraction of questionnaires mailed out. All 33
districts here returned district questionnaires in 1974 on the dates shown.

District

*Trimble Co.
*Carroll Co.

San Antonio
**Ft. Worth

Broward Co.
*Paintsville
*McAllen
*Carlisle

Fulton Co.
*Smyth Co.
*Roanoke Co.
*Norfolk City
*Hampton City
*Accomack Co.

Alice

,,

State

Ky.
Ky.
Tex.
Tex.
Fla.
Ky.
Tex.
Ky.

Va.
Va.
Va.
Va.
Va.
Tex.

Dateeturn

4/23\
4/25 \.
4/29, \
4/29
5/1
5/2
5/6
5/8
S/I0
5/15
5/15
5/15
5/15
5/15
5/22

School returns/
total schools

- -

- -

3/3
- -

3/3

3/3

3/3

Teacher returns/
total teachers

-

12/12
- -

12/12

,..
31/32/

- -

.-

12/12

v
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District Stat

Clay Co. Ky. 1.

Lansing Mich. \

*Campbell Co. Ky. '1

Somerset Co. Ky.
Downe Twp. N.J.
Ft. Lupton Colo.
Dade Co. (-7 Fla.

Date return

5/28
6/3
6/3
6/10
6/19
6/24
7/3

School returns/
total schools

3/3
3/3
- -
3/3
0/2
3/3
3/3

Teacher returns/
total teachers

12/12
12/12

- -

12/12
8/8

10/32
43/52

*Minn. Spec. Minn. 7/3 .

*Blue Earth Minn. 7/3
*Albert Lea Minn. 7/3
*Roseville Minn. 7/11
*Hopkins Minn. 7/11
*Moorhead Minn. 7/11 .

4 *Breckenridge Minn. 7/11
*Owatonna Minn. 7/19
*N. St. Paul Minn.- 7/19
*Austin Tex. 7/19

Pointiac City Mich. 7/19 2/3 8/12

Total 29/32 172/208

*District-only participants.

Summary: Pretest Return StatisticsDistricts

Mailed Returned Percent

Validity Study subsample. 19 \ 19 100

All others 42 33 79

(district-only subsample) (26) (22) (85)

Total sample 61 52 85

Of the 52 responaiiig,distripts, all 52 returned completed district questionnaires. A breakdown of returns for
participating schools and teachers in those districts follows:

Validity study
All others

Schools Teachers

No.* Percent No.* Percent

53/54 98 288/516 56

29/32 91 172/208 82

82/86 95 460/724 63

numbers in this column sho chool and teacher questionnaires returned as a
tion of questionnaires mailed o
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GENERAL OBS' ERVATIONSa

A brief glance at the statistics and graphs produced from the response to the pretest reveals the following points:

I. The response curve for the validity study subsample doesn't tell much of a story. It seems as though many Would
have taken much more time to return thier materials had it not been for the followup phone calls. It would also
seem that the phone calls directly to the LEA's (the latter part of the followup period) had considerably more
impact than the calls to the SEA's.

2. Returns for the validity study subsample accumulated to 100 percent,, This was possibly caused by two
happenings:

an additional commitment was made to the pretest upon agreeing to the site visit, and
a few districts were persuaded to participate in the pretest when requested to be included in the site visits.

The cumulative return line has a much sharper slope for the subsample.

3. The response curve for all other districts shows a very definite (and more normal) picture. There are two definite
peaks: the first within the normally expected response time and the second showing the effects of the followup
phone calls.

4. The district-only subsample shows a definitely improved initial response, but the curve also dips just as quickly
and flattens out for just along as the total group. The effect, then, of not having the schools involved was rather
short lived. In addition, the overall response rate for the district-only LEA's was only the same as the totarpretest
sample.

5. It would seem, then, that the district survey coordinator is the key to a successful survey:

District-only returns were generally no better than alother groups.
The response picked up once the district.was called, whereas the calls to the State appeared to have had little
effect.
The return rate for the schools imthe districts that made returns was excellent.

6. One final observation is warranted: the percent of returns for participating teachers was much lower in the
validity study subsample because of the fact that all but two of the supplementary sampling schools were in the
subsample. Teacher return rates in supplementary sampling schools were quite low as a group..
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Chapter 4

LOGISTICS a

INTRODUCTION
A-

A major facet of the pretest of the SSES was the actual operation of the surveyoften referred to as logistics..
Logistics is a rather broad concept and covers many different operations of a survey that take place before, during, and

after the survey. Since NCES requested that less emphasis be put on logistics than had beelfihe initial intent, it was not

possible to actually pretest all of the SSES operations. However, attempts were made to conduct as many aspects of the

pretest as possible in much the same way a full-scale survey would have operated. This chapter addresses those aspects

of pretest operations where adequate evidence exists for making observations.
This report on logistics is divided into two parts. The first part is a description of what was done and the results that

were seen. The second part takes those results and relates them to recommendations forc.the full-scale survey. In both
sections, the general' areas to be covered include: survey support instrumentation, shipping and distribution methods,

the survey management system, and the processing of survey returns.

PRETEST LOGISTICS RESULTS

Survey Support Instrumentation

Instrumentation.

A survey the size and scope of the SSES obviously could not be carried off with questionnaires alone. There had to

be other materials to explain how to properly complete the survey and the questionnaires, to explain who should be
respondents and how to select them, and to supply supplerneotary information needed to answer some parts of the
questionnaires. The materials developed for the pretest to serve these purposes were:

rop

various letters to State representatives, district survey coordinators, school principals, and teachers;
district, school, and teacher manuals;
sample selection forms;

T.

the Record of TeacherPacicet Distribution;
the Pupil Code Sheet (PCS);
a form for districts to use in the return of completed survey materials;,and
the district and school lists of special programs.

All of these triaterials were developed after the survey questionnaires were completed. Some of these materials could
not be worked en .until the design of the entire project was complete and until it was certain that there would be no
further changes in the questionnaires or project design. This was particularly true of portions of the manuals and of the

lists of special programs., Other forms, such as those developed to implement the alternative sampling procedures, were

independent of the coated of the questionnaires.
Because of the decreased emphasis on the logistical aspects of the survey (the feeling expressed by NCES being that

the testing of the questionnaire and sampling alternatives deserved considerably more emphasis), materials were

developed to serve a particular need, but no alternate forms or procedures were developed for testing. The alternate
forms and procedures created for the two basic sampling' plans were developed to test two separate sampling plans

rather than to provide alternatives for logistics. Therefore, the results of the survey instrumentation will be rather

simply stated.
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Results.
\N.-

In general, the survey participants apparently had little trouble with the pretest. in terms of understanding what they
had to do and'how to do it. Rather, the basic problems expressed to the validators were :the ability to provide the data
required and the time required to complete the survey. c,: .

.4.

Survey Communications. All of the contractor and NCES contact prior to, and duriri the survey was with the SEA
representatives. ne of the nine States indicated that they thought the presurvey t ommunication was inadequate.
However, of the 1 stricts that responded to the question, 7 (over 40 percent) indicated that.they would liked to have ,

known more abo he survey beforehand. Considering that, some of the &strict& may have felt communications were'
adequate because they were also contacted, by RMC- prior to the survey about the 'te Visits, there seems to be an
indication here that the State coordinators do not pass enough information along to part' districtg.

The letters for the district coordinator, the school principal, and the sampled teachers were included with the survey
materials more as a courtesy than as a means of providing real communication.' It would be possible, but not always
practical, to send letters-to participating districts and schools prier to the survey.

Manuals: The manuals were the core of the explanation of the survey intent and procedures. They provided general
background information, administrative procedures, sample sele'ction instnictions, and general instructions for
answering the questionnaires. Sincelittle is known about any major survey administration problems, it is assumed that .

they generally served their, purposes well, However, based on a review of the comments from some validators regarding
problems with certain items and as a result of the item analysis, it is felt that certain items should be explained in more
detail than Would be practical to do on the questionnaires themselves.

Sampling Forms. The various sampling forms evolved from the development of the three basic sampling procedure;
Within the schools. The results of using these forms can be stated only in terms of evaluating the sampling procedures
themselves. Chanter 6 presents a report of these results. ,

,,

Record of Teacher Paget Distribution. An initial look at the-forms used in the pretest would lead one to think that
this form wals used for sample selectipn. It wacommon to both sampling alternatives and appeared asa place to record
the results of the classroom sampling procedure.

:. 4 .
Actually, the font' also served other puiposes. It was intended to remand the principal about' the teach0 survey

packets and to provide a record of which teachers were .selected, the date they received the survey materials, and the
date each 'teacher returned the completed materials. -

This form, is not an integral part of the survey operations. For'instance, the results of the classroom sampling could
be 'recorded on another form. However, it is felt that any additional help that can be provided to the principalswill in
the long run help the overall survey efficiency. While the overall response of completed teacher questionnairesin the
pretest was poor compared with the school and district questionnaires, this shotild not be interpreted to Mean that.
additional controls 'are needed for the within-schools administration. The overwhelming majority o missing teacher
questionnaire data was from schools selected-to use the supplementary sampling procedures. I s recommended
elsewhere in the reporethat the suppletheittary sampling procedures be dropped from furthe onsiderationa

Pupil Code Sheet (PCS). The PCS is designed to serve a number of purposes. It provides a place for the teacher to
record. the results of her pupi(sample selecton, it serves as a place to record the pupil name for reference without
placing the pupil name. on the questionnaire, and it serves as a record for posisurvey validation. In addition, for the:
pretest only, the PCS indicated to the teacher ,the number of pupils she should sample from her class.

There are no indications to show that the 'PCS provided any problems, that it did not serve its purpose,, and that it
should not be used in its present form for the MI-scale survey.

,

"Return of Materials" Form. After the district had gathered all the completed survey materials from the schools, it
was faced with the problem of returning the materials to the contractor or to the SEA. To provide.continuity in the
survey operations and a means of diminishing and tracking nonresponses, the districts were provided with a form to
record completion of survey operations and the shipmerof completed materials. The form was sent to the SEA
indicating the date of completion and shipment and whaler the materials were shipped to the contraptor dr to the
SEA.
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No negative feedback was received 9rt the use of this form.

District and School Lists of Special Programs. These lists of special programs were provided as a means of giving

schools and teachers information necessary for providing some of the answers requestedlin the questionnaires.
The district list is designed for the LEA survey coordinator to indicate the des4ription of the federally funded

prbitams operating in the diStrict. This description consists of the name of the program, the grades (prekindergarten

through 6) that it serves, and the Federal funding source. The district wasinstructed to make copies of this form and to

give one to the principal in each of the sampled schools.
Each principal would then nse this information to complete the school list, including only those programkthat

operated in the school. Copies were then to be made and distributed to each sampled teacher.

Certain problems with the list were uncovered:

(1) It was often difficult to knOw how to define and name .4 prograniWhether e9 list the ESEA title I M igrant
program,. for instanc , by all of the various areas it covered or to list it only once..The former procedure can be
very time consumin in some cases, while the latter, procedure is subject to the deficiency of not getting enough

information to the pe pl6who need it. _

(2) A similar problem ars se where, say, "ESEA title I Migrant" was listed by the district office but the program was

better known by ano er name in the school', such as the "Migrant Food Project."

(3) It was often, difficul for a principal to know for sure whether or not each program listed for the. district

°operated in his schoo .'in the same/manlier, it was very difficult for a teacher to know for sure if the programs
listed for her school orated in her class or whether the sampled pupils were served by them.

(4) Funding sources for> deral programs were used that had little bearing on the survey as a whole. Thirserved to .
confuse Jhings somew at for some respondents.

(5) Copies of the complet d lists had to be made, which may have been an.annoyance to smile.

Shipping and Distribution M ods
tit

,Introduction.
:

Prior to setting up the su ey operations for the pretest and while the States were being solicited for participation,

each State was queried as t whether they would allow the survey materials to be shipped .directly to the sampled

Alistricts or whether they vi ted all of the materials to be distributed through the SEA office. All of the States except
Florida indicated a preferenc= for handling the distribution of survey paterlals to the districts themselves.

The advantage for the SE 's in allowing direct district shipment was two fold: they would not have to receive and

then redistribute each box, d it would save them money since they would not have to paj, postage or freight charges:

The advantage to the survey operations was that considerable time would be saved in the distribution process. One
potential disadVantage to th survey as a whole was that shipping costs would be hither following the direct district

method...
The promise of not distributing materials- to the districts until the State representative liad seen information copies

of all 'materials seemed to have little effect on their decisions.,
f

Pretest Procedures.

The packaging procedures were set up for shipments to go directly to'the LEA's in Florida and to the SEA in each of
other States. All district materials for a given State were sent at the same time in .one shipment Each district
represented One ,,box and each box had two labels: one for the destination SEA and the other to identify for which

district the materials were intended. r. I

At the sate time the shipmepts mere made, each ..State was also sent a special delivery package containing
Information copies of all materials and a letter indicating the date of the shipment and the number of boxes' in the
shipment. Enclosed with the letter was a return postcard on which the 'state survey coordinator could record the date

. of shipment receipt and the number of boxes received. The State survey coordinators were instructed to mail the
postcard as"soon asthe shipmenewas received. In addition, each district packet '.(in the top of the box) fiad-a business
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reply postcard attached on top. In the samOmanner, a postcard was supplied for each school packet. Instructions,
indicated that the postcards should be returned as soon as the respective shipments were received.

The procedures followed for Florida were similar, but yaried somewhat because of the direct district shipments. The
SEA, was sent a package of informational materials and a letter indicating that shipments had been made to the selected
districts. Each district received a letter under separate -cover and the return postcard was included with this letter.
Beyond this, the other procedures were identical. All thipmenti to the Florida districts were made on the sane day as
the other State shipments.

Return Postcards
o

States. Six'of the eight States 'returned their postcards. Five of these "tes returned' them when the shipment was
received, whereas the sixth waited until the following week. As far as can be determined, there was no delay in the
receipt of this shipment, so it is felt that the postcard was not mailed right away.

One way to make sure there would be no delay in notifying the addressee that the shipment has been received in the
SEA building would be to provide for inside delivery to the addressee. However, it is unlikely that this would be
desirable for the full-scale survey since most of the shipments to the SEA's will be very large.

Districts. Postcards were attached to district packets only for the full participation districts. This would mean, then,
that they were sent to the 5 districts in Florida and to 30. districts in six other States. Figure 6 shows the cumulative
percent return of these, postcards over the'weeks following the shipments. (Florida is graphed separately.)

Altogether, postcards were received from 4 of 5 districts in Florida and from 20 f the other 30 diStricts. In addition
to the higher percentage of returns for Florida, itshould be noted how nip more efficiently the postcard system
operated for Florida districts than in the districts of othet States in terms f the time it took for the postcards to be. ,,... returned. This is presumably due to two factors: (1) the districts received the shipments faster than those in other
Statei, and (2) more attention, was drawn to the postcard because it Was enclosed in the letter.

-Schools. Postcards were attached to the school packets, for 101 schools. Of these, 15 schools were in Florida.
Postcards were received from 14 of the 15 schools in Florida and from 46 of the 8.6 schools in the other States. Figure
7 shows the cumulative percent of returned postcards, with Florida shown separately., Once again, not only .does
Florida show a much higher rate of return than other States; gut also the postcards were returned faster from Florida.
Thus, the,surveY monitoring system seems to operate best with the direct district shipment procedure.

One point noticed in tallying the returns of the school cards was that the postcards from all three schools in a given
district were almost always received during the same week. Any delays, then, were probably caused' by the district
officer rather than by the school principals...-.

, Results ofInterviews.

As part of the site visit procedures, interviews were conducted with each of the nine State representatives and with
17 district representatives in the 20 districts visited. Part of these interviews had to do with the logistics aspects of the
survey. Responses to some of the key questions are as follows:

A. State-Interview Responses

1. Do you prefer to have the SSES shipments come through your office?

Yes = 6 No = 3

2. Did you open each box?

Yes = 2 No = 5

a. If YES: then, do you think it is necessary to label the boxes as to which district they are intended?.

Yes = I No = 1
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Figure 6.SSES pretest: Postcard receiptsdistricts
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Figure 7. -SSES pretest: POstcard receiptsschools
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b. if NO': do you, then, think it is necessary to ship all the materials first to your office?

Yes = 6 No = 2 (Total respondents should have been 5)

If YES (to : would it possibly be satisfactory to ship them directly to the districts if you had first
received your nformation copies along with a roster of participating districts and schools?

Yes = 2 No = 3

3. For the full-scale would you possibly call a meeting of the survey coordinators of the participating
districts (as some States do)?

Yes = 3 No = 6

4. (From the information provided by seven of the interviewees, an average of 2.5 days elapsed between
of materials and forwarding to the districts.) How did the materials get to the districts? ".

3: First class mail
2: Hand delivered by State personnel
2: Parcel post -
1: Shipped by truck

5. Do you recall whether or not you returned the postcard as soon as you received the materials?

receipt

Yes = 4 No = 2

6. Do you prefer to write the letter to each participating district, or do you think it would suffice to have a
geteral printed letter in the district packet?

= letter from State person
2 general printed letter

(Florida was excluded from this question.)
-a

If the latter, this would mean, then, that the district coordinator would call the contractor, rather than you,
with any questions. Would this proccduh, be okay?

Yes = 3 No = 0

B. A Quick Look at the State Responses
e

9

The majority of 'the States prefer ..to have the shipments come through thier offices. However, three States
indicated a preference for not doing so. Five of seven respondents indicated' that they did not open the bokes.
it is difficult to understand why six States prefer'to have the materials cosine to their offices when four of
them did not even open the boxes to inspect the contents.

Of the two, States that opened the boxes, one felt that the boxes should bp labeled with thp district name.
The only purpose for putting this label On the box was to eliminate the need for opening the box to find out
for which district it was intended. The response to question 21Y is generally consistent with question I . Since
too many answered this question, it is difficult to:compare the responses to question 2b with question 2.

However, response to the next question shows that 'two additional States indicated they would consider
direct district shipments under the conditions -cited. (These are, presumably not the same_ as the "NO"
respondents to question 1, since we show five respondents total, following six "YES" respondents to 2b.)
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2. One State evidently called a meeting of representatives from each participating district, while three indicated
that they would probably do so for the full-scale survey.

3. It should be noted that The incident of use of First class mail is probably caused by sending small'pacicages for
the district-only participants. Since the volume of materials for the pretest is so much smaller than for the

- full-scale survey, it is unlikely that the responses here really indicate aything meaningful.

4. Two States indicated that they dill not send the postcard right away. However, only one State'postcard was,
received late. Presumably the two nonrespondents to this question are the-same as the two who did not return
the postcards at all. Evidently the iiState survey coordinatOrs did not mid sending the letters to the districtS.
It is unfortunate that there was nota series of questigms to the effect: Did you use the model letter provided?
Do you endorse this concept, or'prefer to compose your own? Did writing the letters hold up shipment...Wile
district's? Did you send the letters at the same time as the materials?

In -additiorf to the two States that felt a general printed letter would suffice, one other State evidentlyp
preferred the idea of having the districts deal with the contractor for questions about the survey rather thin
dealing with the State survey coordinator.

C. District Interview Responses

1. Did you have any difficulty with the way materials were shipped?

= of clear?for whome, or what, intended.
2 = ethod or shipment was not the best to get to me. What way would be better? 'None

ecommended. One noteworthy' comment-Was--that e nbtatiorr On the box "Box 3 of 4" caused
some confusion. For example, one LEA said Hidt it "Was waiting awhile for the other three
boxes." (This notation was caused by the shipments to the SEA's. Standard shipping practice calls :
for labeling the four bOxes in. the shipment "1 of 4," "2 of 4," etc.) This problem would not occur
if shipments were made directly to the districts.

7 = Other (Specify):

1 = received late (by mail)
1 = no letter of transmittal inside
1 = delivered by "grapevine" from SEA

= well done
= should box each school separately

' Other comments not pertinent

2. Did you find the communications adequate ioi to the receipt of survey materials)?

Yes= 10 No = 7

3. Did you receive a letter,from your State Survey Coordinator (excluding Florida)?

Yes = 15. No =2

if YES:

' 9 = prior to receipt of materials
4 = with mater is
2 = after receipt Of.materials

IMO: did you know who your State Survey Coordinator was?

Yes = 13 , NO=
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4a. Do you remember if you returned the postcard as soon as you received the survey materials?

11 = Yes, right away
2 = Yes, but delayed opening the box
4 = Did not return postcard

4b. Would you have opened the box and returned the postcard sooner if there had been a legend on the outside

of the box thatsaid: "Open Box No: 1 and return the enclosed postcard IMMEDIATELY upon receipt?"

ca.

Yes = 7 No = 8

Did you send the materials to the principals of selected schools, or call them to a meeting:

5 = sent materials
12 = called meeting

5b. Would it be better to call such a meeting for the full-scale surveyparticularly since there will probably be

more than three schools sampled in your district?

Yes = 6 No = 3

6. (From the information provided by 14 of the respondents, an average of 2.5 days elapsed before giving or

sending materials .to the schools. Two other respondents indicated 28 and 3G days, respectively. Adding these

two brings the average to 5.9 days.) How did you send the materials to the,schoOls?

13 = hand delivered by school district staff
1 = via school district vehicle or truck )
3 = picked up by principals

D. A Quick Look at District Responses

Some of the interesting things that can be learned from thep(responses are that:

(1) The districts often felt that they should have been told more prior to the receipt of survey materials-7 out

of 17 thought thatcommunications were inadequate. Only 15 received letter from the State coordinator and

only 9 of these were received prior to the materials.
(2) Not many of the districts bothered to return the postcards; the majority admitted that calling their attention

to the card by the legend on the box would not cause Menu) act any more quickly.

(3) The districts evidently find meetings preferable and it seems as though they are quite practical about the most

efficientimanner of distributin&the materials.

Survey Management System

Initial Specifkations.

A good part of what goes into the logistical aspects of a large survey such as the SSES is some very affirmative

planning. Such planningof the pieces involved4in the survey, of the operations involved to make these pieces fit
togethee.properly, and of a schedule for these operations to happen on time and in the proper sequenceusually takes

the form of a detailed set of operational, specifications and schdclules. Since kite pretest was considerably smaller in

volume than a full-scale survey would be, the procedures were a reduced vertion of what would be needed for the

full scale implementation of the SSES.
In general, the first stage of specifications for the survey management system requires:
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(1) A general overview to provide orientation for the reader.
(2) A list of all the materials that need to be produced or acquiredeither as part of the survey package or as needed

for packing and shipping operations.
(3) Specification of quantities: the quantity to be produced of each piece, the expected number that will actually

be shipped, the number of different typeS of shipments, etc.
(4) Detailed specifications of how materials should be collated and assembled into sets, how sets should be

packaged, and how to organize all of these materials for efficient operation.
(5) Specifications for the development of the computer system that will take the sampled districts and schools file

and produce:

labels for questionnaires, packets, and boxesin the proper order and quantities for efficiency in the labeling
and packaging operations;

e a roster of summary counts that provide an overview for labeling, packaging, and shipping operations;
detailed rosters that will be used for recording the completion of various steps in the survey operations and
allow for maintenance of up-to-date monitoring;
detailed rosters that will allow for .inclusion of a one-page summary for each district in the district shipment;
punched-card tub files for use in keeping track of all returns and producing followup reports;
followup reports to be sent to nonrespondents for various mail and telephone followups; and

O project monitoring status reports for various stages of operations.

,'Implementation for the Pretest.

Most of these procedures were followed for the pretest. The principal steps omitted were the use of tub files to
Monitor returns and the production of status reports. Because the survey volume for the pretest was relatively small, all
returns Were checked in by hand and status reports were produced on demand with little difficulty.

Responses on both the return postcards arid the survey materials themselves were logged in daily and/or weekly,
depending on the rlow. These figures were used to produce the response tables in this report.

In general, little difficulty wai experienced with survey management during the pretest. It is very difficult to
properly report on how it all went or to evaluate the system since, on the whole, everything worked well and there were
no alternatives to. be compared. Another factor that makes it difficult to evaluate how well the survey management
system worked during the pretest was that theanalysis of alternatives concept introduced a great deal of4ariability into
the materials production and assembly. Complications were introduced that will automatically be removed from the
full-scale procedures. It' is felt, however, that enough has been learned at various stages so that the procedures used for
the pretest can be refined for the full-scale survey.

Processing of Survey Returns

Introduction.

This general category takes into account a number of operations:

(1) checking in postcard returns to monitor shipping and receipt activities,
(2) producing status reports to alert project management of potential problems on.these distribution activities,
(3) checking in questionnaire returns,
(4) producing status reports on returns to monitor receipts and to signal necessity for followup rosters,
(5) capturing data (keypunching and scanning),
(6) two-stage editing and edit followups, and
(7) editing resolutions and producing a clean tape.

As indicated in the preceding section, not all of these pretest operations would allow direct reporting of results,
evaluating results or alternatives, or comparing the results with what would probably occur on the full-scale survey.

As a result of the small survey volume, operations I through 4 (above) were performed mamolly. No tub tiles were
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used for pulling receipts and updating the master file. Status repor were compiled whenever necessary without
computer assistance. All folloa,yups were done by phone; consequet no computerized followup system was developed

or used. Data capture was done entirely by keypunching will full-key verification.

Frequency Distributions.

Since response to the mailout survey was significantly delayed, it was necessary to cut off inclusion of responses for
processing the survey data. All responses received through July 19, 1974, were keypunched. The total ntiffiber of

'questionnaires received by that time was:

District questionnaire: 52
School questionnaire: 81

Teacher questionnaire:
Pupil questionnaire: I,104 `,

Programing was completed at that time for running frequency distribut' s of the response on these mailout survey
questionnaires. These distributions (sometimes referred to_as marginals or univariate st istics) ipcluded counts and
percents for each category response for each variable. Where items were not categorical variables, that is, they were
write-in items, reponse intervals were preset for each item (or item part) prior to the programing for .,he frequencies.

The frequency distributions played a strong role in the analysis of survey responses and in the evaluation of each
pretested questionnaire item.

Edit Specifications.

Detailed edit specifications were developed to check the logical consistency and accuracy of data provided on the
questionnaires. In general, the kinds of checks that were specified can be categorized as follows:

Sum of parts; exceeds total provided in response to another question (base number)
Response directly contradictssesponse provided elsewhere v

directly conflicting data
did not follow skip patterns

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FULL-SCALE SURVEY LOGISTICS

As stated previously, the logistical aspects of a nationwide survey are extremely importantespecially for a survey of

the size and scope that the full-scale SSES is likely to be. The outcome of the survey could suffer significantly without
the implementation of a comprehensive and detailed system for the overall management of the survey. Without this
system, the survey could result in incomplete or inaccurate data, delayed response to the survey, or overall poor

response rates.
The recommendations that follow in this section are largely based on the results of the logistical aspects of the

pretest that were reported earlier in this chapter. In some instances, the correspondence between results and
recommendations will be quite obvious. In other cases, the recommendations will be based on sources such as the
comments recorded at the time of interviews with State and district personnel during the pretest, on the observations of
the RMC project staff who participated in the site visits, and on the writer's experiences with the 1969, 1970, and 1971

elementary school surveys.
The areas that will be covered are: survey communications, instrumentation, and the survey management system.

Survey Communications

Tried and proven survey methods have shown that the more communication that exists with survey participants
before, during, and even after the survey, the more likelihood there will be of a successful data-collection effort.
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Communication prior to the actual mailout or shipment of materials is particularly significant because it can have a
pervading influence over the entire survey effort. Good channels of communication during the survey arc important for
solving logistical and substantive problems. Postsurvey communications (or feedback) show the e (Cts of the earlier
communication in establishing good relationships and creating an atn2sphere that will epc urage cooperation for

--Subsequent data-collection efforts.
All three of these areas have direct application for the SSIESBecausetey depends on close working

relationships and communication among various IQVCIS of respondents, it is impiirtant for presurvey communications to
"begin as early as possible. Since the SSES is a very detailed and complex survey effort, it is likely that questions will
arise during the course of the data collection. Effective communication links will, in most cases, easily solve these
problems and will potentially increase the response rate and reduce the amount of followup work. In most instances,
future NCES data-collection efforts will be handled by the same SEA representative and, in many very important cases,,
by the same LEA representative. In any case, it is desirable to have communications that are as intensive and as
complete as possible to enhance the understanding of the survey participants a`nd-ralelp eliminate any t. timing
problems.

The following is an outline of procedures that are recommended for implementation in the full-scale survey to
establish and maintain good relationships with thosurvey coordinators in thg..States.and to guarantee the success of the
SSES.

Presurvey.

(1) Send an informational letter -to each State ol.-Ming it of the current plans- and intentions rega.rding the
full-scale SSES. This should be done 6 to 8 months prior to the expected survey start date.

(2) Select a national LEA sample, excluding those States which absolutely refuse to participate.
(3) Five to six months prior, to survey start date, send a letter to each State announcing the LEA precan ss effort

and include a list of the sampled LEA's for each State. States should be requested at this time to notify each
sampled LEA (preferably by letter) of the impending precanvass data request. If States are going to be given an
option to have all survey materials shipped to them or to have them shipped directly to the districts, they should
be given the opportunity at this time to make such a choice.

(4) When the precanvass materials are shipped to the SEA's, include a letter of explanation for each district. This
letter should .summarize the precanvass procedures, suggest distribution and followup procedures for the
precanvass, and a second list of the sampled LEA's should be included. The precanvass should be done as early
as possible during the school yearprobably about 5 months prior'to the survey. SEA's and LEA's should be
given a number to call in Washington, D.C. (preferably toll free), to have questions answereA-6nd problems
solved.

(5) Send a reminder letter to each State about 2 weeks later. The districts involved should probably be listed again
for convenience.

(6) Approximately 1 month after the precanvass mailout, followup calls should be made to the States. Permission to
send a reminder letter to the districts that have not completed the precanvass Should also be obtained from the
SEA at this time. (Some sort of personalized letter would be preferred and more effective.)

(7) Sometime after the precanvass has been completed, letters should be sent to the States giving them more detail
about the survey effortparticularly an up-to-date schedule. The States should be made aware of NCES's
intentions regarding survey procedures about 2 months prior to the survey start date.

(8) Approximately 2 weeks prior to mailout, a letter should be sent to each State. This letter will accompany a
sample set of all survey materials aSiwell as a relisting of the districts to be surveyed.

Communications During the Survey.

(1) Each State should receive a letter of transmittal at the time the shipment is made telling them the date of
shipment and the number of boxes. If shipments are made directly to the LEA's for a given State, these letters
would go to the LEA's. In this case, the State representative should receive a courtesy letter indicating that the
shipments have been made to the district.

(2) Districts should receive a letter of explanation before they receive the survey materials. Most States prefer to
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send such a letter themselves at the time they are distributing the materials to the districts, but a letter from
NCES or the contractor would be more effective and timely. It is hoped that the States would have already
communicated with the LEA's prior to the survey. However, it probably should be assumed that the LEA's will
need some fUrther&briefing.

(3) States and districts (and preferably schools, too) should be provided with, business reply return postcards to
notify receipt of materials. This will assist the contractor in spotting shipment problem or distribution

bottlenecks.
(4) A telephone number in Washington, D.C., should be provided for SEA's and LEA's to call if problems or

questions arise. This number should be toll free if at all possible. It has been shown in the pas that such an
arrangement has a significant effect on participant cooperation because they view "Washington" as rying to do

as much aspossible to make their job on 'the survey easier.
(5) About 1/month into the survey the SFA's should be asked to remind the participating districts of e survey

comple ion date. At this time permission should be obtained to followup the delinquent districts dir ctly by
either or phone.

(6) Periodic fol o will have to be made to nonrespandent districts. The letters sent should be as person 1 ed as°

possible and should pr. information about what is being requested, including listing the mate hat 'have

not yet been returned.

Postsurvey.

7/

(1) Letters should be sent to participating distficts after their materialS have been returned. These should also be as
ryperso alized as possible, should acknowledge receipt of survey materials, and should thank the district for their

pa on.
(2) ates sho d also be sent thank-you letters after survey completion.

9- Many Statei, and districts have indicated that they would like to receive feedback on survey results.Plans should
be made to provide for such feedback on whatever level seems most appropriate. This is particularly important
for those skeptical States and districts that are reluctant to participate because they feel no good has ever come
from previous surveys and view current efforts as a waste of their time. The feedback should be provided as soon
as possible to show how effectively the survey can be run and to mentally prepare the respiindents for future
Surveyoefforts.

General

Results of other surveys have shown that using specialized mall services adds significantly to survey responses.While

it is realized that the use of government franking privileges will realize a certain cost savings, nonetheless, it is
recommended that stamped envelopes, special delivery, or certified mail be used when feasible. The use of these special
services generally draws extra attention to the communication and results in a more effective survey.

Instrumentation

The concept of instrumentation, a vital aspect of a successful survey operation, involves not just the actual
data-collection instruments (or questionnaires) but also the various pieces of survey support materials such as the
manuals/and forms used for recording completion of various survey operations. Careful consideration should be given to
the conceptualization and design of each piece. The survey questionnaires could be perfect in every way and still be

part of ail innraecessful-data,.collection-effort-withput the proper support instrumentation. Recommendations for the
approaches to be taken with survey instrumentation follow.

General

(I) Seth% type: It is recommended that an automated system such as a composer be used to prepare the copy for-
a!l instrumentation, as opposed to a standard typewriter. This is recommended because of the inherent

advantages of the composer such as use of italics, different weight faces for highlighting, and different sizes of

type of headings and titles.
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(2) Use orcolor: It is recommend d that all'the instruments for each response level be printed on the same color
stock and that 'the color for ach level be different from that for the others. The use of bright colors helps
respondents notice and recog ize the survey materials, an advantage that was realized during the pretest. It is
good to colar-key the instruments for a given level because the individual respondents can identify a particular
color as something they shotIld be concerned with. This also helps those processing the questionnaires to easily
distinguish one questionnaire from another. Different colored inks should be+considered on occasion where their
use would serve a significant purpose.

(3) Instructions: The pretest further substantiated the need for complete, clear, and concise instructions. Because
respondents tend to not read or follow them, instructions should be placed frequently throughout the
instruments and always close to where they are needed. Where appropriate and economical, they should be set
off in a different type face and Sometimes printedin a different color of ink.

The Questionnaires.

The following points should be considered in approaching the layout of the questionnairesthe single -most
important instruments in the survey:

(1) Questionnaires should be laid out in the manner that is most appropriate for the mode of-data capture to be
employed, including the provision of appropriate codes for data :capture,

(2) Provision should be made for ease of clerical coding and pre-edits, if appropriate.
(3) The.averwhelming consideration in design should be to lay out the questionnaires in a manner that will provide

for the easiest and clearest response thus reducing the respondent burden.
(4) Provision should be made for a precoding system that will "permanently identify the respondent.through all

stages of survey operations.
(5) Words that need defining should be clearly identified as such each time they are used. The definitions themselves

should be part of the questionnaires as was done for the pretest. The theory is that the closer the definitions are
to the need, the more likely it is that they'll be used. po'

(6) Certain important instructions should be repeated on the cover of the questionnaire so that they will be read,
but their number should be reduced from that found on the covers for the pretest. There was evidence that
some' instructions were missed with some consistency. The fewer the instructions on the cover, the more
attention will be given to those that remain. Celkain instructions are so important and were missed so often in"
the pretest that they bear rekating on the top of each .page Of the questionnaire. Instructions printed inside the
body of the questionnaires, particularl%" routing instructions (skip patternsj, should be printed in red ink to
avoid their being ignored as they often were during the pretest.

(7) Questionnaires shpuld be set up for data capture in a way that will provide the most efficient and economical
process. The type of data collected on the district and school questionnaires is such that they would be most
adaptable to some fo 'of key entry. The volume projected for each questionnaire on the full-scale survey is
large enough that this. ute would be the most economical and isus the recommended form of data cap re.

However, with the volume p ojected for the teacher and pupil questionnaires (approximately 60,000 questionnaires
between the two) if, Would be ar more economical to use optical scanning (or optical mark reading) proced res or
these questionnairet. In their cu ent (pretested) form, these questionnaires are easily adaptable to an optical s arinin4
format. The fe,w questions that' did not currcnZly.have categorical responses (i.e., closed end items) were put mite
"open end" Or "write-in numbers" form for the pretest solely to establish the proper ranges and intervals for closed end\
response)s/on the full-scale instruments. (It should be noted that precisiorwof data is not lost by converting write-in
.numb 6 to categorical responses. Initial checks with data users determined Ihat the data acquired by this means was
m e than precise enough for the analytical use to which it would be subjected,) Other items provide for a write-in
response in the "other" category. These items also were set up in this fashion for the pretest only to establish whether
or not the categories provided for response were.adequate. The intent was to check the written-in responses for items
that had ,a high incidence of "other" to see whether anything was written in often enough to warrant additional
rc ponse categories.

e teacher and pupil questionnaires clearly collect the kind of data most suited to scanning. And, as mentioned
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above, there will be a ,considecrable number .of these questionnaires to be processed. Both of these characteristics servt
to make scanning the most economical mode of capturing the data. But there are other overwhelming reasons for
recommending scanning as the most appropriate data capture technique for these questionnaires. From a logistical
point of view, the greatest advantage is the' speed with which the questionnaires can be scanned. Nearly as soon as the
questionnaires come in they are ready for the machine: the ID number on the questionnaires can be used to update the
master file with these returns and the data is quip4iy ready in a computer-processable form for computer edit checks.
(This is of considerable advantage in the method of applying edit checks that is recommended further on in this
chapter.) Another advantage from the operational point of view is that the scanner creates an easy-to-manage computer
tape record that eliminates the error-prone and difficult-to-manage handling of large amounts of punched cards through
various stages of processing.

However, more importantly, scanning provides significantly more accurate data than any key-entry process.
Statistics have shown that scanners can be used to capture data through the optical mark reading process considerably
more reliably than .data can be captured through the keypunch/key-verify process (approximately 99.5 percent
reliability versus approximately 97.5 percent reliability).

Manuals.

.
Manuals are a very necessary part of the SSES procedures: There is little question but that the ad iniStration of the

survey is.complicated enough that it certainly can do with no fess in the way ofinstructions than has been the case in
the pretest and previous ESS's. It is clear that the iespondents need as much explanation of what they have to do as can
be provided to them. There is too much that needs to be explained by way of background and rationale for the survey
for it all to go into a letter. In addition, there are a number of details regatding survey administration that need to be
explained somewhere: Two of these manuals contain sampling procedures. And, the item analysis of the response to
several questions showed clearly that they needed more adequate explanation and examples,, SUcif.beloligs only in the

manuals, and certainly not in the questionnaires themselves.
A suggested revision to procedures contained in .the manuals would be to specify 'n the school manual that the

principal should have a' clerk in his office fill out the top portion of the PCS for each t cher packet. This form would
then be used to ensure the correct distribution of the teacher packets by checking the CS that the clerk would liie-
clipped111,/topof each packet. A further extension of this concept would be to have the clerk also copy the teacher

a code number onto each pupil questionnaire in the packet. This procedure was used by one school during the pretest
and it provided a great deal of uniformity in the recording of this information.

We recommend not only that the manuals be retained but also that further advantage be taken of their existence.

Sampling Forms.

The sampling, forms used by the school principals were part of the nanuals, i.e., they were the back cover of each
school manual. This procedure seemed to work all righ.Lin that no comp) ants wt,re received.

It will be necessary to use some kind of form (or forms) in the clp..room sampling procedure to provide a uniform
method of recording procr.)kiral steps followed and results that ca audited in a postsurvey check: However, there is
no strong reason to include them as a detachable part of the manual, as opposed to including a separate forth in the
survey package, except for the fact that the principal will know exactly where to find the form. There is. a slight
additional advantage in that following this procedure would mean one less piece of paper has to be kept track of in the
package assembly process. A slight disadvantage, however, might be that the principal,would neglect. to detach the form
from the manual and file it for future checks.

At the teacher level, 'the only form used for sampling pupils Whs the PAS on which the results were -recorded.
However, it is recommended in chapter 6 that a new form be createtfor the pupil sampling: a form on which the
teacher Would record the alphabetic roster of pupils. The same considerations Abut incorporating this form into the
teacher manual would apply as above.

Pupil Cocligheet (PCS).

The PCS is a sampling form, but it also serves another purpose. To give as much consideration as possible to the
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concept of corificlenti ty of data, the pupil name is hot recorded onto the pupil questionnaire: And yet, it is necessary
to know which pupil belongs to Which pupil ID number at the time of the reliability and validity (R&V) study. The
MS meets this need.

The,PC$ also provides' a place to record the names of the pupils sampled to be used for checking at the time of a
postsurvey audit. Additionally,...the teacher cart use this form for referring to the name of the pupil for' whom she is
responding on .a given pupil qu'estionnaire. The PCS might also serve one additional purpose. If the pupil sampling were
to be done by 'the principal's office for each sampled classroom, the PCS could be used for indicating what programs
the pupils participate in.

For the pretest the. PCS Was a two-part "no-carbon-required" form. The reason for this was to help ensure that the
PCS Would be available at the time of site visits by having copies of it in two placestile school files and the district

'SinCe, all the districts that. were visited for the pretest were reqUested to kepp all materials at the district office
'untillthe site visit, it. is difficult to evaluate how well this procedure worked; i.e., whether or not copies resided in both
the district and the school offices. Since the PCS is more important than just a place to record the sampling results (it is
also needed for R&V of the pupil questiOnnaire), it may be worthwhile to continue the practice of using two-part paper
in an attempt to ensure that a copy will be available soinewhere. In any case, the instructions to hold the PCS and not
return it to the contractor should be made as clear as possible.

Return of Materials Form.

There have in the past been problems, with the return of the materials from the district. In addition, there have been
problems with the State (as indiCated when queried by the contractor on the followup) not knoWing whether or not the
materials" for. a given district had been .returned. Finally, there have also been problems with lost shipments or wasted
phone calls, The form that the districts usecl to notify the States that the materials had been shipped served two
piirposes: it alerted the State survey coordinator to the fact that shipment was on its way to the SEA offices, or it
notified the State`survey coordinator that,the materials had been shipped to the contractor.

It is recommended that all return shipments be made from the districts directly to the contractor. There is little, if
anything, to be gained from routing returns through the SEA since it most certainly adds to the total cost of return
shipments, unduly delays return shipments to the contractor, causes the survey monitoring system to operate less
efficiently, and results in needless followup ondistrict return of materials that are sitting in the SEA offices. The States
should be' encouraged to allow the districts to return their materials directly to the contractor. And, in fact, perhaps

- they should not be given any choice.
The States cld,:however, have a right to' want to monitor the returns from their own State. Consequently, we

recommend that the districts be supplied with a' postcard to notify thee State coordinator that' materials have been'
returned to the contractor: In addition, because shipments can be delayed and, at times, can get lost, it would be useful
to supply districts with a business reply return poitcard that they would mail to the contractor on the same' day as the
shipment is made. This card should contain places for the date materials are mailed, number 'of boxes, method of

,forwarding, and the name of the shipping agency or company.
Postcards would be the most efficient forni of notification but only if they are actually used. Some thought should

be given to devising a clever means of bringing the poitcards to the immediate arid obvious attention of the district
person when the shipment is being made. ;

. .

Lists of Special Programs.

, The question of providing information to principals and teachers about the-funding sources ofprograms operating in
their schools and classrooms has always been a problem for this stirvey. The District and School Lists of Special
Programs that were develciped fo'r the pretest represent a refinement of the forms used in the past.. Respondents who
were interviewed generally indicated little problem with the use of, these forms. Yet .the validation and item analysis
procedures showed results for some items that indicate the information was still not transmitted properly.,There is no
question that it is necessary to make sure principals and teachers have some means of verifying the funding sources for
the special programs in,their schools and classes.

We Would recommend The following further refinements to these procedures:
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(1) Directions should be reviewed and fine-tuned in an attempt to y the situation for the small percentage that

p was cgafused.
(2)' More specifically, directions should be explicit about hOw to name the program. Examples should be given in

the district Manual of how to indicate the name of each program that is the one most likely to be

recognizedeven to the extent of breaking down one program (such as ESEA title I. Migrant) into the
components by which people know it on a day-to-day basis. .

(3) Tifne could: be saved for the district survey coordinator by indicating that only _programs operating in the

sampled schools need to be listed.
(4) Confusion could be further eliminated by dropping the listing of all programs that are not the target programs

for the SSES. (Recommendation was made elsewhere,to similarly revise questions regarding Federal program
participation in the district (pretest question 9) and school (pretest question 1-5) questionnaires. The concept of
"non-Federal programs" should also be clarified by directions andexamples.

(5) The dist;ict form procedures should be changed such that the district coordinator would

m ake the necessary number of copies of the completed list of programs,
wri;ein the name of each sampled school cm the copies in tfrespace provided, and
check off (in the column provided) the programs that apply for each school.

Following these procedures would eliminate some of the confusion that arose concerning whether or not the
programs were applicable to "all schools" or to ".this school."

(6) The School List of Special Prograrhs should be eliminated because there is evidence that teachers either did not
use it or did not understand it. In addition, it represents too much.of a-problem in identifying which programs
are applicable to a given classroom. The school manual should be appropriately revised as follows:

'A section should be added to clarify exactly how the principal should use the copy of the District List of
Special Programs he received. (For the pretest, half of the principals interviewed found it necessary to contact /
the district coordinator regarding the list.)
Instructions should te added asking the principal to specify the names and funding sources of the program
which a; sly to each "sampled classroom, the classroom teacher, and to any pupils in that classroom (where

not alZ iitate for the class as a whole). A special place for the prinicpal to do this should appear on the
front o e teacher. questionnaire.

(7) While the District List of special 'Programs should be color-coordinated with the other district materials, the

' shade of the color should be as light as possible to minimize any copying problems.

The SurveyAanagement System

That the full-scale SSES is a large survey project that needs tight management control goes without saying.. It is
probably one of the largest nationwide survey.effats outside of the work that the Bureau of the Census is doing.

Certainly there are other survey projects that gather data from a larger sample or from more respondents than the

SSES, but there are feW that

gather data for four levels of response,.
depend on a three-stage distribution system, and
need so many different survey support materials because of the complex_nature of the survey materials and the

data requested.

. The ESS's in the past were notorious for their late shipments and lack of proper survey controls. Strong attempts
were made for the 1971 ESS to significantly tighten up the survey control procedures. To the limits of our knowledge
it appears that they worked, at least, for the initial stages of the project. It is known at least that the 1971 survey was
printed, assembled, and shipped in record time andtthat the ESS shipment date was met for the first timedespite the

usual delays in OMB clearance. 42
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The only way in which this was possible was by a tight.survey management system. Quite often it is 'assumed that
the use of pie.word "system" automatically implies computer system: Well; that is at least partially true for the type of
system necessary for a large and 'complex,survpy effort such as the SSES. To successfully control and monitor such a
survey, a system is needed that interrelates a computer system ..and a detailed set of prOcedures for production
personnel to follow duting the course of the project effort.,This system must Cover all aspects of the project Gm the
design and implementation of the survey materials and their printing, assembly and shipment, to the check-in of
receiptsfoilowu' ps; and processing of survey responses.

Survey Preparation.

One thing that was clear in preparing for the 1971,ESS remains clear for the SSES: the size and scope of the survey
is entirely-too large to keep track of it all without the assistance of the computer. But the computer and thee system it
runs can only be as good as the original specifications'that are laid out and the information that is fed into it during the
course of the survey. The amount of interaction necessary, during every stage of the survey, between the survey
operations (the system of procedures for production personnel) and the computer system is quite high. '.Careful
planningprior to any implemerVenvf every stage is extremely important to optimize the computer system. It
should be; thought out and developed by the same person or team that is designing the survey operations.

Every step should be preplanned. This holds true for the design of every piece of survey materialsfrom the very
important questionnaires to the smallegt but integral survey support form. It can bequite amazing how much effect the
content of one form has on another. The production of materials should be coordinated in such a way that

the finalization of survey materials should occur within the same week;
each piece should be available for proofreading as soon as the composition, layout, and key.- lining are completed
for each;

. the same person (or team) who is familiar with every aspect of the survey's complexities should review and proof
each survey piece; .

it is important that last-minute changes and refinements be made by one person in a coordinating position who
has intimate knowledge of all aspects. of the project and is' in constant touch with each aspect 'either the
contractor's project director or NCES's project technical monitor;
as the pieces are reviewed and proofed, their interrelationship becomes clearer; vital changes in content are often,
introduced to survey support instruments at this time; this process* should take place on a flow basis;
the sign-off on each should be accomplished as much as possible in the order in which it is"produceda complete
piece at a timeso that it can move onto production (printing and binding) in such a way that the production
workload can be evenly'diitributecrover time to eliminate last-minute jam-ups.

The timeliness of these steps is.extremely important. It is essential that PERT (Program Evaluation and Review
Technique) proi-:.edures be utilized'in establishing the schedule and monitoring progress. The computer comes into play
through BERTing of all important steps. Unless sufficient time is set a'side.iu do this work in an efficient manner on a
schedule spread over time, preparation and production of the large volume of Materials necessary for the SSES cannot
be done on time, without the use of a PERT system. The only couwromise to adequate scheduling or using PERT is a
budget large enough to consume all the ineconomies generated by doing too much in too little time in too unorganized
a fashion.

The' assembly of materis the next major step: The assembly will be very complex and every step must be thought
through and preplanned. Careful thought must be given.to the .order.in which the materials should be inserted in the
packets..With the large numbers of.materials involved in the SSES, the logistics of pre-assembly must be carefully
planned so that once assembly is begun it will flow smoothly through every step. Only an organization with experience
in handling many different pieces, of materials (up to 20 for the SSES) in large volumes should attempt these
operations. Every step of the 'assembly process should be closely observed and monitored by someone with intimate
knowledge and understanding of the survey's inner workings. Only in this manner can time-consuming errors be avoided
and potential problems foreseen. The SSES materials production, assembly; and shipping will fully occupy 'large
printing and mailing facilities for a number of weeks and an operation of this complexity must be closely observed and
monitored by key project personnel.
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The computer system comes back into play with the labeling and packaging. steps. Computer listing should be

produced that will provide an overview of each segment of these steps. The numbers of materials and packets for each
.

. level should be, summarized for each higher level so, that checics'can be made at key steps'. Detailed procedures will
direct assembly and shipping personnel on correct interpretation and use of these, listings, how to make checks and
correct errors, and the manner to be used in recording sueeeisful completion of. key steps. The computer system will..
also produce labelS to be applied to each packet (actually to each questionnaire). It is extremely important that these
labels are produced in an order that allows the most recently labeled-product to be placed on,top of the one preceding.
In that way, the materiali can be processed through the next step in the same order and the order of the materials never
has to be inverted...The end result of this procedure is that all materials are in the proper sequence for boxing and
shipping. Labels should also be interspersed in the proper quantity at the appropriate places in the label sequence

This assembly and shipping process will take about a week. It should be closely monitored at each step. Part Of this
monitoring, process is the infOrmation4hat is supplied each day, on the shipments that day, the number of boxet,in
each, and the carrier naive aild waybill number. This information is recorded on a shipment master roster and is vital
for the shipment notiticatiOnslettert thataremailed each night 'during the course oethe 'shipping prodss. This is the -
first step in the very necessary survey monitoring system and is vital. o the tight,control that must be kept on a survey
of this magnitude and

4 i
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.Management During th'e Survey Process:

a

Monitoring.Distribution. The interaction of detailed personnel procedures and the computer system continue during .'

thecourse of the survey. As postcards are received from the States and districts tilt have received their shipments, an
up-to-date picture of the status of the distribution process can be provided. The compiitersystem will have produced
punched-card tub files that will be used to monitor receipts. As soon as a shipment receipt is acicnowledged, a notation
and date is made on the master roster for each State and directdistrict shipment. A punched card is pulled for each of
these in addition to all other districts and schools. This method allows for immediate production of a status report by
running all the pulled cards against the master computer file t5 update the status of each.*Periodicshecks of these
status reports. will alert, the project staff to snags in the distribution process so that corrective, action can be taken
before significant delays are realized'.

Shipping and packaging methodlogy will play a significant. part in the responsiveness of the monitoring system at this
stage of the survey. Given the results of the pretest and comments during the site visit interviews, the following are
recommended:.

.
(I) Packaging: Each school should be a self-contained package inside a box of multiple schools for a distriCt. Each

district should have its own box(es) that should be labeled.as to the intended district when shipments are made
through the States. The top-piece inside the first bo2( for _each district should be a summary sheet that will
provide an overview of the contents. It should also attempt to diminiih the impact of the large amount of
materials by noting the small numbers of questionnaires that are required for completion at each level. A roster
of the sampled schools in each district should be included in each district-;shipment to prOvicle the district

%.

coordinator with a further overview and a tool for his own survey monitoring.
(2) States should be encouraged to a'llo'w district shipments. The pretest results in Florida gave testimony to the

efficiency of this procedure. States may not realize what a tremendous volume of materials they would be
committing themselves to distribute and how much delay State 'distribution adds to the survey process. Several
LEA's (outside of Florida) expressed preference for direct shipment. The addresses of the LEA's should be
checked for accuracy and completeness in whichever States agree to direct shipments. In the past the addresses
on the Public School Universe File were often inadequate.

(3) The postcard system should be-employed to allow for the close monitoring of the distribution process that is
. necessary. Direct communication with the districts prior to'reCeipt of survey materials will help in the process.

As-in the past, letters should be sent to the districts. Since States are not likely to get letters to the districts
before the districts receive the survey materials from the States, it:would be preferable to have he contractor
mail lettels directly to all districts regardless of the distribution method-used.

(4) Provision. should be, made for efficient 'return of survey materials from the districts. `'LPackaging and
shipping procedures should provide for use of double boxes with the inside printed box pre-addressed to the
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contractor. This will ease the job for the districts but still leaves the problem of 'payment° for the shipmenta
problem that has come up often in the past. It is unlikely that the use of government franked envelopes would
work. The first problem is that "materials would have to be mailed back directly to the government. The second
problem is thatiat, even the, vhbol level, theii are too many materials for one envelope. Each school will
ptobably be returning 21 questionnaires. Use`of multiple envelopes for each school would significantly add to
the contractor's problems in Controlling and morlitorinesurvey responses. Perhaps districts could be directed to
use Federal funds, such as ESEA title I funds, to pay for shipments. There have been indications of heavy (but
unauthorized) incidence of this procedure in the past. Ir(any case, we recommend that materials should not be
returned through the SEA's because of the added delays,and costs.

). .

Monitoring Survey Returns. As survey returns are received from the diStricts, receipt should be logged on the master
foster. As the contents of each package are checked in, the use of another more detailed punched-card tub file will
come into play to permanently record" each receipt. A card should be pulled, for each district, school, and teacher
questionnaire received. If it is desirable to monitor the number of pupil 2uestionnaires,,procedures can be implemented
rOr overpunching the card for each teacher questionnaire.

A, i 4

Using this procedure 'will allow for production of weekly computer status reports of receipts. Close monitoring of
- these reports will enable the project monitor and project director to decide the best timing for followups to

nonrespondents. Followups should take the form of listing, by district, the number of materials, by school, that have
been returned as of a certain date as well as the number of materials that are outstanding. These followupt can be
personalized by use of computer 'produced letters for each district. To be done most efficiently, the letters should be
mailed directly to the delinquent districts. A summary for each State can be given to the State survey coordinator since
providing followup listings (by school, and district) for the entire State proved to be highly ineffective in the past.
Reports summarizing the entire followtip activity could be automatically produced for project monitoring.

Certainly one and perhaps two of more followups will be necessary, They should be performed in a timely fashiori
that will be efficient and effective in keeping the overall survey response period down to the bare minimum. At some
point toward the end of the rAsponse`period, it will be necessary t telephone hard-Core nonrespondents.

Processing Survey Returns. As returns are checked in as described above, they should be placed in the order they are
received: district questionnaires, school questionnaires for the first school, teacher questionnaires for the first teacher
followed by her pupil questionnaires. Questionnaires should then be checked in sequence to make sure that each is
properly identified. This will be particularly necessary for the pupil questionnaires if the procedure is followed that
calls,for the teacher (or schol office) to transfer the teacher code number onto each pupil questionnaire for a given
teacher.

Questionnairei will then be re dy for the next process, which for the district and school questionnaires will most
probably be a manual (visual) e it check' of certain key items on each questionnaire. Certain items may be
predetermined as being.absolutely ceisary for analysis. Should this be the case, it will be desirable to acquire any
missing information prior to further p cessing. In many situations, it will be preferable and easier to followup on such
missing information imediately. Standard forms should be developed for mailing requests for missing data. Clerks
should make sure each of these letters receives an identification number prior to mailing. It would be preferable to
follow such a mail procedure prior to introducing any necessity for expensive telephone followups.

Questionnaires should be Isubject to data captur processing as.soon as poSsible and on a flow basis to avoid any
log-jams later on. Once data has been put on tape (through reliable, proven, and error-free techniques) they will be
ready for computerized edit checks. Previous history of the ESS points out the desirability and necessity of applying
edits as soon as retruns are received so that quick-resolution followup can be made. Use of optical scanning on the large
volUmes of teacher and pupil questionnaires will make this possible, and feasible. The first groups of questionnaires
should be run through the already-prepared edit routines to make sure they are proViding the desired results. Any
changes and refinements should be made prior to running checks on large numbers of questionnaires. For those editfchecks that requir espondent followup for resolution, procedures should be implemented for the periodic production
of edit checks, fo owtip outputs; and mailings. This whole process can be automated. The mailings should be sent
directly' to the districts. Telephone calls may possibly be necessary at the very end to meet project deadlines.

Close following Of these procedures should result in high response rates on the SSES and the prompt production of
clean, edited tapes that can be used to provide univariate statistics prior to weighting and nonresponse adjustments.
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Chapter 5

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION .

During the design of the SSES, many questions arose as to the optimal method or approach to employ. When it was

found that some of these could not be resolved a priori, it was decided that ?hey would have to be evaluated in the
field. As.a result, one goal of the pretest was to design and evaluate various survey alternatives. The alternativesfell into

two major areas: sampling and questionnaire variations. This chapter will review only those alternatives that fall into
the questionnaire design area. Chapter 6 will present an analysis of sampling alternatives in full detail.

There were four major questionnaire alternatives tested:

(1) response alternative's of yes/no versus mark all that apply,
(2) response alternatives of numbers versus perceht,
(3) selection Of optimal respondent, and
(4) collectioniof welfare versus low-income data.

Two forms of each questionnaire were developed to address these alternatives. To eliminate confusion between the two

forms, each district received thesame form of, questionnaire for,each response level:. district, school, teacher, and pupil.

So, in other wordi, half of the districts were mailed one form of the questionnaires and half the other.
The approach initially intended for the analysis of survey alternatives is discussed in detail in a separate report to-

NCES. However, constraints placed on the field fist by the .delay in 0 clearance retulted in the revision of that

approach as shoWn-in table 2. Table 2 presents a summary of the questionrr alternatives tested, reviewing for each

one the reason the alternative was inserted into the pretest, indicating the analysis approach to evaluating which of the

alternatives should be adopted in the full-scale stud, and briefly describing recommendations made by the RMC staff.

The approach taken in this chaptbr will be to discuss ,each of the alternatives in turn and to provide some background

information regarding the basis for the recommendations madd by the 'RMC staff. It shotild be' noted that the
recommendations presented here lire a summary of the recommendations for the individual questionnaire items.

Specific information on each itermis contained on the item analysis sheets on file at NCES.

ALTERNATIVE 1: YES/NO VERSUS MARK-ALL-THAT-APPLY

During the early design stages of. the SSES pretest, two questions were raised that led to the insertion of both yes/no
and mark-all-that-apply response ,alternatives for a series of items. The first question arose because the RMC staff was

uncertan as to which of the two approaches would yield the most accurate data. One of the main concerns of the staff

was that the use of the mark -all- that -apply format allowed no internal edit check on the data provided by respondents.
However, it was felt that the yes/no format would permit the analyst to review each of the questions and to determine
whether the respondent did not provide the data requested. The mark - all -that apply format on the other hand provided

no way for checking this since the respondents need only mark those that were specifically applicable. The second
question leading to the insertion of this alternative dealt with the issue of respondent burden. It was felt at the outset
that requesting the respondent to check either yes or no for each of the pospible choices would add considerably to the

response burden. Since both of these questions operated in different directionsone in favor of the yes/no responses
and the other favoring the mark-all-that-apply response approachit was decided to insert a series of questionnaire

items in both formats: half of the questionnaires to be mailed would request one form, the other half would request the
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Table 2.Summary of-questionnaire alternatives tested

Alternatives tested Question addressed

Response alternatives
of yes/no versus mark-all-
that-apply

Response alternatives of
numbers versus percents

Selection of optimal 1
respondent

Collection of welfare
versus low-income data

Question existed as to
which approach yielded ,
the more accurate data

Question arose as to whether
respondents could provide
numerical responses or
whether it was only possible
to estimate the values re-
quested and provide percents

Question arose, about
which respondent could
more easily provide the
most accurate data to
specific questions

Analysis approach

Analysis of frequency
distribution of survey re-
sponses

Analysis of frequency
distribution of survey re-
sponses.

Review of frequency
distribution and vali-
dation study outputs

It was unknown at the outset Discussions with re-
as to whether respondents spondents during vali-
would be better able to pro- . dation study
vide information on welfare
or low-income families

Recommendations

° Use mark-all-that-apply ap-
proach

Impossible to generalize
must judge on individual
basis, but general tendency
toward numerical responies

See item analysis sheet
(on file at NCES) for
each item

Request low-income data

other. Table 3. indicates the questions that were treated in this manner. All 40 questions were entered in both the
yes/no and mark-all-that-apply response formatsbut on separate forms of the questionnaires. An example using
question 15 of the, pretest district questionnaire is shown below:

EXAMPLES OF THE YES/NO VERSUS MARK-ALL-tHATAPPLY
. ALTERNATIVES FOR THE SAME QUESTION

Yes /No Afternative
15. Were any of the following methods or

a (Mark "Yes " or "No" foe each).
standards used as part of the last needs assessment conducted by this LEA?

1.0
a. Conference with parents

.b. Conference witll pupils
c. Staff or teacher conference

,

d. Survey of parents
e. Survey of pupils
f. Survey of staff or teachers

§
g. .Pupil achievement scores 3

h. Pupil grades
i. Pupil IQ scores 0 0

'J. Other (Specify): 0 0
Mark-AA - tiply Alternatives 4--

15. ch of the following methods or standards were used as plat of the last needs assessment conducted by this
LES? (Mark all that apply)

Conference with parents
Conference with pupils
Staff or teacher conference

8
Survey of parents
Survey of pupils

Survey of staff or teachers
Pupil achievement scores
Pupil grades

0 Pupil 1Q scores
0 Other (Specify)
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Table 3.Questions..tested for yes/no versus mark-all-that-apply responses
(Question numbers refer to the pretest instruments)

Question number Subject of Question.

District Questionnaire

14 Programs involved in needs assessment

15 Methods used in needs assessment
16 Major needs identified in needs assessment.
30 Major functions of title I parent advisory council
50 Target groups for title III project
53 a Direct recipients of title III services
56 Members of title III advisory council
57
72

Major functions of title III advisory council
Title VII services provided

76 Major emphases of training for title VII staff
78 Major functions of title VII parent advisory council

102 Services for handicapped pupils

School questionnaire

1 Grade levels in school
15 Federal projects in school
16 Target groups receiving federally funded services

18 Grade levels served, by title I

21 Services provided by title I
24 Grade levels served by title I migrant
27 Services provided by title I migrant
52 Grade levels served by title III
35 Target groups receiving title III services
36 Services provided by title III
41 Grades served by title VII
44 Title VII language of instruction
56 Orthopedic barriers in school

Teacher questionnaire

12 Primary focus of preservice training
15 Primary focus of inservice training
16 Target group focus of inservice training
17 Federal programs in which teacher participates
46 Type of special training to teach handicapped pupils

Pupil questionnaire

9 Areas of instruction
10 Classification of pupil
27 Problem subject areas
29 Persistent problems requiring assistance
33 Services received through title I
36 Services received through title III
39 Basis of selection for title VII
41 Pupil's handicapping condition(s)
48 Services for handicapped pupil
49 Equipment or materials for handicapped pupil
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The approaCh taken to evaluate which of the response formats would be better for inclusion in the full-scale
SSES was bilsically an analysis of the .freqtiency distributions and accuracy of survey responses. These frequency
distributions almost invariably yielded fewer responses for the mark-all-that-apply format. Because of the type of
'validation instruments developed, it was impossible to directly use validation data as part of the analysis of this
alternative.

. As mentioned before, the yes/no approach was included to provide an.internal edit cheCk. Respondents, however,
only checked "yes" responses and did not check "no" responses, treating the questions much the same as
mark-all-that-apply questions. Again-using district question 15 is an example, the responses received as a result of
the pretest are as follows:

Response indicated

Omits

a. Conference with parents
b. Conference with pupils
c. Staff or teacher conference
d. Survey of parents
e. Survey of pupils
f. Survey of staff or teachers
g. Pupil achievement scores
h. Pupil grades
i. Pupil IQ scores
j. Cither (specify):

Mark-all-that-
apply format Yes No format

Number of
responses

Percent of
responses

Number of
"Yes"

responses

Percent of
- "Yes"
-responses-

Cases where
"Yes" responses
exceed mark-
all-that-apply

3 12
Average:

6 1/3
23

10 40 13 48 k
5 20 10 37 x

11 44 19 70 x
9 36 14 52 x
8 32 12 44 x

20 :08 19 70 x
17 22 81 x

7 28 12 44 x

3 12 7 26 x
2 8 3 11 x

While it is impossible to make statements about the validity of any given item, the fact that, in 9 out of 10 cases,
there were more "yes" responses than mark-all-that-apply indicated a trend on the part of respondents to
over-report "yes" responses, a trend substantiated by validators' comments. In addition, averaging across all
respondents to each type of response format, only 12 percent omitted responding to the quesen on the
mark-all-that-apply format, while an average of 6-1/3 respondents did not respond to the question on de yes /no
format. When individuals did respond, they entered an average of 4.18 and 6.34 responses for the mark-all-that-
apply and yes/no formats, respectively.

Reviewing these facts, and combining them with the knowledge of school ,systems obtained through validation
study site visits, analysts determined that the mark-all-that-apply responses were more accurate since respondents
were over-reporting on the yes/no format. Hence, it is recommended that those questions pretested in this manner
should be inserted in the full-scale study in the mark-all-that-apply format. The revised questionnaires reflect this
recommendation.

ALTERNATIVE 2: NUMBERS VERSUS PERCENT

The ,SSES is a very different -type of purvey from that usually conducted by NCES. Many of the data items
included on this survey are subjective in nature and request d'ata concerning personal estimates -of individuals
involved. This being the case, the question arose as to whether the respondents could reasonably be expected to
proyide numerical responses for certain data items, or whether it was only possible for them to estimate the values
requested and to provide percentage answers. Analytically, it was preferred that respondents provide numerical answers,
since base data would then be available for a number of analysis procedures, On the other hand, it was felt that/
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a:questing numerical answers indicated a level of precision in the data that was not necessary for the analysis to be per-

formed and posed an unnecessarily high level of burden on the respondent. Therefore, as table 4 indicates, 12
-questions were designated to-appear in both formats so the question could be resolved. An example of each alternative

is shown below using question 4 on the pretest district questionnaire:

EXAMPLES OF THE NUMBERS VERSUS
PERCENT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE SAME QUESTION

Number alternative

4. Approximate how many "elementary pupils in this LEA are from families whose primary

b supporter receives welfare? (If none, write "0")

Pupils

Percent alternative

4. Approximately what percent of the elementary pupils in this LEA are from families
whose primary supporter receives welfare? (If none, write "0")

Percent of pupils

Table 4.Questions. tested for number versus percent responses
(Question numbers refer to the pretest instruments)

Question number Subject of question

District questionnaire

4 Pupils from families on welfare

6 Pupils from non - English - speaking homes

8 Educationally deprived pupils

Schoolwquestionnaire

7 'Pupils from low-income families

9 - Pupils from families on welfare

10 -Pupils from non - English- speaking homes

11 Pupils from non-English-speaking familie earning $3',000 or less

14 Educationally deprived pupils

46 Lanugages spoken by title VII participants

Teacher questionnaire

24 Pupils from non - English - speaking homes

27 Pupils with general ability to work at grade level

28 Pupils who will be prepared to work at grade level next year

This question was analyzed through an evaluation of the frequency distributions of the survey responses. These
-frequency distributions yielded very similar data for each of the items regardless of the format (numbers or
percents) used. As may be seen in the table below, however, the omit rate for numerical responies is consistently

lower than for percentage responses, indicating that respondents had fewer problems in answering numerical

questions.
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. Question
Omit rate (percent)

Percentage
responses

Numerical
responses

District 4
District 6 . . .. a
District 8

16

12

16

0
4
0

School 7 . 0
School 9 3
School 10 3
School 11 0
School 14 . 9 3

alFhool 16 '77
--"Teacher 24 2

Teacher 27 3
Teacher 28 1 2

The accuracy and validity of the percents versus

numbers varied by each specific item tested. In ad-
ditior difficulty was expressed in the .field, validation
of So items. HOWever, it was determined that re-
spondents were better able to provide numerical
answers for most of the data items in question. As to
the recommendation for this alternative, it is im-

possible to generalize. Each question or item must be
evaluated on an individual basis as shown in the item
analysis, but there is a general preference among ,RMC

analysts for numerical responses to facilitate analysis in
terms of the aggregation of data, the development of
averages, and in weighting individual responses. .

ALTERNATIVE 3:. SELECTION OF OPTIMAL RESPONDENT

The SSES is.a laige-scale.effort that, in the full-scale implementation, will survey approximately 800 school districts,
3,000 schools; 12,000 teachers, and 48,000 pupils. This being the case,- it is possible to aggregate many data items to
national totals and hence averages. Since the data can be aggregated from any level, many of the questions (such as
enrollment, program participation, and expenditures) could be asked at whatever level was most appropriate from the
viewpoint of both respondent burden and data accuracy. The pretest, therefore, was designed to determine which
respondent or questionnaire was the best location for a number of data elements. In addition to the respondent burden
and data accuracy considerations, some items needed to be entered on more than one questionnaire to permit certain
types of analyses. Questions asked of multiple respondents for whatever reason occurred 43 times as shown on table 5.
Shown below are examples of similar questions asked at different levels ofresponse:

EXAMPLES OF MULTIPLE RESPONDENT. QUESTIONS
(Question numbers refer to the pretest instruments)

School questionnaire
47. What are the major criteria used in the selection of elementary Pupils for participation in the ESEA

title VII project in this school? (Mark all that apply in each vertical column)
Pupils whose primary Pupils whose primary
or dominant language or dominant language

is English is other than English
a. Basis of selection is unknown a a
b. No special criteria employed
0. Pupil's English - speaking ability
d. Scores from standardized achievement test written in English

. Scores from standardized achievement test written in the-primary or
doMinant language of the pupil 0

1. Pupil grades
g. Teacher recommendations 0
h. Economic need of family 0 a
i . Other (Specify):

Pupil questionnaire
39. On what basis was this pupil selected to participate in SL

o Basis of selection is unknown
o No special criteria employed
o pupil's English-speaking )ability
o Scores from standardized achievement test written in English
o Scores from standedized/achievement test in the primary or dominant language of the pupil
o Pupil grades
o Teacher recommendations
o Economic need of family
o Other (Specify): 51

le VII pr (Mark all that apply)
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Tible 5.Questions asked of multiple respondents
(Question numbers refer to the pretest instruments)

Duplicated items .
Subject area

District School 'Teacher, Pupil

2 (line a),
.2 (line b)

3
4

5

6

8

9

2 (line b)
2 (line a)
6
9, 11a
4 (col. b)

10,1Ia
13
14d

15

4 (co1.11)

1

21

23
24

.,
17

4

-20

23 '
12

17

30

I

Membership in grades. prekindergarten-6
Total membership in LEA/schobl/class
Population size of area LEA/School located in'
Welfare - percent of pupils from families on
Race of pupils-number of each
Primary or dominant language other than English-percent of pupils
Sixth graders reading below .glads,levelt-percent -

Educationally dis-prived-percent of pupils
Federal progiams in LEA/school/taught by teacher
Race of tcachcrs
Grade levels in school/grade level teacher isoporthig for/grade level of pupil

7,8, Ila 21, 22 Low-income familles-percent of pupils; definition of low income

12 19 English-speaking ability of pupils

16 10b Target groups
27 6 (cora) General academic ability when pupils entered class

28 6 (col. c) General-academic ability of pupils next year/at and of year

29 8 Likelihood of completing elementary school, high school, some college

24 20 32 Number of pupils in title I in LEA/school/class

21 33 Subject or activity area of title I services

34 (if totaled) 26 .,-- Number of pupils in title I Migrant in LEA/school

27 33c Subject or activity area of title I Migrant services

22 ,28(Migran t) '31 Selection and mode of title I participation

40 30 Number of title III Projects in LEA/school

48 34 35 Number of pupils in title III in LEA/school/class

50 35 I0h 111 Target groups of title 111 project

51 39 . 37 Selection criterion of pupils fin title III

54 37 Melor emphasis of title 111 In LEA/school

36 36 - Subject or activity area of title III services

71 43 37 Number of pupils In title VII in LEA /school/class

44 220 . Language of title VII project in school/class

45 19f English-speaking ability of title VII pupils

47 . -- 39 Selection criteria of pupils for title VII

76 12,158 Major emphasis of preservice or inservice

88,89 48,49 This Is actually a skip, but It also tells why handicapped pupils aren't getting services

90 51 48 Services provided to or needed by handicapped Pupils-thew three questions are very
similar but also very different. District Q.90 deals with availability of services
but the last column (not available to pupils with need) is probably the same as
school Q.51. Pupil Q.48 is probably thesame as the first column (available to

every pupil with need) of district Q.90. I

94 50 -- 41 Number of handicapped pupils by handicap-district Q.94 and school Q.50 are probably

the same unless a pupil could be ih a school and not receiving services from any

funding source

94 (If totaled) 50 (if totaled) 40 Total number of handicapped pupils in LEA/school/class

97,99 (line h) 52h 41 Number of teachers In LEA/school teaching handicapped pupils

97 54 (line a) Number of teachers of handicapped in regular classrooms

98
99 (line b) 54 (total of

lines b & c)

43 , Number of teachers fully certified to teach handicapped pupils

Number of special tcachcrs of handicapped

103 451 Number of teachers receiving inservice for handicapped during this school year

a. Asks for primary or dominant languitge not English plus earning
53,000 or lou per year-could be arrived at through analysis of
entries at all respondent levels on the lines.

b. While not specifically asked for here, during analysis, this probably
will be linked into Federal program participation of pupil.

c. Includes title 1 Migrant unless only operates in the summer.
d. Misnumbered in the current school questionnaires as a second

question 13.
o. Even though in the general section, the answer hero would be the ,

language of the title VII project.

52
47

f. Although in the general section and already linked to school
question 12, It will probably also be used in conjunction with
school question 45 during analysis.

g. The "bilingual/bicultural" choice on teacher questions 12 and 15

links into district question 76.
h. It appears that school question 52 would be the same as the total

of district questions 97 and 99 (line b).
L It a positive response here, then had inservice for the handi-

capped during this school year.



The evaluation of this altepative was more time consuming than for any other of the alternatives tested. It involved
an intensive review of the frhuency distributions' as well as an indepth evaluation of the validity study outputs. The
primary concern of analysts in this evaluation process was to .obtain the most accurate data possible with the
secondary consideration being that overall respondent burden should not be increased:

Using the question concerning the number of pupils from 'homes where the primary or dominant language is
other than. English as an example, it is possible to determine how the contractor arrived at its recommendations.

It was the contractor's reconunendation, that this question be deleted from the district and school questionnaires
and retained on the teacher and pupil questiOnnaires. This was based on a review of the data contained in the' table
below, as well as on validatOr 'comments and suggestions. The.question numbers shown An the table refer to the
pretegt instruments.

Questionnaire
number

Error
rate

Response
burden

Level of
precision

District . . . 24% Hard Estimate
School 10 ... 35% Easy Estimate
Teacher 24 . . . 32% Easy Estimate
Pupil 17 . . . 11% Hard Estimate

In most cases, RMC analysts were able to make recommendations as to the suggested location for each of the data
elements.

ALTERNATIVE 4: WELFARE VERSUS LOW - INCOME DATA

The SSES has been designed to collect information on school systems in general and Federal program
participation in particular. These Federal programs are designed to reach pupils with special needs.

One target group with special needs is generally felt to be children Who have been determined to be

iducationally
deprived and who live in low-income areas. Hence, it is a concern of this survey to collect accurate,

slid information on the extent of lowlincome pupils within school districts. During the survey design stages, it was
unknown whether °the respondents could better provide information on the number of pupils who come from
families currently receiving welfare, or whether data were more readily available on the existence of low-income
families within the district. Giiten this, it was decided to pretest questions on this topic during the of 1974.
Table 6 indicates the seven -questions relating to this alternative, while examples from the pretest school
questionnaire are also shown.

EXAMPLES OF LOW-INCOME
VERSUS

WELFARE QUESTION ALTERNATIVES

Low-income alternative

7. Approximately how many of the pupils in this school are from low-income families?
(If none, write "0")

Pupils

8. What is your definition of low-incotte?

Welfare alternative

9. Approximately how many of the pupils in this school are from families whose primary
supporter receives, welfare? (If none, write "0")

Pupils
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Table 6.Questions regarding low-income or welfare status
(Question numbers refer to the pretest.instruments)

District qUestionnaire

4 pupils from families receiving welfare

School questionnaire ,

7 --pupils from low-income families
8 definition of low-income
9 pupils from families receiving welfare

Pupil questionnaire

21 pupils from low-income families
22 -- definition of low-income
23 -- pupils fromIamilies receiving welfare

The approach that the contractor's staff members took in the evaluation of this question was to conduct

discussions with respondents during the validation study site visits. It was learned through these discussions that,

while respondents have difficulty providing information on ether topic, they have an even greater amount of

difficulty, providing information on welfare. Whereas some school dis/licts had conducted an ESEA title I survey in

the past year requesting information on the existence of low-incor naamilies within the district, In almost no case

did the school -district officials have information concerning the welfge status of pupils' families.

The difficulties encountered by respondents in providing welfare data can be seen in the omit rate, shown below,

which is double that of the equivalent low-income question.

/If

Omit rate
Welfare question

Number I Percent

3 2

1 27 2

Low - income question

Number I Per

School questionnaire . . . 1

Pupil questionnaire 15

In addition,'the error rate for the welfare questions was high relative to that for the low-income questions as may

be seen in the table below. Question numbers there refer to the pretest instruments.

A

Questionnaire number
Error rate

Low-income j Welfare

District 4 Not asked 57%

School 7/9 30% 58%

Pupil 21/23 . 0%. 0%

Where requested, welfare information was either estimated or respondents were forced to contact either welfare

or social service agencies within the school district area/ It is for these reasons that the contractor recommends that

the questions concerning this issue request information on low-income families receiving welfare.

A

A

5,1
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Chapter 6

ANALYSIS 'OF SAMPLING ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant sets of alternatives to be .pretested* during the ,mailout survey were the alternatives
developed, for sampling procedures. Each,of e Elementary School Surveys (FSS) in the past had followed identical
procedures for the sampling of classrooms a o upils but these were not always successful. As a iusult, a good deal of
attention was given to developing procedures that would solve some of the problems of the past.

The proeedures used from the original Survey of Compensatory Education in 1968 to the 1971 ESS for sampling
grades and classrooms had been to take every homeroom class for grades 2, 4, and 6 in every school in the Sample. One
problem this procedure offered was the difficulty in obtaining accurate, counts of class sections for each school prior to
the survey. rn addition,-this procedure did not provide any means.of estimating between-grades variance. The procedure
for sampling pupils traditionally used in the ESS was to have the teachers of the selected classrooms_ pick a random
sample of four pupils in,eaqh class. The teacher manual provided instructions and a random number table for use in the
selection of the pupil sample.
` Given this background, RMC and NCES set out to develop alternative procedures for sampling classrooms and pupils
that would be tested during- the SSES preteSt. A considerable number of alternatives w re- nsidered during a series of
meetings throughout the summer of ,1973. Among the altetnative procedures init il under consideration, but
eventually ruled out, were:

sampling by birth date across the elementary grade population of each school,
sampling by alpha segment's within sampled classrooms,
sampling alternate sets of grades in alternate schools,
randOmly sampling pupils from every grade in each school, and ---...../
sampling pupils from homerooms sampled with Probability proportional to size across the school population.

s

pupils
\ `

A basic sampling issue at one point in the discussion as whether a one-Stage or two-stage sampling design was
appropriate. In general'', the parameters folloWed in designing d choosing sampling alternatives were;

4 \ 4
The sampling procedure must provide% means of measuring. the variance between grades. Frdin past surveys, the
variances between schools, between classes within grade, and witItin classes were known, but it would be desirable
to continue measuring these variances.
The total sample size should be large enough for measuring the components of sampling error, but not so large
that the sampling error is much smaller than it needs be. NCESindicated that the size of the 1971 ESS sample was
adequate to provide these measures:
Procedures to oversample (where necessary) pupils in target pupil subpopulations and pupils in small. Federal
programs should be developed. Certain programs°and pupil groups in the past were inadequately represented for
the purpose of drawing national estimates.
Each alternative procedure developed must be auditabic n postsurvey checks. .
Each alternative must be designed to provide the necessary components of variance that would allow for testing°
each alternative.
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The-product of all this was the develOpment of two alternativeS each forclassroom and pupil sampling procedures.
The first classrooni sampling procedure would selecf four homerooms at random across all hOmerooms for the

elementary grades in each. school The second procedure would select two grades at randoM. in each School. In the
pretest, pnly..two homerooms in each selected grade were to be chosen. This was done to cut down'on the pretest
burden. NCES indicated that, should this procedure work; all homerooms-in the two grades selected for each schbol
would be surveyed as part of the full-scale design.

The alternative developed.for pupil sampling was to vary the number of pupils selected, in each sampled classroom.
The alternative procedures were simple enough: In roughly half 'the schools, the teachers Would be instructed to select
font- pupils. In the others, teachers would select two. If the selection offour pupils worked:as well as selecting two, the
general opinion was that within-class sampling would continue to select four pupils from each class to ensure adequate-
numbers for measuring within-class variance.

-RESULTS OF SAMPLE CHECKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There were three types of -Sampling procedures being tested during the field effort conducted this spring. They were"
(0 sampling of classrooms that was conducted by the principal, (2) sampling of pupils that was conducted by teachers,
and (3) supplementary sampling of pupilS in special target,populations in some schools. These special target populations .

were migrants; bilinguals, Indians, and handicapped -and this sampling was done by the school principal.' For the
sampling of classrooms, two alternative procedures were being pretested. Sampling Type I (referred td as the HLF type,
because it used the flomerdom List Form) sampled four homerooms from a list of all the homerooms in a school.
Sampling Type 2 (referred to as the GLF type, because it used the Grade List Form) first sampled two grades, and then
two ,homerooms within each of these grades. The pupil sampling procedure -involved two alternatives, also The first
alternative asked the'teaoher to sample four pupils from her homeroom; in the second she sampled only. two. There was
also a supplementary sampling procedure being pretested that involved sampling an additiOnal,number of studentsn
schools that had high concentrations of these special target groups. This 'supplementary sample included up to 'a
maximum, of 20 additional pupils.

In the following discussion of the results, of the pretested sampling procedures the phrases "correct ,sample,"
"incorrect sample," and "procedural error" will be used quite frequently. It is important for, the reader to know the

'exact meaning. of these phrases. The researeh design to check the selected sample directed the field staff to-replicate the
sample selection procedure that the respondentT had been asked to complete. This replication was independent of-the
respondent's to ensure that the sample checker would not be biased by the respondent's errors. After the ple
checker completed his sample selection, he compared it with the respondent's sample. If the samples were i'clen11, the
respondent drew .a correct sample. If they were different, the respondent drew an incorrect sample., If the same was
incorrect, it was, due to a proceduraterror, or a mistake in following the sampling instructions precisely. It As also
possible that the respOndent drew a Correct, sample, yet made procedural errors. Some mistakes madc hi following the
instructions would not necessarily 'affect the sample selected. An example of this would lie the incorrect completion of
the worksheets or the omission of information requested on these sheets, neither of which led to an incorrect sample.
Although the primary consideration in the sample- checks was that the correct sample was selected, the secondary

"'consideration was whether or not the respondents were able to follow the instructions.
The RMC Research Corporation and OE field staff conducting the SSES sample checks visited the schools in May

shortly after the respondents completed the pretest. Prior to beginning the field work, a three-day training session was
conduCted at RMC. In each school, the sample checker independently completed the same sample selection that was
asked of the respondent, using the appropriate rosters and source documents in each school. He then compared his
results with those of the respondent, indicated whether' an incorrect sample was selected, and, if sb, the types of

f 1

ptocbdural errors made. Also, for each district the sample checkers completed a site visit report that summarized their
experiences, includtg .problems incurred and recommendations. The field staff provided marry comments and
recommendations Mr redesign' of the sampling .procedure for the full-scale survey in addition to their sample
verification tasks. The sample, checkers spent approximately 2 days in each district and verified the sample selection

'procedure of tliree schools ill the district.
The package, used by sample checkers in tke field included the, necessary materials to complete the independent

0G.
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sample selection, materials to report correct or incorrect sampling, probedural errors, and problems found, as well as a
site visit report outline. Also included was a list of procedural error codes and an explanation of each. These errors
included those of omission, arithmetic, transcription, misunderstanding of instructions, misuse of random number
tables, creating lists, definitions, and other. Table 7 is a summary of the errors reported by the sample checkers and the
frequency of occurrence of errors by sampling type. The procedural error types listed above are those the sample
checkers used in the field and those reported in table 7.

'Table 7.-Reporled procedural errors

Sampling type

Procedural
errors
by site

0
a.)

0z

Procedural errors

0
v)

.10
0

-
0

Classroom
Type 1.'(IjLF) 21 4 ' 0
Type 2 (OLF) 10 10 0

Pupil
Type 2 (2 pupils) 29 37
Type 4 (4 pupils) 44 52 1

0
iu

o
O.

cgcg

13

6

0 0
13 8

Supplementary 11 4 0 0 0 4 0

a. Sampling forms were mailed to the district offices and had not arrived yet.
b. Minor prUccdural errorlack of thoroughness.

,,

befinitional

N
4-t

0

-0

4-4

Teacher
packet

of distri-
bution
record

0
Z

. a.)

9 0 1 la
0 0 2 lb

6 0. 0 _16
17 0 0 0- 17

1 0 0 0

oo

0

0

After reviewing results of the sampling procedure, however, it was possible to define a list of procedural error types
made in following the F1LF and OLF sampling procedures that was more concise than the list used by the sample
checkers. These error types are the following:

(1) Errors in creatinitheist

a. Ordering within grades
'b. Placement of AM and PM kindergarten classes
c. Placement of multigraded or multiaged (ungraded) classes
d. Other (such as using the enrollment from a dare other than January 31, 1974)

(2) Transcription Errors (such as those made from transcribing enrollment figures from source!documents to
sampling worksheets)
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(3) Definitional errors

\K. a. Definitional inadequacy
b. Definition not used
c. Defmitional inconsistency

(4)..tack of, thoroughness
.

(5) Instructional errors

a. Instructional inadequacy
b. Misunderstood instructions

(6) Misuse of random number tables

(7) Arithmetic errors

(8) Did not follow instructions at all

(9) Other (such as not completing the sampling procedures at all)

The following paragraphs address each of the three major-sampling types independently and discuss the results from
the pretest, including the types of procedurat. errOri that occurred and the solutions thatmay remedy them: In the
sampling procedures the major questions that were addressed were: 'Vas the sampling done correctly?'", "Were
respondents able to follow dircctions?.", "Was the procedure auditabler, and "Which method of sampling worked
better?"

Sampling Classrooms

As can be seen in table :7, there were significant numbers of procqdural errors and 'incorrect samples for 'both
classroom Sampling types. 'Some of ,thesq mistakes (in following the procedures) did not agect the sample drawn.
However, ,the number of incorrect samples was still' greater than 10 percent for ,both the HLF and GLF sampling
procedures (see table 8).

As a general consensus, the sample checkers seemed to prefer The conceptual framework of the although
admittedly on the whole.the HLF was not nearly as effective'as the GLF. In the 20 schools that used the GLF sampling
procedure, 13 (or 65 'percent) drew correct samples. In the 25 schools that used the HLF type sampling, only four (or
16 percent) drew correct samples. hi tables 9 and 10, all tile scliock that were involved in the SSES pretest sitevisits
and that conducted thq sampling procedures are listed. Designations indicate whether errors were made in,completing
the sampling procedure and, if soy what the errors involved.

Type 1Homeroom List Form (HLF)..

. The HLF procedure involved two basic steps:. the first was creating the sample universe list of homerooms, and the
second was selecting the homerooms from this list by use of random number tables. Most of the errors made in using
the HLF samplinprocedures occurred in creating the list: As can be seen in table 9, only two principals made errors in
the second .step. Four principals did not follow the instructions at all and picked."representative" samples based on
their-own judgment. This error, type is therefore not attributed to either of the steps in the sampling procedure.

Of the 21 Schoolszthat picked incorrect samples using the HLF procedures; 8 of them were caused solely by the fact,
that they did not order homerooms within grade correctly or place AM and PM kin6ergarten classes correctly when
creating the list. No other procedural erforswere made. Most respondents read the fist paragraph in step 1.1 whose key
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Table 8.--Classroom sampling results ,

Sampling
type

o ,.
I

.

I.
,,

Correct
sample

Incorrect
sample

.

Procedural errors

.

Creating list''

2
....
43.)

=0
...=
.a.

c/3'H
.

Definitional

= .
2-

..-s

...0

Instruc-
tional

,3to

.4:3

1...
0.).0
E
=
=
E
.g
=2

,.....0
cn
7

gcn

-

yy

k2).

.
0

q
u3

g

0=
0t
07

4 7:1

rS

6.
4).0
5

tn

I:,
cri
W

=

'-'6.
a.,)

"r1I.
Q

N
ta

4)
=
....

CI
Ea,
4.,
7,
=

00

.E.
0.)

CL)

o
Oa

W

.
43.)
c/3
c/3
00

0
-cr.
0
00
....qa-

=

,..t...0
E'.
0)

a,0
Oa

w

,

6.0=
.cf5

?.;'
00
=0-
a)

"0c
5

IV
0)07

z

>,u
.2
443

co37
0
U5-

g=
cr
a,

"0

A°

7,00
..

4:1)

"0
0

HLF Type 4 21 11

GLF TYPe 2l 13 7
6 3 2

0 ' 1 0
0 4
0

1 0 4 1

2 1

sentence was: "On the HLF prepare a list of all homer.00ms in your school in ascending order of grade level, from
prekindergarten through grade 6 only." They did not read further to the instruction stating that homerooms within a
grade level should be ordered by size. These also included people who did not place AM and PM kindergarten classes
correctly on the list. Some principals combined AM and PM classes and regarded them, as one class. The''procedure of

'combining the AM and EN classes is not technically correct, although the instructions 'were never explicit about this,
point. Other comnioh errors included not using rosters from January 31, 1974, but 'from later dates, usually*in April
and May. This error was caused by the delayed timing of the pretest. Except for the four principals who did not follow
procedures at all but picked a sample that they felt would be "representative," the procedural errors were minor ones
that could be reduced by making the instructions clearer and easier ,to follow.

The HLF type sampling procedure was capable of being audited. All steps in the procedure were defined. The
respondent was not given any 'choices where he could manipulate the sample and still follow the stated procedures.
However, since the membership roster date that the principals ;Arm asked to use was 3 months before they received the
materials, there were some problems in obtaining the correct roster needed to "audit" the sampling procedure.

Type 2Grade List Form (GLF).

There were three basic steps in completing the GLF sampling procedure. The first was to establish the enrollment of
each grade. level in the school. The second was to determine. which grades were to be sampled. The third was to
determine which classes within these grades were to be sampled.

Thirteen principals selected correct samples, although some of them made procedural errors that did not affect the
Sample: Seven principalS selected incorrect samples. In the first step of the GLF procedure, of the four principals that.
made procedural errors, two were arithmetic and two were caused by lack of thoroUghness. The two that were due to
lack-of thoroughness did not affect the sample drawn. In the second step, two of the three procedural errors resulted
frOm misinterpreting the phrase "equal to or lessthari." In the third step, one of the three procedural errors was caused
by an error in creating the list of homerooms within the grade sa ed: The respondent did not order homerooms with
equal enrollment alphabetically by the last name of the tea er. Another procedural error resulted from the incorrect
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Table 9.-Detailed description of HLF-type sampling procedure errors

School
Number

- No
errors

HLF-type sampling .
'

.

Other
.

.

. Step No. 1 Step No. 2

Creating the list Selecting the homerOoms

Sub-
step
No.

.

Procedural error
Sub-
step
No.

PrOcedural error

1

V2
.1 Ordered within grade incorrectly

Picked hii own sample
3 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly
4 .1 Misunderstood definition ofmulti-

grade classes
5 .1 Used wrong membership roster date

.2 Transcription error
6 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly

, .1 Misunderstood definition of multi-
grade classes

.1 Transcription error
7 , '.1 Placed.K classes incorrectly .0 Instructional inadequacy Picked his own sample
8 .1 Lack of thoroughness (omission).

.1 Placed K classes incorrectly

.1 Ordered within grade incorrectly

.1 Instructionalinadequacy
9 .1 Placed K classes incOrrectiy

.1 Ordered within grade incorrectly
10 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly
11 Picked his own sample
12 Picked his own sample
13
14
15
16 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly
17 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly
18 Sampling procedures not

completed
19 .1 Placed K classes incorrectly
20 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly
21
22 .3 Lack of thoroughness .0 Misused random number

tables
23 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly COnfused about regular

vs supplementary
sampling procedures

.1 Misunderstood definition of multi -
graded classes

.1 Used wrong membership roster date

.1 Misunderstood definition of multi-
graded classes

24 .1 Placed K classes incorrectly
.1 Used wrong membership roster date
.1 Misunderstood definition of multi-

graded classes
25 .1 Ordered within grade incorrectly .7

.1 Misunderstood definition of multi-
graded classes

.2 Lack of thoroughness

.3 Ladk of thoroughness
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Table 10.Detailed description of GLF-sampling procedure errors

School
Number

No
errors

GLF-type sampling

..

A

Other

...

Step No. 1 Step No. 2 Step No. 3

'Establishing
enrollment by, grades

Determining grades
to be sampled

Determining classes
to be sampled

Sub-
step
No.

Procedural error
Sub-
step
No.

Procedural error
Sub-
step
No.

Procedural error

1 .5 Arithmetic .2 Lack of thorough-
ness

.2 Creating list

2
3
4 Completely multigraded/

team teaching (NA)
5
6
7 Record of TP distribution

. not completed
8 ...4 Arithmetic .5 Misunderstood

instructions
9 x , d SChool has only one grade

level/instructions failed
10 Picked own sample
11 x
12 ' x
13 x
14 .5 Misused random

number tables
.15

16
17 Sampling procedures not

completed
18 x .3 Lack of thorough-

ness
19 - x .3 Lack of thorough-

ness
.1 Misunderstood

instructions
20 .2 .Misunderstood

instructions

use of the random number tables. Other miscellaneous errors included a school that. was set up on a multigraded
team-teaching approach for which the instructions were not easily applicable. Only one principal whd was assigned a
GLF sampling procedure neglected the instructions' altogether and picked his own "representative" sample. The fact
that procedural errors made in the beginning of the process did not necessarily affect the sample drawn gave. the GLF

' sampling procedure an advantage over the HLF sampling procedure. Small errors made in determining the enrollments
of thegrades normally did not affect the sample drawn.

The GLF sampling procedure had more steps and was somewhat more cumbersome in the sense that the respondent
had lo, pick two grades based on the enrollments in them. Then, for each grade, a list of homerooms had to be created.
And finally, using a random selection.process, two homerooms had to be picked' from each grade. Nonetheless, the GLF
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sampling procedure seemed to produce better results than the HLF in terms of .correct samples. This was due to the fact
that errors made in the earlier steps of the procedure did not necessarily affect the sample drawn.

The GLF- sampling procedure was capable of being audited except for one minor point. There was no date specified
for the student membership figures used to construct the cumulative grade totals. The addition of this date to the
instructions would make the procedure completely auditable.

Recommendations.

From the results and experiences gained during the pretest of these two sampling procedurei, certain things become
apparent. First, it is imperative that the sampling instructions be made as simple as possible. Only if they are simple is
the respondent likely to follow the procedure in a "rigorous" manner. However, it is difficult to produce both an
auditable and simple sampling procedure. Also, it is clear that most of the incorrect samples were caused by procedufal
errors in creating the list from which the homerooms were to be selected. The respondents did not have significant
trouble in using random number tables or following the selection instructions. Most errors occurred in the areas of
producing lists as of the given date (January 31, 1974), understanding how to apply the instructions to different
organizational structures, using the definitions, and following the instructions. For instance, most principals did not
consider their special education classes as ungraded or multiaged classes, even though these classes were not designated
as a particular grade. Thus, in some cases, the principal omitted the special education classrooms entirely from the
sample universe list. The instructions also did not adequately address the team-teaching'concept or the AM and PM
kindergarten class case.

Neither the HLF nor the GLF- sampling 'procedure can be recommended in its present form. Generally,' this
recommendation is based on the fact that both are overly complei. There are too many plces in the instructions where
the principal can make errors. The procedurelor sampling classrooms to be used during the full-scale survey must be
simpler, easier to follow, and involve fewer definitions than the HLF and GLF- pretest procedures. In particular, the
procedure for constructing the sample universe list of classrooms must involve fewer decisions of the type as where to
place a particular homeroom on the list or to which homeroom or grade to assign a student. It was in these areas that
the HLF and GLF-simpling procedures presented the most difficulty.

Two improved sampling procedUies are suggested: (1) Sampling .two grades from each school (not dependent on
enrollment in the grades) and then using all homerooms within these two grades as the sample homerooms. This will,be
referred to as "grade level" sampling. (2) Having the principal list all the homerooms (alphabetically by the last name of
the teacher) and selecting the required number of homerooms from that list (similar to the pupil sampling procedure).
This will be referred to as the "alphabetical list" sampling procedure. Each of these sampling procedures has the
advantage that it is much simaler than the ones pretested. Additionally, the problems in creating the list of classrooms
to be sampled would be essedally eliminated. However, each still has its weaknesses. The entire concept of sampling
homerooms for the SSES arose when it was felt that using grades 2, 4, and 6 (as in the past) did not provide enough
information to measure variability between grades. Thus, the concept of sampling grades within a school and having
teachers within those grades complete the SSES instruments addresses the issue directly. But the disadvantage is that all
students in that school must bo assigned to a particular grade level (i.e., to a homeroom at.a particular grade levcI)
before the sampling procedure can be completed. This presents problems in the cases of team-teaching, multigraded,
ungraded, special education, and open-classroom situations, where it is difficult to assign each child to a particular grade
level.

The alphabetical list sampling procedurealthough the simplest, most logical way from the point of view of
principalsdoes not stratify the sample by grade level. However, when a random sample is selected from this
alphabetical list, the grade levels chosen will also be randomly selected. lt gives less control over grade distribution of
the sample. For example, it would be possible, although highly unlikely, that all homerooms selected in a certain school
would 1)6 from the same grade level. It is also 'possible that,each homeroom selectedin a sample school would be from
different grade levels. Sampling from the alphabetical list of homeroom teachers avoids the problem of assigning a grade
level to the homerooms. However, the problem of assigning each pupil to a unique homeroom still exists. Some schools
do not use a homeroom structure. L' these cases, the first class period on Monday morning or some other point in time
would have to be used to define the homerooms. The alphabetical list procedure also has the advantage that the number
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of children in a homeroom does not vary much across LEA's. When combined with the fact that a fixed number of
homerooms would be selected from each school, this means that the number of pupils in the sample is inore-effectively
controlled.Another consideration is the logistical problem of conducting the survey. If one samples all homerooms
within the grade levels selected, the number of instruments required cannot be determined in advance. Thus, an
oversupply of instruments would have to be sent to ensure that a particular school had enough. This is a significant
disadvantage. The alphabetical list sampling procedure does not have this problem since a constant number of
homerooms would be sampled from each school.

Considering all the strengths and weaknesses of the alternatives, RMC feels the alphabetical list sampling procedure is
definitely the best one. The instructions would be a two-step procedure. The first would be to create an alphabetical list
of homeroom teachers. In this process, all students in the school must be assigned to a unique homeroom with a unique
teacher. For the majority of schools, this process would be very simple since all students are normally assigned to a
unique homeroom and a, unique homeroom teacher. For schools that use an open-classroom or team-teaching approach
to instruction, special instructions will be needed. In the second step, a random sample of homerodmi would be
selected from this list. Random number tables would be constructed for each number from one to the maximum
number of homerooms existing in a school. A school would use the table appropriate for the total number of homerooms
in the school for prekindergarten to grade 6. This sampling procedure is auditable since it will specify exactly all the
steps the principal must complete to select the sample. There will be only one correct sample that can be chosen. And it
can be verified to estimate how frequently incorrect samples occur. The procedure is statistically sound. It will provide
a random sample of pupils from all grade levels very nearly equal to the proportion of children in each grade. This will
make it possible to make estimates for each grade level, to calculate the variability within grades and betweenrades,
and, most importantly, the procedure will be simple. It does not involve creating special lists that depend on elaborate
definitions of which children can be placed where. All of these attributes combine to give a very strong sampling
procedure.

Pupil Sampling

For each homeroom selected to be included in the SSES pretest sample, the teacher was asked to follow procedure
to select either two or four pupils. The purp6se of the pretest was to determine whether selection of twoNpr four pupils
by the teachers would have any effect on the randomness of the'sample or the probability of the teacher following the
sampling instructions precisely. The sampling procedure for teachers to select two pupils will be referred to as pupil.
sampling Type 2 and the other as pupil sampling Type 4.

Generally, it was found that problems resulting from the pupil sampling procedures were minor for both alternatives.
First, the creation of the list from which the teacher would select the sample of pupils was straightforward
(alphabetized).. The likelihood Lim a teacher would already have a list of this type was very high. In some cases,
teachers had an alphabetical listing of their children but was separated by boys and girls. This did introduce an error to
the sample chosen in some cases. Second, the use of the random number tables was quite easy for the pupil sampling
procedures since the teacher needed only to know the total number of pupils in her classroom. That number referred
her to the table having the correct sequential numbers of the students to be included in'the random sample. In table 7,
it can be seen that the majority of teachers did not choose correct samples. However, the procedural errors made did
not introduce serious errors in the sample picked since they did not affect the randomness of the sample. For example,
errors in alphabetizing the list of students did not systematically include or exclude certain types of students. The
important point in the pupil sampling proCedure is that all students must be given an equal chance of being included in
the sample. Thus, as long as the pupils were placed on the list and the teacher used the random number table, the
sample selected was random.

Seldom did teachers pick their own "representative" sample of students. Before the SSES pretest was conducted, it
Was felt that sampling of only two pupils in a classroom might introduce problems of this type: Teachers might be more
tempted to select pupils that they felt were representative if such a small number of pupils were to be sampled.
However, during the pretest, teachers commented, to sample checkers,that they knew the sampling was supposed to be a
random process. Even when they questioned the appropriateness of the pupils they had selected randomly, they did not
let this sway them from attempting to follow the correct procedures. Still, the problem with minor errors such as
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misalphabetizing is that the procedure cannot be audited unless there is stet adherence to the instructions. One cannot

determine whether the sample was purposely manipulated or whether a true random sample was selected unless all steps

in the procedure are determined and followed exactly.
Table 7 (shown previously) is a display of the results as reported by the field staff for the sample checks. It can be

seen from this table that most procedural errors fell under the category of "other errors" with a known cause.
Examples of the errors that teachers made during the selection of the pupil sample are: (I )'not alphabetizing the list of
pupils correctly (usually using separate alphabetical lists of boys and girls, (2) using the student enrollment roster for

the wrong date; (3) errors caused by lack of thoroughness (such as miscounting), and (4) misusing the random number

tables.

Recommendations.
.

The pupil sampling procedure used a straightforward, alphabetical list of the pupils and, depending on the total
number of children in the class, the teacher was directed to a specific random number table. The random number table
contained sequential numbers for the students on the alphabetical list to be included in the sample. The sampling

procedure was very serialtive to the number of students in the class because, for each number of total students in the

class, there was adifferent set of random numbers. The procedure could be audited. However, it is recommended that a
sheet for the actual alphabetical list of students in the class be included as one of the survey forms. These forms should

then be maintained in the school's survey files since, they would provide a means ohecking the teacher's sampling
procedure. It is important that the sampling procedures be implemented correctly if a nationally representative sample

is to be obtained. Thus, the sampling procedure must be auditable so it can be determined whether it was correctly

implemented.
The conclusions that can be drawn from the pretest of the pupil sampling procedures are thal both pupil sampling

Type 2 and pupil sampling Type 4 were successful in selecting a random sample. The procedural errors that occurred

were the type of errors that would always occur regardless of the quality of the instructions or the procedure used. As
long as the procedure must be auditable, it will retain a certain degree of complexity that will invite errors. It should tie

pointed out that even though the procedural errors uncovered often affected the sample selected, they did not affect

the randomness of the sample in most cases. Instructions should be slightly redesigned and refined to 'emphasize the

importance of the teacher following the.procedures precisely.

Supplementary Sampling

The supplementary sampling procedure pretested was designed to ensure that a sufficient number of students in

various special target groups would be obtained. This was done so sufficient data could be collected to provide
statistically valid results. The four target groups were: migants, bilinguals, handicapped, and Indian children. Not all

schools were asked to complete supplementary sampling procedures. Only those schools that had significant
percentages of these target populations were asked to participate. Of the 20 schools that participated in the,--supplementar'y sampling procedure, 15 were examined during till: Jample checks. Only four of these schools completed
the procedures withOut error. Table 11 indicates the schools that picked correct supplementary samples and for those
schools that did not,,an explanation of the problem or procedural error that caused the incorrect supplementary sample

is given.
The supplementary sampling procedure was an involved process composed of four steps:

a

(1) compiling the list of the target population,
(2) selecting a sampling plan,
(3) selecting the sample, and
(4) completing the.supplementary sampling form.

The Actual samp 'ng procedure instructions di c not cause the majority of the problems. Rather, 4 on 5 schools did

not conduct th supplementary crimpling cedures at all, feeling that the regular sampling proceddres superseded
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Table 11.Supplementary sampling results

School
number

Target
population No

errors

. .

. Explanation of errors or problems
.

.

1 1, Sampling procedures not completed -- respondent uncooperative
2 1

..

Sampling procedures not completed-- nolist of Indians exists in school
3 B x . .

4 , B Indadequate instructions
5

I 13 - Sampling procedures not completedlogistics problem
6 M x -

7 . M x
8 M x
9 H Substituted regular pupil sampling in handicapped classroomsmisunderstood instructions
10 H Substituted regular pupil sampling in handicapped classroomsmisunderstood instructions
11 H Target group changed from Indians to handicapped because of small number of Indians

12 H
(4)in school--principal not notified ,

Error in creating listle-ft one student off list
13 - H Did not complete supplementary sampling procedures -- respondents though*egular sampl-

inging sUperseded supplementary -

14 H Did no't complete supplementary sampling procedures7respondents thought regular sampl-
ing superseded supplementary

15 H ,Did not complete supplementarysampling procedures--respondents thought regulat sampl-
.ing superseded supplementary

*1 - Indians, B - bilingual, M - migrant, H - handicapped

them. There were also several schools that did the opposite: they completed the supplementary sampling procedures
but did not complete the regular sampling procedures, feeling they were superseded by the supplementary sampling
procedures. Another two schools knew that they were supposed to conduct a supplementary sampling procedure, but
they merely used the regular sampling procedure in classrooms that had the target population students of interest.
These cases *occurred with handicapped pupils. Other procedural errors that occurred were caused by problems in
finding the data sources to compile the list of supplementary sample pupils. For instance, many principals did not know
the criteria or the information concerning whether or not a child should be considered an Indian. Also, Federal
definitions of who should be considered a migrant pupi are'often different from those used by local school authorities.
Handicapped pupils may be considered handicappe n a certain school district but not by State or Federal definitions.
It was frequently difficult to determine whether a child should be considesed as bilingual or coming from a home where
the primary language is other than English. In short, the supplementary sampling procedure had many definitional
inadequacies.

Recommendations.

This procedure would be significantly improved if the, instructions were refined. HOwever, there are still' many
deficiencies in the basic framework of the supplementary sampling procedure. It tends to place an undue burden,on the
principals and on a few teachers. Fot example, a teacher of the educationally handicapped or a teacher of bilingual
children might be asked to complete questionnaires fot all the supplementary pupils.chosen. It also tends to be highly
confusing because two sampling procedures are conducted in a school .instead of just one. Thus, although the
supplementary sampling procedure could be improved to the point where it would be somewhat successful, alternatives
to the present procedure should be considered.
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A very desirable alternative would be to sample..schools with increased probability if the& were a concentration of
these special target groups' in them. For instance, schools with a large ;Indian population would be selected with
certainty in the SSES sample. This probability' of selection compinpates for the small number of these children in the
public school system at large. However, the major difficulty with this-concept is obtaining the necessary data about
concentrations of these target pupils in all schools or school districts. The approach, therefore, is to heavily oversample
those schools in which there are high concentrations of the special target group pupils to obviate the .need for
oversampling pupils within a school;,

GG
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Chapter 7

VALIDATION STUDY

,' INTRODUCTION

The original goal for the pretest of the SSES was to prepare a reliability and validity study that would evaluate
the ability of the instruments to collect accurate data. In a decision jointly arrived at by RMC and NCES, the
reliability study was deleted and all available resources Were, channeled into the validity study. The reasons for this
decision were as follows:

(I) The funds available for the' reliability and validity study were limited and it As felt they should be spent in
acquiring only the information most useful for the revision of the instruments.

(2) The data requested in the instruments were of the type for which analysts expected little response variation
over time, but there were doubts as to whether respondents had accurate information to report.

(3) The sample included in the pretest was sufficiently large to reduce errors in measurement (a reliability
question) but could not be expected to reduce systematic errors (a validity question).

The basis for the decision, in a technical sense, was that for any characteristic of interest concerning a respondent,
there is considered to be. some. "true" value (Ili). When a questionnaire is used to determine the value for a respondent,
an answer (xi) is obtained that is not necessarily equal to the true value but rather is a random variable that has an
average value a, and a standard deviation ai. The difference between at and Ili is called the bias of the 'measuring
instrument. Checking the validity of the measurement may be thought of as estimating the bias bi = ai Ili. Note
that in this formulation of the response error model, the bias.reflects the effects of systemAic errors, and cannot be
reduced by making repeated measurements o a respondent with the same instrument.

On the oth'er hand, the difference x; aurae randOm part of the response error, averages out to zero oVer,
repeated independent trials. The quantityecrii'aicteasure of the variation of a respondent's answer in repeated trials.
If a; is large, we say that the measurement is unreliable.

Now suppose we attempt to estimate the average value of Ili in the population by drawing a random sample of n
respondents. Normally we would use

n
= E x,

as the sample estimatethe average of the responses for the n respondents in our sample. In this case, the estimate
g will haye a bias equal to the average value of the bias bi over all the N elements of the population. It will also be

subject to random variation from two sources. One source is the population variability op between the values ai in
the population, and the other is the variability or between (independent) repeated responses from the same
respondent.

The total variability of g will be proportional to p2+ (J2. Thus if the variability or between responses from the

same respondent is not more than say one-third as Ihrge as the variability between the average values ai for different
'respondents, the response variability component will increase the sampling variability by only about 5 percent, since
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10+ (op y = oP 9 = 1.05 o
P9

3

provided, of course, that the sample is a relatively small fraction of the total population. If or were half as great as

P' only,the increase would be bout 10 percent.
RMC, therefore, concluded that because resources for checking were limited, as was the case in the SSES field

tests we should concentrate on measuring the bias (i.e., the validity) of the answers rather than devoting resources,
to replicating the process to get a measure of the response variability (reliability).

Once the decision was made to focus on validity issues, three overall objectives were stated for the study:

(1) to produce quantilative measures of the type of nonsampling errors,

(2) to determine the sources from which data were drawn in responding to the survey, and

(3) to elicit comments and suggestionsy.the full-scale implementation of the survey.

ASSUMPTIONS AND PREMISES.

basic premise for this validity study was data could be validated in the traditional sense;
i.e., the data -t 1- e ace in chool district system and could be located as part of a
field work effort. This assumption was based on RMC's previous Atoik with other validation studies in similar areas. The
SSES instruments were reviewed to seb if this assumption would hold true in this case.. Frofir this, it was determined
that, while there were a number of questions for which the approach would not work, for many,others it would.

d as a result, it was felt that validation would be a fruitful method to follow.
th the basic assumption given, the first major step in the development of the validity study was to prep

plan using the information that would ba collected. This plan also served to determine the instruments and
forms to developed and the precise approach that wou d be taken. The basic method RMC decided to use in this
validation stu was to search for:

the distribute of errors by questionnaire data et6ment, and

(the distribute rots by type of error.

Therefore, it was decided to oncentrate the va Cation analysis oti those errors occurring with a high frequency. In
the first case, RMC would revie he data 0,1 ents in which errors were made most frequently, regardl the
cause or type of error. From this re C would be able to determine which (Ate element, item, oi7Sectfbn
contained the greatest error on the SSES instruments and thus deserved the most careful review. A review of the
frequency of each type of error (arithmetic, transcription, etc.) would allow RMC to deteripine whether the need
existed for special instructions nr revisions. Whelicvdr there were differences between the actual data.as determined
by RMC and the data reported by the school district, a thorough review could then be held to determine where the
instrument or instruction should be revised so that the data reported would be valid. It was realized that with the
small sample of schdol districts visited, results of statistical analyses might not necessarily be conclusive. However, it
was decided that this approach could provide iniormltion coil, tuning the analysis of the SSES data and would assist
in providing directions for the full-sell implementation of the survey. One of the major efforts would be the
evaluation of comments made both .by Ihe respondents to the survey and An-site interviewers. It was believed that
the evaluation of these comments could significantly improve the full-scale implementation of the survey and tha
they would prove most useful for questionnaire revisions.

Because of the limited time and funds available for the validation study, it was felt that it would be imposs le

to validate every questionnaire item at all of the sites visited. Therefore, it was necessary to select a subset of ems
to be validated from over 300 iterhs on the four questionnaires. The staff of RMC, Intran, and a consulta (Mrs.
Nancy Bradley Royal() rated each data item on the questionnaires against four basiC criteria. The criteria at were
used in the selection were:

(I) Importance in Analysis
0not used in analysis
I used in analysis of some data

used for analysis of large sections of data
68
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c,

(2) Confidence in Accuracy of Data
t 0few doubts about the accuracy of data

1 some doubts about data accuracy
2strong doubts
3grave doubts

(3) Effort Required for V;lidation
0easily validated
1possible to validate
2considerable'effort required for yalidation
3unreasonable effort required for validation

(4) Existence of Prior Validation Studies
0item valid
1similar item found valid
2item not validated on previous studies
3item validated on previous std" with poor results-.

'-
The scores given to the questio nacre items by these evaluators were summed. Then candidates for validation were
selected "by paying the greate amount of attention to the importance each, item would play in the analysis of the
SSES data. The result of t is,effort was the determination of a subset of data items to.be validated at all sites,
another subset' would ,be alidated at approximgrely half the sites, and the remaining data ele*ments would be
validated `at only two site .

The frequency with w 'eh items were validatedin.the sites visited may be seen in table 12 below. This table also
indicates an estimate of the amount of time thought to be required for the validation efforl. This time estimate W,os
found to be quite acc ate during the site visits.

fl

r

Table 12. -- Frequency of item validation and estimated time require1

Questionnaire
Fiequency of item validatiOn

All sites- Half Two
Estimated time required

District
School
Teacher
Pupil

43 0 32 55
30, .13 18

11 12 38
5- 21 34

2 days ,

4 hours
2 hOurs

hour

r ,

basic approach taken in the validation of the SSES-documents was a series of site s to a sample of the vi.,..

school districts that completed the instruments in the spring of 1974. Since the site visits were to be made so late
in the school year, the cooperation of participants was extremely important to the study. This being the case, the
sites visited were selected' on the basis of providing a broad range Of, school strict characteristics aria were
composed of those who agreed to participate in the validation study. The result f this is that the data that came
out of thii study may or May not be statistically significant, but they -do proVide broad indications of, the direction

. ..,
and magnitude of the problems of the survey.

The field' work effort was composed of two hlajor parts: Failt, validnors, spoke with thee individual who
completed the SSES documents in the school districts to orient themselves'tq the methodology used by the district'.
in completing the forms. Through this discussion, validators learhed Ihing.5.s such as the degree of automation in the
school district recordkeeping system, the utility,i of State or Federal hdndbooks in responding to the questionnaires,
and any significant problems encountered with the survey. Thp second part of the approach was an attempt to,

the SSES documents from the basic ddta sources available at the, school district. This allowed the'
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validators *to compare the data they developed with that-entered previously, by the school district respondents. So
that this procedure co uld take place while the. validators were still in the .field, the LEA's participating in the

I 44

validation study had been asked to hold their completed questionnaires until after the site visits were finished.
In performing this.,study; RMC developed a comprehensive package of data-collection. instruments. The rationale

for this was twofold, First; to ensure the Collection of accurate data across school districts and, second, to ensure 1,

,consistency among the field staff that would he used in the data-collection effort.41'he materials developed consisted of:

(1) Viterview Guidelines...The. interview guidelines were developed to be used at the State,.district, school, and.
teacher levels. These. guidelines were designed to collect information on logistics, the precamfass survey,
background information on-the school system, and problems encountered in completing the SSES instruments.

(2) QueitionnaireCritiquv neets. The questionnaire critique sheets were developed to be used individually for
the district, school, teacher, and pupil questionnaires, and were designed to collect informaiion Om the clarity
and wording ofboth_the questions and the.definitions used.

(3) Validation Workbooks. The validation workhoolc.s were developed' individually for the_. district,"school,
teacher, and pupil questionnaires: They were designed to collect- information on the original source from
Which the respondent collected the SSES dap, the problems encountered; the recommendations `made,hy the
RMC staff member for correctidns, the value of Ihe,validated data elements, and the cause or source of.error
if the element was in error. -

(4) Special Prpgrarns, Form. Special programs forms were developed for, the district emend school levels to
determine how Well the 'district and school -personnel .were using the District and School Lists. of Special
Programs.

Because of the time constraints imposed on the project by the _delayed OMB clearance, a short period of time
was available in which to do the VoA. Consemiently, a large'staff was required-for the validation study.Included
among The staff were individuals who either were not familiar with the SSES goals and objectives or who had never
participated in a'-validation study. therefore, a 3-day training session vas conducted by the contractor.

As a result or the ,approach taken, a number of outputs were expected, from individual validators including: ,

(1) A completed workbook for each of the questionnaires yalidated in the field.
(2) A critique sheet for each questionnaire, validated in the field.
(3) One special programs validation sheet for each district and each school visited in the field.
(4) Interview guidelines for each of the major persons interviewed.
(5) A complete site-visit .report, doounienting the persons interviewed and the outputs of the study. The site visit

report was to consist of a description of the school system, a description of the method by which the school,
district completed the SSES instrurtieluts; a description of the validation of the SSES instruments: Itri
enumeration of the discdvered, as well as the recommendations for their correction, and an
indication of_tk necessity, if any, for developing State-specific instructions for the SSES 'instruments.

I la j.

A separate, report to NCES presents a summary of the validation site visit .reports 'as well, as the site visit report's
themselves. Listed as part of the-summary \are the sites that were visited and the major persons contacted there. Ip
gives a concise ,overview 'of the procedures conducted by the validatots and perhaps,more importantly, those' used
by the LEA's as they completed the survey. Significant problems encountered by the validators and .respondents
alike ere also 'discussed. These, in cOalbination with the recommendations suggestedby the field staff and school
district personnels provide valuable insights that should go a long way toward improving not only the `SSES but also
other Federal datazcollection efforts..

41.

EVALUATION OF ERRORS
Q . --

Wheie validators ound discrepancies between the data they produced.themselves and that previously entered on
the questionnaires, an interview was held with the original respondent to determine the ieAon-for the differences. If
the differences could not be resolved at that .time, the ,errors were recorded in the validation workbooks.
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, Considerable thOught was given to the distinctiOn between a discrepancy and an error. A discrepancy Was defined
as a difference between the data estimate initially determined by the indepebdent validator and that originally
submitted by the respondent. If, during the resolution interview, it. was determined that the respondents' data were
truly in error, the discrepancy was then called an error. If; however, it was determined that the respondent was
correct and the validator was incorrect, the existence of a discrepancy was noted by the validator to provide an
estimate of the difficulty involved in obtaining accurate data' fbr a given questionnaire item.

In an effort to standardize the analysis and 'reporting of .the SSES validation study data, a series of error codei
were, developed. While the categories of errors were not mutually exclusive, it was useful to categorize them for
analytical purposes into the following types:

(1) Arithmetic Errors
(2) Definitional Errors `

a. Definitional inconsistencies
b. Definitional inadequacy
c. Definition not used

(3) Estimation Errors
(4) FormattingErrors
(5) Timing Errors
(6) Transcription Errors ....

(7) Lack of Thoroughness .
(8) Lack of Source Data ,

(9) Misunderstood Instructions .7 ...........
(10) Repeat (Carry-OveQ Errorsthis includes total line errors ..i.rnless' they were arithnietic .
(1 1) Otheridentified as to cause ,
(12) UnknoWn . .

These error cobeswere defined for use in the field and for analysis purposes as follows:

(1) Arithmetic Errors were errors in fhe basic addition or subtraction employed in responding to the SSES
questionnaires or where a peicedtage Of an LEA figure was'incorrectly.calculated and entered onto the
SSES form.

(2) Definitional Errors: .
a. Definitional inconsistencies occurred when the SEA or LEA used a different definition from that used

on this survey for the same term. Examples of this may be seeti.in the varying definitioni for preservice
training or the various handicapping conditions.

b. Definitional inadequacy was used when the definitions provided in the SSS instruments apparently did
nof Theet the needs for this survey. .c. Definition not used was Used if the respondent did'not read the definitions provided.

(3) Estimation Errors occurred when. the respondent had no data at hand for a given data element, was forced'
'to"make an estimate, and used an incorrect estimating technique.

(4) 'Formatting Errors were those .errors that arose. because data were maintained at ;the SEA or LEA in a
different format from that required for completton of the SgS instrument. These types of errors were
generally found in conjunction with 'one or moi6 of the other errors described.

(5) Timing Errors occurred when more accurate data would have become.available after the SSES instrument'
was completed.

(6) Transcripticin Errors occurred when numbers were incorrectly transcribed from one form to another.
(7) Lack of Thorqughness was used when there appeared to be no reason for an error othef than carelessness

on the part of the respondent. . .. .

(8). Lack of Source Data occurred when required data were not available to the respondent.
(9) MislinderstoOd Instructions was used when the rrespatigent did not undeistand the instructions given for the

SSES instrument.
(10) Repeat (Carry-Over) Errors occurred when the error was solely,the'result ora previously reported error and

__generally appeared in a total
a
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(11) Other Errors were all errors for which a cause was known other than iliose above,
(12) Unknown Errors were Those errors for which the analyst was unable to assign a cause.

The remainder of this section addresses the errors that'the field work validation staff discovered. These errors
were uncovered as 'a result of analyzing the differences between data the validators fouiid while in the field and
those submitted by the respondent. The causes of the errors were numerous; however, they were classified as best as
possible within the error code framework previously defined. In many instances; it was very difficult to classify
errors by type, butitlt did provide a useful means for finding trends or errors that a large number of respondents"
made. These errors 8ould possibly be reduced by redesigning the question item or the approach in the cluster 9f
questions related to a specific ,policy issue. It should be pointed out that both random and systematic errors exist in
the data provided by the respondents. Owing to the limited timethat could be spent at each site during the
validation effort, these two types of errors could not be accurately separated or individually quantified. The
analysis, therefore, suggested by the validation effort war much more concerned with systematic errors than random
errors. This Was because systematic errors produce a larger bias in the mean value of the variable than random errors
(which, by definition, are random about the mean and Net to zero) in general, and systematic errors usually have a
single causal factor that could probably be corrected. On the other hand, random errOrs have many causal factors
that produce the random effect. Linfortunately, these can never be completely eradicated. Thq analysis here will
begin by looking at errors by error code, 'pointing out which errors occurred most frequently, and why. Next,
analysis clusters will be examined. Finally, the four questionnaires (district, school, teacher, and pupil) will be
discussed, inchiding" the types of errors most prevalent in each. This analysis should provide insight into the basic
problems with,the questionnaires .and what might, be done to eliminate these problems.

. 'Analysis of Errors by Eitor Code

Table 13 presents in summary formfor the district, school, teacher, and pupil questionnairesthe errors found
for those items that were validated. Figures 8 through 12 graphically display the distribution of errors for all
questionnaires, andthen errors on the district, school, teacher, and pupil questionnaires,respectively. The error that
occurred most frequently was caused by the respondent misunderstanding the. instructions. ,This error comprised

,17.86 percent of all 'the errors^. Some of the questions in the SSES instruments required more effort than. could be
reasonably expected of a respondent. This was Particularly. true in the handicapped sections on the district and school

. questionnaires. However, the judgment as to whether a respondent misunderstood the instructions was not an easy one
to make and some of the errort io this group may belong to those caused by lack of thoroughness. The causes of the
latter can be found in factorssuch as using,the incorrect reference data for providing the data, or misinterpreting the
intent of the question or key words in the question. Any complexity in the instructions for the questionnair'es eesulted,
from attempts ,by the SSES instrument desivers to get comparable data across LEA's. However, these considerations
hafeicto be weighed against respondent burden and^the likelihood of the directions being followed explicitly. As one can
see from the tables, errors caused'by lack of thgioughness occurred 15.29 percent of the time, which was. the fourth
most frequent error...

The second rribst frequently occ urring error was caused by definitional problems. This error code was subdivided
into -three different categories: definitional inconsistencies, definitional inadequacies, and definitions not used. The

0overall occurrence ordefinitional errors wes 16.76 percent of the time.
The majority of these errors were related to definitional inadequacies. The educational system and organization

in the United States is highly varied. The methods of teaching and approaches to insteuction are numerous. Thus, to
design a questionnaire that will collect comparable data from all of these systems is very difficult. To do this, strict

, attention-must be-given to the definition of .terms used in the questionnaires. Many definitions were placed on the
front» inside cover of the instruments, explaining the meaning of such terms as "handicapped children,"
"educationally, deprived pupils," "ins5,rvice training," and "ungraded classes.y However, differences between the
LEA's definitions and the terms used ill thqpretest questionnaires presented serious problems. First, the respondents
round it impossible to usev.some of the definitions provided in the SSES instruments because they did not apply to
a given situation. The problem, of definitional inadequacy was further compounded by the lack of data sources. For
instance,. there was genera/1y no source available to answer questions dealing with educationally deprived
pupilseven when respondents read, understood, and used the definition for the term. As a result,, they tended to
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Table 13.- -Error summary by type of error

.

Error
codea

. Questionnaire

Total' School Teacher . Pupil

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

1 17 7.2 5 5.4 9 6.7 0 0 41 5.54

2 42 14.1 27 9.7 53 39.6 11'. 12.0 124 16.76

tab 18 7.7 3 1.1 , 23 17.2 1 1.1 45 6.08

2b 14 6.0 17 6.1 22 16.4 7 7.6 60 8.11

2c 1 .4 7 2.5 .8' 6.0 3 3.3 19 2.57

3 10 4.3 27 .9.7 0 0 1 1.1 38 5.14

4 1 .4 1 '.-----------.4- 1 .7 0 D 3 0.40

5 7 3.0 18 6.5 5 3.7 1 1.1 31 4.19

6 2 .9 -1- - - - 0 0 0 0 2 0.27

7 41 17.4 35 12.6\ 24 17.9 13 14.1 113 15.29

8 45 19.1 56 20.1 8 6.0 5 5.4 114 15.42

9 92 17.9 60 21.6 17 12.7 13 14.1 132 17.86

10 7 3.0 9. 3.2 9 14 15.2 39 5.27

. 11 7 3.0 15 5.4 6 4.5 2L 22.8 49 6.63

12 23 9.8 15 5.4 2 ,1.5 13 A- 53 7.17

Frequency of Numbei 235 278 134 . 92 739

errors Percent 27.35 29.32 16.94 17.13 23.57

Frequency of Number 624 670 657 445 233

no errors Percent 72.65 70.68 83.06 82.87 76.43

Frequency of
validation

Number
of items

859 948 791
-

537

"'

3,135

a.' See the descriptions of the error codes on pages 67 and 68 .
b. Error types 2a, 2b, and 2c are subcategories of error type 2 and have been reported here to permit an analysis of the types,of defi-

nitional errors encountered. This being the case, the total of each column will always exceed 100% by,the sum of 2a + 2b +2c.

use alternative data sources such as the number of children in the ESEA title I programs, or the number of children
from low=income families that do not accurately reflect the meaning of educationally deprived. Thus, when a
respondent went to an alternative or related data source to provide the information, he also had to manipulate the
definition of the key words in the question. Another example can be seen in the definition of handicapped pupils as

"any pupils who have been classified as handicapped according to State guidelines." Many LEA's and schools are
not familiar with the State guidelines for classifying handicapped children and, in some States, guidelines dO not
exist. Thus, the definition of handicapped pupils was, in many cases, not useful to the respondent in providing the
needed data. More consideration must be given to the definition of the terms in the SSES instruments. These
definitions must either be made More comparable with those used by the LEA's and schools, or they must become
highly specific to leave no doubt about the intent of the question.

The third most frequently occurring error was caused by lack of source data. Many of the LEA's and schools did
not keep records that contained the information the SSES instruments sought. This could be for several reasons:-the
Federal Government or State agencies may'not have required the LEA's to keep this type of information in the past,
this type of information is not useful to. the LEA, or it cannot be gained easily by the LEA. The lack of source
data for many of the items on the questionnaires was a major problem and resulted in 15.42 percent of all errors.
Thus, the data u'sers for many of the questions should evaluate whether the LEA's had data sources and, if they
didn't, whether estimates will suffice. In those cases where it will not, special efforts should be made to encourage
LEA's to collect this type of information. As a result, strong justification for these data will be necessary. Much of
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the data concerning, for instance, the income of thb pupil's family, will never be eatily obtained since it is quite
sensitive information. In addition, sdme of the information requested on the SSES instruments is of a personal
nature, such as how long the student has lived in the United States or the age /of the teacher, etc. If this type of
information is not already part of the LEA's information process, ,it will be difficult to convince the LEA's to
collect it unless strong justification for its use can be obtained. As mentioned in the paragraph above that discussed
errors caused by lack of thoroughness, response burden should be reduced if at all possible. One way of doing this
would be to eliminate questions for which no data source is available since they provide a high response
burdenespecially if the respondent tries to generate the data from scratch.

To sum up, lack of data sources for providing information requested on the SSES instruments was constantly a
problem, not only for the respondent, but also for the validation staff attempting to assess the accuracy of the data
being provided. It is important to take this type of problem very seriously, to be aware that auditable data cannot
be provided, and to consider it in any analyses or statements based on the data. For those items of this type that
are indispensable, it is important to initiate action that will encourage LEA'S to collect the necessary information.

The four types of errors discussed above- were by far the most frequent. The other types of errors occurred much
less frequently and did hot provide problems as serious as those discussed there. A fair number of errors fell into
the category of unknown causes because the validation of many items was very difficult if not impossite. In some
eases, when the validator compared the results of his efforts with those provided by. the respondent, the differences
between the ,responses could not be resolved, but no clear reason for this could be established. A fair number of
miscellaneous errors occurred where there were known causes, but they could not be coded `into the framework
provided. These aresthe types of errors that will always oocur in any survey. No one type of miscellaneous error
occurred frequently enough to cause any major concern; however,,their sum was fairly substantial. But it does not
appear 'that 'any systematic bias was introduced by these miscellaneous errors, a fact that reduces concern about
them somewhat.

Repeat or carryover errors comprise 5.27 percent of those errors reported. These errors resulted from errors made
earlier in the questionnaire or earlier in the process of providing the data. These errors occurred chiefly in
conjunction with arithmetic figures where an arithmetic error was carried over from calculation to calculation.
'Arithmetic errors occurred nearly as 'frequently, with 5.54 percent of all errors. The burden of arithmetic
calculations in the SSES instruments was minimal and, although the occurrence of these errors cannot be
completely avoided, they are not considered to be a major problem.

Format errors, or errors caused by source data being in a form different from that required by the questionnaires,
was rarely used by the validators, accounting for only 0.40 percent of all errors, but as can be seen from the
preceding discussion, problems of this nature were often coded as other types of errors. Certainly, a problem for all
surveys is asking questions in a form that will. apply to all respondents. Some respondents will have the data in a
form close to, but not-exactly the same as that requested. And when it is not the same, respondents must adjust
their figures to reflect the data required on the questionnaires. However, for some questions where the data
requested was in a form consistently different from the way the LEA's kept it (such as questions on the district
questionnaire dealing with per pupil expenditure), revision should be considered.

Timing errors comprised 4.19 percent of all errors largely because the SSES instruments solicited data for the
current schaear. Much information is not available until the final reports are written for many of the Federal .,
programsafter 'the school year is completed. Thus, for example, accurate figures for expenditures and revenues do
rich become available until the end of the fiscal year. While it appears that this is something that cannot be avoided
since curient data are needed, it is not a major problem for many data items in that estimate_s_aresa ffciently
accurate' to meet user need. Thus, some accura y will be sacrificed by having current school year data available
quickly.

Another timing problem unique to the pretes was that the questionnaires were sent out substantially after the
baseline date of January 31 used in the questionnaires. Therefore, many respondents provided data for later in the
year than January 31usually late April or early May. This problem can be avoided in the full-scale implementation
of the survey by sending out the questionnaires in early February near the baseline date to be used. Also,
implementing the questionnaires at this time of the year will probably reduce the number of errors caused by lack
of thoroughness since respondents are less busy earlier in the year and they will be mbre likely to give a higher level
of effort to providing the data.

The only other error types not yet discussed are estimation errors, which occurred 5.14 percent of the time, and
transcription errors, which occurred only 0.27 percent of the time.
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Estimation errors relate to other problems encountered in completingjihe SSES instruments. For instance, lack of
data sources or data sources existing in different formats from that requested are two examplesof what can cause a
respondent to make an estimate in which he becomes prone to estimation errors. Many of the queStions in the,
SSES instruments requested estimates or approximations. This was done to relieve the respondent of a certain
amount of effort where it was felt data might not be readily available. In other words, if the respondent s highly
familiar with the information., his estimate. would be just as good as a "hard" data source. But the vk ators yvho
found data sources for some of these' items ,may have also found differences between what was pr vided by the
respondent from general knowledge and what was documented. bliummary, estimation errors occ red infrequently
and when they occurred, they could not be considered ,serious since the question ask for estimates or
approximations and, therefore, the respondent followed the instructions.

Transcription errors occurred more rarely than any other type of error, whiclOs as pected. However, if more
data sOirces were available for the respondents to provide the information, tranicription errors might increase
somewhat.

Analysis of Errors by Clusters

The SSES instruments provide data for more than one us
collects data. These areas are referred to as clusters of que
across all items validated is given for the four questionna"
assessment; program information, including ESEA ti
handictipped; pupil achievement; and educational bro
these clusters will be discussed. Some conclusions
considering the precision of the data and' the, exist ce

; thus, the questionnaire has several areas on which it
ions. In table 14, the percent.of errors for each cluster

es. The clusters include descriptive characteristics; needs
es, 1, I Migrant, 111, and VII, and programs for the

casting. In this section the relative error rates in each of
that can be made from these analyses ay be helpful in
of data sources.

z
Table 14.--Frequency of errors

Questionnaire clusters

. / Questionnaire

District School Teacher Pupil

Frequency
of

validation

Percent
errors

Frequency
or

validation

Percent
errors

Frequency
of

validation

Percent
`...______errors

Frequency
of

validation

Percent
errors

.

D.esi riptive characteristics . . . . 13; 46 433 36 465 17 242 19

Nee& assessment 28 36 .

Program informationtotal . . 613 24 505 26 263 21 206 16

ESEktitle I 170 r 29 151 29 '
83 17 62 12

ESEA title I Migrant 55 29 77 21

ESEA title III ' 153 18 96 24 30 10 38 C 5

ESEA title VII
-4
83 a' 10 36 11 30 3

Handicapped 152 r., 28 108 39 114 29 76 22

Pupil achievement .
89 16

Educational broadcasting .. . . 36 3 11 27 63 3

Vote: Blank cells indicate that certain clusters of questions on the pretest instruments wefe not asked at all levels of response.
Frequency of validation is defined as the total number of items in each cluster that were validated multiplied by the number of times
the items were validated.
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For a validator to determine that an error existed, it was necessary for him to have access to a data source
against which to compare the respondent's data. Thus, in those sections that contained hard information, it was
possible to validate a much higher percentage of questions than in sections where the information was more
subjective or source' data was lacking. In the research design, RMC did not attempt to validate very subjective or
attitudinal-type data rnore than twice. Other, questions containing hard I data, however, were validated more
frequently. Thus, for questions where the validator was able to obtain source documents and enter figures from

these documents, not only was it possible to validate more questions but also to discover more errors. Many of

these errors, however, were quite small. Conversely, in the sections where the information was less concrete, the
frequency of validation was much lower and the percent of errors tended"to be smaller since sources did not exist

or checking. This fact should be kept in mind when comparing the figures in table 14. Also, in keeping with the
rch design, some questions were validated at all sites, some at one-half of the sites, and some at only two sites.

ects the frequency of validation seen on the table.
riptive characteristics section in the district, school, teacher, and pupil questionnaires contained fat

information. Thus, this section of the questionnaire was relatively easier to validate than other
e tions to this statement, however. For instance, question 8 on the pretest district

ber of educationally deprived pupils from elementary grades and was almost
ons were difficult to answer and source data did not exist to substantiate or

t. The error rate in this section was higher than in any section on the
chool, teacher, and pupil questionnaires. A relatively high error

a very difficult to obtain highly precise figures. For
the number of public and nonpublic schools in

of these errors were related to problems in
d. The descriptive characteristics sections

reasons: (I) the respondents were
any data sources for validating

1 level than at the district
t the pupil level were

re
This

The
hard and lac
sections. There are
questionnaire solicited the
impossible to validate. Still other q
repudiate the data provided 'by the
district
rate in di
instance
the di

respo
uestionnaire and was relatively high on
sates that even for questions soliciting har

uestion I on the pretest district questionnaire as
rict. An error rate of 42 percent was found there.

it is
for

establishing the number of nonpublic schools and, the -grade split reque
of the school, teacher, and pupil questionnaires had lower error rates for
more familiar with what they were providing data about, and (2) there were not a
the questions at respectively lower levels (i.e., there were fewer data sources at the sc
and even fewer data sources at' theeeacher level than at the school, while the data source

similar to that at the teacher). ,1
In summary, the general characteristics section indicates that, although the data are relatively tual, they are

not highly preciseTo assessihe adequacy of the data lb; the user, the precision required by the u r must be
established. The error rate'Ain this section also' suggests the difficulty in obtaining comparable data by me s of a
mailout survey. Homder, it should not be misunderstood that the information provided by the respqndent in ese

sectipns was inade9301e What is, being pointed out here is that most of the figures had small crews and that t
data are sufficientlyideatrate to meet user needs.

The error rates Aril'ihe various program sections which include ESEA titles I, I Migrant, III, and VII, as well

programs for the,faclicappedwere relatively equal.on the school and district questionnaires but were smaller in
almost every cases the teacher and pupil questionnaires. This resulted from the fact that more readily available

information wal'is)ced at the teacher and pupil levels. Usually the information asked for participation in subject

areas taught, etc. it was also. very difficult tO validate the information at the pupil and teacher level since the
c' number of pupils Involved, etc., could,not be determined before the end of the program year when a report is

prepared by the project director. Most of the data sources for program information were at the distridt level. This

data included pilmarily program japplications and in some instances enrollment sheets, interim reports, or
memoranda. At the school level, there was very little program information except for what was available from the
principal's generaj: knowledge. However, the principal was usually quite familiar with the programs in his school.'

Of all the program areas under consideration, the section for the handicapped was the one that produced the
highest error rates and the most problems. This was mainly caused by the definitions of handicapped children and
their handicapping conditions and, the fact that school districts tend not to maintain records on handicapped pupils
by type of handicap. Also, sources of revenue for handicapped programs are usually mixed and not easily separated.
Further discussion of problems encountered with the handicapped sections on all 6r the questionnaires can be found

in a separate report to NCES.
The IA two clusters of questions were pupil achievement in the pupil questionnaire and the educational

broadcasting section in all questionnaires but the pupil. The error rates for these sections Were quite low. In the
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case of the pupil achievement section, this appears to have been, caused by lack of source data for validation. Test
scores are generally kept in the pupils' cumulative folders and many validators were not allowed access to them. In
the cage of educational broadcasting, many LEA's did not have this type of program in operation. Therefore, their

1. answers to the questions were either negative or skipped because they did not apply. Thus, the error rate is far
lower there than in sections where responses had to be made. It can also be said that it was almost impo 'We to
validate negative responses. For instance, if a principal said that there was no educational broadcasting progr
his school, there was no practical way to verify that there\ actually was one in the school unless it was encountere'
accidentally.

Analysis of Errors by Questionnaire

In table 13 (shown previously), the distribution of errors by type can be analyzed for each 'of the questionnaires.
In figures 8 through 1'2 (also shown previously), the distribution of errors by type is graphically represented for
each questionnaire. There are some differences in. the distribution of errors for each questionnaire. In the following
section these differences will be discussed.

The most frequently occurring errors in general were those caused by respondents misunderstanding instructions.
However, on the district questionnaire, lack of .source data was the most frequent error. On the teacher
questionnaire, definitional problems produced significantly Tore errors, while on the pupil questionnaire miscel-
laneous errors with known causes were more common than all the other classified error types.

The'lack of source data problem on the schopl and district questionnaires did not seem to cause as much trouble
on the pupil questionnaire. The teacher is much more familiar with her classroom 'and her pupils .than a district
survey coordinator can be with all the schools and teachers in his district. Thus, the need for source data is much
less critical foi the teacher to provide information about herself, her classroom, and her pupils. The exception may
be questhins regarding the pupil's family. However, this reason made It more difficult to validate -responses provided
by the teacher on the teacher and pupil questionnaires. Although the teacher was familiar with her classroom and
her pupils, if errors did occur, they were more difficult to detect because there was no source data for the validator
to "use.

The percent of errors on the teacher and pupil questionnaires was significantly less than on the school and
district questionnaires. Again, this fact must be tempered with.the difficulties in validating data on the teacher and
pupil questionnaires. However, the questions asked of the teacher were significantW less difficult than those asked
of the principal and district survey coordinator. This was caused by the fact that the scope of information requested
was much larger .for the school and district questionnaires than fcir the teacher and pupil questionnaires. The
exception to this was in the case where a pupil had transferred out of a teacher's class to another school. HoweVer, if
the child was on the teacher's class ;pie a'S of January 31, he was eligible to be selected in the pupil sainple. When this
happened, the teacher sometimes needed to go to other schools to get information about the pupil.

Balancing the low error rate on the pupil and teacher questionnaires as compared with the school and district
questionnaires is the increased number of errors caused by lack of thoroughness on the teacher and pupil
questionnaires. This can be attributed to the fact that one of the responsibilities of principals and district personnel
is the 'completiOn of surveys. In addition, their time is not scheduled as that of the teachers for instructional duties.
This'observation points to the importance of keeping the response burden for the teacher lower than that for the
principal and district personnel. The teacher has less time to spend completing surveys of this type and is therefore
much less likely to do a good job in providing. the information.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FULL-SCALE RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY STUDY

There are tv./o types of errors that enter into national ,estimates based on data collected by the SSES. These
errors are sampling errors and response errors. If the sample drawn is not a random sample, it may contain a bias
and not be representative of the United States school population. This bias may affect the estimates based on the
data collected in the survey. However, this section will be concerned only with response errors or measurement
errors in the instrumentsthe other type of error with whidh survey designers are concerned. Within the area of
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response errors, there are two measures of the accuracy of the data reported on an instrument. These measures are

reliability and validity.
The reliability of an item on a 'questionnaire refers to its response stability. Formally, this type of reliability is

referred to as time-associated reliability, The ideal' meth'o,d for measuring reliability is to obtain two measurements
of the same item by !laving an individual complete the instrument twice. This method of measuring the reliability df
a questionnaire item has two assumptions. First, it assumes that the readministration. of the question is completely
independent of the first time it was administered; that is, the respondent does not have a memory carry-over. Only
if this is tfue.will the two.tests be independedt. The second assumption is that the value the respondent is providing
will not have changed in the period between the administration of the two items If it has chanted, then the two.

"qtrestions are 'eliciting different responses an therefore should not be'compared as two measures of the same
quantiy, pthefs-,,waxts*of testing tile, reliability of an item include personarinterviewing,split halves testing (the case
whore seeming` kruni-elated quOgons iri an instrument solicit the same,responses), and alternative forMs testing (the
'succes'sive administration of two parallel forms of the same instrument). The latter two methods of testing the
reliability of an instrument are usually Only'applicable in attitudinal testing for measuring the subjective values of an
individual .

It should be noted that the -reliability of an item does not express the systematic errors made in it, Thus, if t e

conditions that create a measurement error (which are normally chance occurrences) e *st in the first and seco d
administration of the question to the respondent, the error introduced 'will not be id titled. The reliability f a
questionnaire. item,o However, does serve. an important, function in relating the am unt of variation owing to *,

measuremenrversqs true variation in the-sample population.
The second way to measure the accurav of the data reported on a given instrument is the validity .of th items.

The validity 'of an item on a survey instruirent refers to the question of whether or not the ije,Ifi obtains the

response 'that was sought. Invalild questionuaire'items are'usually characterized by a systematic,,fFor or bias in the
response..This, of course, is different .from errors resulting from an unreliable question that elicits inconsistent

,responses. The cause of an invalid questionnaire item' is usually the, fact that something in the question or
instrument is correlated with a 'Variable unrelated to what the question is requesting.

An instrument or item in an instrument may be considered valid or invalid in several ways. First, it can exhibit
face validity, meaning that it measures. what it appears to be measuring. Second, it can exhibit internal validity,
which means that checks or responses.within a question or item are logically consistent. And third, it can exhibit
external validity, which means that the responses to a question are consistent with external sources or some external
measure of objective rea ity. Basically, 'then, validity is concerned with whether the data obtained frOm a certain
question are--equal to the true value of the data being solicited Thus, to perform 'external validity checks on
questionnaire items, the true value of the data reported on the item must be kn. . so a comparison between the
item response and reality. may be rn

As discussed previously, a validity tidy was coQducted on the pretest questionnaire This validity study-served

two purposes: (1) to pretest the validation' effort and (2) to gain insights into da a availability, prOblems
en. ountereptl the Id", etc. While the second purpose for the pretest validation effdrt c. not be trulyitonsidered
p rt of a validity study, it wasundertaken to makelrecommendations about questionnai e items as a part of the
retest. Th8 approach ta4cen in the validity study was to train field staff in the task of exte Ily validating the data

provided by the respondeps for a basic set f questionnaire .items on the various instrum nts. The task of the
validator wasto meet-with the respondent and review the data sources used by the respo dent in completing the
SSES documents.o The validator could then compare his results' with those of the respondent. If differences were

found, he discussed the probable cause for these -differences with the respondent. The pretrest validity study,
therefore, was an attempt to measure the external validity of the items submitted by respondents: Validators used
source .documents 'available at scllool district and school building levels*as their measure.of objective reality. The
approach taken was'sirnilar to an audit in that record-cheCks were the basis for the validation study.,Because of this,
it was difficult for soFne items to be validated since the type.of information elicited by them., was subjective in
nature. in eases' where the validator could not obtain data fromcbasic records for comparison purposes, an attempt
was made to gain as Much information as possible regarding the types of' data sources that did exist' to substantiate
or refute the informaion. provided by respondents.

.

As discussed earlier, RMC did not conduct a reliability analysis of the questionnaire items because the validity
ck effort was considered to be more important than a reliability check of the responses. The basis for this was
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thee judgment that response errors would be significantly greater than sampling errors and thus the emphasis should
be 'placed on validation as opposed to reliability studies. -

Problems were incurred with "soft" data in the validity study conducted on the pretest of the SSES instruments.
Whereas the record-check approach to assessing the accuracy of the data provided by respondents proved very useful
for those data items that were not, All school districts maintain extensive records'for,decisionmalcing and reporting
purposes as a part of their normal information system. However; many questions o., the 5SES instruments request
information tfiat is not of the type that has been traditionally docuniented. Further, much data regarding special
programs are not available until the completion of fhe academic year. The SSES instruments, however, were
impleniented in April and, in future surveys, will be implemented even earlier. Thus, much of the data provided by
respondents comes from a working knowledge of their educational system. This approach is reinforced by the
wording on the SSES instruments, which ,frequently requests estimates or apprdximations. Therefore, the approach
of conducting record checks td assess the accuracy of the data provided and thus the validity of the instrument
posed serious problems for a number of the questionnaire items.

The SSES instruments that will be used in the full-scale implementation of the survey are basically similar to
those impleniented during the pretest. Revisions, of course, have been made based on what was learned during the
pretest and on changes in user requirements. The instruments include 'questions that require both "hard" dafa, such
as the number of schools or pupils in the school system, and "soft" data, such as the number of children from
low-income families and judgmental or opinion data such as 'whether a child's home environment is educationally
supportive.The instruments will again be applied at the school, district, principal, and teacher levels. At the latter
two levels, there is respectively ,less documentable data, but, on the other hand, there is more initimate knowledge
of-the respondents' comPonent'of the educational system. Since the instruments have two major bases,/ questions
regarding pupil target groups and questions regarding Federal programs,.the instruments are divided into several
clusters 'of questions that are related. Therefore, the task of assessing the reliability and validity of the questions
must employ a multifaceted approach depending on The type of the question and the precision of the data that the
user requires. It will be impossible to use a single approacii-buch as the record-check validity concept) to assess the
adequacy of the data provided on the instruments. For items -that cannot' be validated using a record-check
approach, another method must be employed. One approach that can be used is personal interviews. Wring
validation interviews, it can be determined whether the respondent understood the question and the method he used
to provide the estimate, giving the validator the ability to-determine the level of confidence he has in the data.

The niost important question that affects the development of a reliability- and validity study for the SSES
instruments is the desired or tolerable accuracy of the data being produced. From RMC's point of view, the answer
to this- question centers al,most entirely on the use. which the data will be put. As represented by figure 13, the
allowable %like of error (or confidence) is a function of the type of decision that concerns the policymaker. At- one
extreme, an accurate, indication of program activities or estimated consequences is needed for final decisions
inirolying the, operation of specific programs. Among these decisions are those related to legislative or funding issues
(excluded from policy-Oriented concerns is program auditing where exact data statem s are required). Other
decisions are ,not as critical. d 'can accept (or may be forced to artept) ,gp increasing range of error and
uncertainty in data estimates. AjI1 the -other extreme, the policymaker who must choose between alternative A and B,
as shOwn in figure 13, need only have data allowing him to correctly identify which alternative program is better: In-
other words, tile sensitivity of the measuring--instrument or the validity -study (with its accompanying cost

implications) should be matched to the difficulty of the measurement task and the required level of data accuracy.
Spending excessive time .and money to improve data accuracy may preclude the policymaker from being able to
make use of the available- data. Instead,qhe policyrnaker would be forced to make decisions hased on data that. is
older anti of lower quality, or worse, without relevant data at all.

The key factor in the development of the reliability and validity study is the analysis plan for the questionnaires
themselves. Once the analysis plan has been developed, the analysis rationale will be_known and it will be possible
to determine which items or clusters of items,need to be validated. In some cases, it will be necessary to establish
item-by-item validity: for instance, where it is necessary to know the exact number or pupils within a school system

'or to determine the existence of Federal progiams. In other cases, however, the instruments may have been designed
to elicit generalized feelings or indications of activities: for instance, does the pupil in question have needs that are
being met by the ESEA title I project, or what is the teacher's attitude towards the child? Questions of this nature
may be validated by analyzing responses to a cluster of items and relating this analysis to the objective reality as
determined in the field. 8,1
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Figure 13.--Data accuracy relationships
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The fact that the SSES is planned I'dr biennial implementation and the instruments themselves tend to be static

in nature in that instrument changes tend to be evpluntionary rather than revolutionary, suggest special

considerations in the development of a reliability and validity study for. the full-scale survey. The reliability and

validity study over the long period of time can be an iterative process in which the approach is revised as more

becomes known about data accuracy and requirements. For instance, during theThrst implementation, tlie key

analysis questions can be identified for each cluster of questions. The data items from the questions that,aremost,

important can be assessed for their reliability and validity. Then, in succeeding years, other item's can be includedin

the analysis, while the items that have been shown to be reliable and valid in previous years may be just

spot-checked. Obviously, because an item has been shown to be valid and reliable in 1 year, it does not necessarily

follow that it will be reliable and valid again 2 years later. Monitqring should be conducted on items that prove

reliable and valid to be ceitainorhat no problems have arisen in the data. Basic sta tyii assumed, however, unless

there are major changes in State or Federal policies.
Based on the previous discussion, there are a number of implications for the re bility and validity study of the

SSES instruments for the full-scale implementation. Briefly,'the major implications e:

many items on the SSES instruments cannot be, externally validated through the use of record checks;

a 'large-scale, but not intensive, validity study needs to be supplemented with an indepth analysis of the

validityidity of instruments at a small number of LEA's;

a reasonably sized, but nor large-scale, reliability study is required; and

it is vitally important to know the intended uses and required precision for the data to design an effective

reliability and validity study.
.

It was readily apparent from the pretest of the SSES instruments that, much of the data is not available on.

source documents. since the status of the information systenis in school districts is .never static and normally

'increases in scope, if is possible that this situation will changeespecially is the SSES is conducted biennially. Far
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the present, the fact that data are not currently available must be remembered when planning the reliability and
validity study. For the full-scale' survey, a number of validity analyses should be performed, one of which will be
the record-check approach. The instruments shOuld be reviewed carefully; and those items for which a record check
is feasible should be identified. Then, a subsample of these questions should be selected for validation, dep'endingort
their importance to the user for aralysis and on their importance to the user as to their precision. Thus, only a
sample of, the questions on the SSES instruments need be selected for external Validation through the use of record
chqpks.

To *successfully complete a validation study, the' validators must be highly experien,ced and familiar with the way
..school districts operate. They must ,be' knowledgeable about infOrmation systems, organizational4structure., reporting
requirements, and legislative programs about which the SSES is collecting information. In this way, the validators
will tie capable of extracting data 'from their assigned school districts that will be 'useful to the validation effort.Validators should be knowledgeable about the possible data sources in school districts for various pieces of
information. They should be familiar with the types of personnel that exist in scItOol districts andthe types of
information that are available at each level. Most important, they must have the .ability to judge the quality of data
thatcan be obtained from various sources. Experience and expertise of the validation staff is essential to an indepth
study-or the Validity of the SSES instruments onsite. In the initial implementation of the full-scale SSES, it is likelythat a' large number the items will not be record-check validated. These items will be the ones requiring
respondents to make estimates of quantities they have a reasonable feel for, but no recorded supporting data. An
imliortantmeaSure of the adequacy of this type o' f data will be the reliability of the question or the copaistency of..
the responses fiy.en hy the respondent. Therefore, it is important- to have a reasonably sized reliability study. for
these types bf questiotts".1ANg.,for ques'yns soliciting-attitudinal or opinion information, the problem of respondent
memory carryover from the `'first to thj second implementation will not be as severe as is typically the case for

. ,hard -data questions. The reason for tiiik! is that when the respCindent does not have a hard basis from which toi..:4.answer the quesilon.and must make from his general knowledge of the situation, he is less likely to
remember the estimate 9Aiginally prOVicred,Based on thereliability coefficient for the items that cannot be validated,..
through a record- check approach, the dA fuser will have an estimate of the proportion of variability in responses
causeclhy random errors versus the poptAlaikcin variability or sampling variability..

As to the size of the full-scale reliabilq"and validity study, the following recommendations are made:,

(1) The reliability study should beGconducted by mailout on a selected number of items to 100 school districts
..with one school .and one teachenliarticipating in each. This size is based on the necessity of providing a

sample large enough to permit. valid' conclusions -yet is.not" so large as to impose a significant respondent
burden overall. -

#O

(2) The two-stage validity study.shduld alpsist of (1) a' mailout validity instrugient, again using selected items,
to 50;School districts with ,one school:and one teacher each, and (2) an intensive site visit validity study at
30 school districts. This size is required to give the instruments a thorough analysis and may be reduc'ed in
subsequent ,years.

The last major implication for the reliability and validity study of the full-scale SSES is the importance of
knowing the intended use of the data ands thus the level of precision required. Only with this information as ati

'reference point can a validity study be effectively conducted. The level of precision required must b expliCitly
stated, preferably in the questionnaire itself, so that the respondent and'velidator alike understand what is required.
If this is not dqne, the data reported on the instruments may be valid by some external definition and yet not
usable for the data user's purposes.
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Chapter 8

ANALYSIS PLANS FOR THE

FULL-SCALE SSES: RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES

'?his chapter provides NCES with a set of procedures for developing the analysis plans/for the Statistical Survey
of Elementary Schools (SSES). The chapter has two major components first, how analysis plans for large-scale
surveys should be developed and, second, how NCES can develop such plans given the current status of the SSES
development. References to specific question numbers throughout this chapter refer to the pretest questionnaires
and are given for the purpose of example only.

DESIGN AND USE OF ANALYSIS PLANS

Without question, the most important component of any large survey is the analysis ,plan, for without it, the
survey developmeht, implementation, and resulting data will be useless. If the data analysis plan is completely and
adequately designed, the writing, revising, justifying, and reporting of data items can be done with accuracy and
ease.

There are four major steps in analysis plan development: (1) determination of general data and survey needs.
related to current policy issues; (2)' determination of actual data elements and development of the specifications to
define data acceptability; (3) production of data thble shells.; and (4) production and use of data, and data tables.
What is important here, is that the design and implementation of survey questionnaires do not occur.until the first two..
steps are completed. A detailed explanation of each of these steps is provided below.

Step 1: Determination of General Data and Survey Needs

There are three areas of concern when defining the general scope and purpose of a large-scale survey: (1
overriding general purpose or purposes; (2) the general policy questions to be answered; and (3) the theories behind
the questions to be asked.

In any large-scale study, the user must first determine why the study is necessary. National surveys' are often
conducted to evaluate the implementation or effects of an existing program, to 'monitor an existing program to
ensure that Federal requirements are being satisfied, to assess current unmet needs or current Methods of prograni
implementation so that new legislation can be written or present legislation revised, to uncover what new methods
or theories merit national exposure, or to provide data to the public. Whatever the perceived reasons for a study, it
must be understood by and communicated to all respondents and users; all subsequent work should be consistent
with this decision.

Once the gen&al use of the study is defined, the survey users must determine the specific policy questions that
, the data collection will address. Close attention is necessary here to epsure that these policy,' questions are consistent

with the study purpos. In instances where the general pUrpose of the survey is either evaluation, monitoring,' or
needs assessment, the policy questions uld be tied as closely to the current Federal legislatiOn and regulations as
possible. In fact, if the study is an eval tion or monitoring survey, all policy questions that do not have a basis in .

, the current. legislation or proposed legisl tive revisions should not be included in the study design- unless the study
se es ultiple purposes. In research st,jr ies, all questions and theories to be studied should* clearly defined prior
to lher work. The only differtions stated for legislation-based studies ancLthose stated
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for research studies is that policy questions for research "studies need not be restricted to legislative issues. In any
case, policy questions or theories should be as clearly and completely states as possible. For studies designed to
provide general needs assessment or general-purpose data, the problem is not one of specifying policy questions, but
of limiting' the scope- of the study. To overcome this, a topic for the general-purpose study, such as "teachers" or

. "expenditures," should be selected and this decision strictly adhered to. The SSES is basically a monitoring study
for the programs involved.

With the general purposes and policy questions for the study defined, all major policy question-related theories
must be specified to ensure thal the study includes questions or optiohs to verify or refute .the most important and
relevant theories. ,

EXAMPLE I: POLICY-RELATED THEORIES

'General Purpose of Survey: Monitoring ESEA title I implementation.

-1'erQuestion 1: To what extent are the ESEA title I participants those children who
have the most pronounced'educational needs?

/ . Rationale for Policey Question 1: Legislation requires participant children to be selected on the basis of
educational deprivation and income.

USOE Policy Theory . : Most children participating in ESEA title I programs are educationally
,deprived, but there are still some instances of incorrect targeting be-
cause selection is made solely on the ba'sis of economic need rather
than educational need.

Rationale for .USOE Theory 1: The ESEA title I legislation has both economic and educational
selection requirements depending on whether districts, schools, or
pupils are being selected. There is a history of confusion of these
factors resulting in selection of pupils on the basis of economic rather
than academic need. Testing the USOE -theory would reveal the
extent to which this educatiorialiecenomic confusion still exists.

After these policy-related theories have been Stated, only those theories that, if tested, wquld reveal correctable
problems or add new essential facts, should actually result in additional questions e4 options on a data
questionnaire.

Areas of Concern in Step I.

At first glance it seems that NCES hag perfo thed several of the required tasks that comprise step I. However,
the follOwing concerns still exist:

(1) The general purpose of the SSES has".Lnever been clearly defined and corninunicated to the USOE
participants. The survey has monitoring, research, and general questions.,. at the same time it is used for
Summarizing LEA needs assessment activiftes. Even though the SSES is a consolidated survey, it should still
be limited to one or two purposes. A0-0,40055

,(2). Policy questions have not been developed" for all programs included in the S§ES; 'all survey participants
should be required to provide them. In developing these questions, survey participants should remember that

'policy questions need not be legislatively 'based if the SSES is to serve research or general data purposes.

(3)' No attempt has been made by data users to define policy-related ,theories to ,ensure that all relevant issues
have been considered in -the Survey design.'
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Step 2: Determination' of Actual Data Elements a nd Development of the Specifications to Define Data
Acceptability

Onbe the policy issues and general purposes of the survey are known, the next step in developing. analysis plans is
specifying the details of the analysis. Each policy question requires one or more different data elements and,
ptioni; these should be specified in as much detail as possible by the appropriate data user.

EXAMPLE 2: SPECIFICATION OF DATA ELEMENTS

\ Policy ,Question I:\Data Elements Required:,

,.
All data elements necessary for a policy qu tion should be included in the specification of data elements. Note that
the data e ments specified may result i the development of more than one question on the survey questionnaire
or may res a in the inclusion of da a elements on more than one questionnaire. Once the data elements are
determined, t o data user should ide ify the specific options and/or questions needed to Provide the data elements
and address the olioy questions tha are specified in the preceding steps.

To what extent are the_ESEA title I participants those children who have the
most pronounced educational needs?

Pupil participation in ESEA title I by subject area of participation.

Pupil's educational need by subject.

Pupil's grade level and performance by subject.

\ EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION OF/DATA OPTIONS AND QUESTIONS

Policy Question \:

Data element:

Survey Question Topic\.. 'Pupil participVon in academic subject in ESEA title I.

Question Oons: ark All That Apply

To what extent are E A title I participants,those Lhildren who have the most
pronounced bducatio al needs?

Pupil" participation-in ESEA title I by subject.

Policy Theory I:

Data Element:

Survey Question Topic: Teacher's estimate of annual family income.

Question Options:

Reading
Mathematics

\Language
01 r. academic

MOst childr participating in ESEA title I programs are educationally
but there are still some instances of incorrect targeting because selec
made on the ba is of the economic need of the entire school rather than the
educational nded f an individual ptpil.

Pupil's economic sta

Indicate Mtn /Max Income vels

Under $2,000
, $3,000

$4,000. '\,
$5,000
$6,000
$7,000
$8,000

,- $9,000 or more
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The detail required by the data elements should be easily provided by the data user (assuming the data user knows
just what data actually needed"!

Once the scope of the data needs are fully 'defined, the specifications for data accuracy may be written. There
are many factors that contribute to decisions on data acceptability, and any decision that is made based on an
accurate understanding of these factors will probably be correct-, pi-Oli:led a conscious decision is made. Ambng the
factci(s that should be weighed in this decision are avail6bility of alternate data sources, measures of reliability and
validity, use and interpretation of the dqta, and effects of sampling errors and other statistical errors of
measurement.

In reviewing the effects of these various facts, one must remember that, except in cases of extraordinarily
inaccurate data, it is possible to use almost any data with any level of accuracy if one knows how to report and use
it within the framework of an allowable error necessary for user decisionmaking. Interpretation methods that may
be used with potentially inaccurate data are defined instep 4.

The most important factor governing the development of specifications for data accuracy is the need for the
data. If information is required to address an urgent issue and no source exists for it, almost any data that can be
provided for decisionmaking by a study is preferable to a complete lack of data, provided these data are reported
cautiously. In this instance, even though accuracy is important, availability of data is even more important and some
leniency in '.data -accuracy specifications Ould be tolerated. On the other hand, if data are available from alternate
sources and if the limits of an issue have been well defined in previous studies, refinement of data accuracy and
strong control on statistical error is or paramount importance. Specification for data acceptability should then be
stringent.

Reliability and validity are of major 0Aportance when developing specifications for data accuracy. If a question
used in the same reporting situation consistently provokes the same mean respOnse across a subpopulatiOn in
repeated-trials, the question and, the data that result are reliable. If the response provided to any given question is
an accurate representation of the condition being reported, the data are valid. The major problem of the SSES and
most other large-scale mailout surveys is that he reliability and validity of these surveys cannot be easily
determined either positively or negatively. lAlthough the lack of reliability and validity data does not mean that the
survey data are inaccurate, caution should always be used in interpreting data-for which the accuracy is unknown.

The other question concerning reliability and validity is, "At what level are reliability and validity required?"
Many survey items Oat are inaccurate on di individual respondent basis may be very accurate when repotted as a
nationally representative characteristic. As dismissed later in Step 4, interpretation of the data may compensate for
some problems in reliability and validity, but all specifications of data accuracy should include some mention" of
acceptable reliability and validity measures.

EXAMPLE 4: SPECIFICATION OF ACCEPTABILITY OF
DATA RELIABILITY AND VALIDITYi or

Teacher Question 1: What is your highest level of academic achievement?

(1) A doCtoral degree
(2) A master's degree or equivalent
(3) A bachelor's degree

Statement of Hypothetical Validity:

(4) An associate's degree
(5) No degree but some college courses
(6) A high school diploma
(7) Other

95% of the responses' to teacher 1 must be valid as
verified by school district records.

95% of the responses to options 1-3 and options 4-7 each
taken as one unit will be valid as measured by reviews of
school district records.
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Other alternative data accuracy requirements are possible. As this example indicates, different validity statements
may be written depending on the intended use of the questionnaire item. If the analysis requires distinctions
between doctor's and master's degree holders but distinctions at the bachelor's level and below are unnecessary, the
validity statement ;would require 95 percent accuracy in responses fo options 1 and 2 separately and options 3-7

taken as one unit. In checking the validity of options 3-7, responses made to option 3 that should have been made

to option 4, 5, 6, or 7 are not invalid because the analysis treats all responses to these options as the same response.
In developing the specifications of data accuracy, consideration must be'given to errors caused by sample design

and data analysis. If very stringent or rough estimates are required by the analysis, these requirements must be

considered before sample design. A good example is asking data in terms of percents versus actual numbers. A
respondent may be able to provide rough estimates as percents. However, the accuracy of thatspecific item may be

such that percents are appropriate for user needs and decisionmaking. Once the sample is determined, it is usually

too late to change the sample design to meet the analysis requirements.
Any or all of the factors described above contribute to accuracy specification. Almost any level of accuracy is

acceptable as long as the extent of the inaccuracy and .its effects on the analysis are known by the data user.
Accuracy statements need not be made for every data item individually, but each item should be reviewed against
the accuracy statements that are developed in advance to ensure that more stringent requirements are not necessary
for specific item uses. Further discussion of the recommended procedures for the development of the reliability and
validity Study may be found in chapter 7 of this report.

Areas of'Concern in Step 2.

'(1) USOE users should provide the-data options and elements to the contractor for each policy question and
policy-related theory. Currently, this work is Bone by both the user and the contractor in a less than fully
efficient manner. I '

(2). Data users must specify kequirements for data accuracy.

(3) Reliability and validity studies that are adequate to define the extent, of SSES inaccuracies must be
performed.

et

Step 3: Production of Data Table Shells

If the data user has provided the specifications outlined in steps I and 2, the contractor or the Federal project
monitor should be in a good -position to direct the developrrfat of the first draft of the questionnaires without
undue strain'. During step 3, questionnaire development and table-shell production will run concurrently.

Since steps I and 2 are now completed, the analysis plan is fairly well defined and is developed to the point that
,. questionnaires can be designed and the data user can specify the actual table shells required. Considerations in this

phase include data intervals to be used in analysis, methods for expressing percentages, what to do with missing
responses, item combinations or indices, arid data accuracy.

For questions 26, 27, 31, and 33 from the pupil questionnaire used in the pretest, the examples below indicate
the different types of specific analysis tables that can be developed to test the policy questions and4olicy theories
that are used in the previous examples in this report. Discussions at the end of these examples will give the needed
infomiation for understanding how the factors listed above affect table shell design.' _ .

... To address the policy question regarding educational needs of ESEA title I participa t children in the simplest

r\---- format, a table like that in example 5 would be used.
This table allows the user to quickly and cru'dely measure the needs of ESEA title I parti s and to provide a

rough answer to the policy question. Note the percentages in the table. Percentages are being computed across the

row so that the user may readily determine the percentage of all participants who have academic need and the
percentage who do not have these needs. If '.the user wished to report on the percentage of needs being met by
ESEA title I, the percentages would be computed down the column instead of across the row. Also note that in this
table, raw 2 and row 3 do not answer the policy question tinder study, but "rather provide a comparison standard
against which ESEA title. I data may be compared. For instance, of what use is the knowledge that 45 percent of
the ESEA title 1 participants have academic needs if the user does not know that 37 percent of the nonparticipants
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and 39 percent of the total population have academic needs? At the same time that this table is designed, the data
user or analysis designer should designate the exact data element for each cell of data to be provided.

In providing the details of data item use, the user will note that all responses or combination or responses to
pupil question 26 and to pupil question.31 are accounted for in the...gable. This requirement should be checked very
carefully for every table since programing of these tables will require consideration of and instructions for every
possible combination or responses.

EXAMPLE 5: DEVELOPING TABLE SHELLS
TO ADDRESS POLICY QUESTION 1

Pupil has Pupil does not have
Total

educational need , educational need

ESEA title I participant
% 100%

Non-participant°
100%

Total
100%

Number of missing:

Total in population:

Percent of population missing:

EXAMPLE 6: SPECIFICATION OF CLASSIFICATION-
OF RESPONSES IN SIMPLE TAI3LES

NOTE: The table below is the same as the table in Example 5, except that information con--
cerning the 'sources of data for each cell have been provided.

Pupil has
educational need

(pupil question
26 = yes)

Pupil does not have
educational need

(pupil question
26 = no)

Total

ESEA Title 1 participant
(pupil question 31 = yes) . .

Nonparticipdnt
(pupil question 31 = no) .

Total

Number of missing: Nonresponse to either pupil question 26 OR pupil question 31

Total in population: Sum of total and missing

Percent of population in missing: Missing divided by total of pupulation
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In examples 5 and 6 you were shown the simplest possible analyses that would permit the user to answer the
policy question. This simple analysis leaves one with many unanswered questions, some of which may be addressed

in more specific policy questions or related theories and some of which should be raised and addressed in the
analysis of this .question. In example 5 the user receives data that allow him to determine the extent to which all
participants have at' least one academic need in some unspecified subject in an attempt to provide an estimate of the
number of correctly targeted children. However, the fit cell (row 1, column 1) also includes any re

participates in ESEA title I reading but only has an academic need in mathematics. Would the d. a user wish to

count this type of response as correct targeting? Conversely, cell three (row 2, column 1) whic includes children,

who do notparticipate in ESEA title- 1 but do have educational needs, also counts children nott-E.SEA title I

schools and children in ESEA title I schools who have academic needs not served by the pa lar program in their

school. Would the user want to infer that these students were incorrectly excluded from ES A title I participation?

An example of an additional, more complex data table, that clarifies the analyses for the ESEA title I policy

question is provided in example 7.

EXAMPLE 7: TABLE SHELL FOR POLICY QUESTION I

Pupil has need Pupil has Pupil has

in reading othereed no need

ESEA Title I participant in
reading

ESEA Title I academic program
participant not in reading

Nonparticipant

Total
r,

#
%

#
%

#
%

#
%

#
%

if
%

#
%

#
%

4
%

#
1
%

#
%

#
%

#
100%

#
100%

#
100%

#
100%

/
Number of missing:

Total in population:

Percent of population in missing:

Here, pupil needs in reading are matched to pupil participation in reading. Similar tables can and should be
produced using pupil participation in any one or all combinations of reading, mathematics, language, and other

academic participation matched with pupil' need in the same subject area.
Policy theory 1, which concerns mistargeting of ESEA title 1 programs to poor pupils rather than nee pupils,

requires review of two dimensionsacademic and economic needsince poor children with academ needs are

correctly selected and poor children with no needs are incorrectly selected. There is a variety of, sible tables, -to

address this, including several variations of example 8 shown below. At theliery,least, 939,,sarifetable design should"

be used to produce a table in reacting (shown below), mathematics, and language.. Combinations of subjects such as

participation in reading only, mathematics only, language only, reading and mathe tics, reading anti language,

mathematics and language, and reading, mathematics, and language could be comp, d with the same combination
of needs. Detailed tables using combination items such as those outlined ab., c provide useful insight,, for the
sophisticated data user, but should not be developed without accompanying sit pler'tables.

Once the tablep have been completed and all options and item instru ions provided, the data analysis plan is
essentially complete. Individual questionnaire items and the resulting a analysis tables should be revised on the
basis of pretest data, but all changes in the study should be made w th the data needs, analysis, plans, and policy

questions-in mind.

J.
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EXAMPLE 8: DATA ANALYSIS TABLE SHELLS FOR POLICY THEORY 1
r.

Pupil has no reading need TotalPupil has reading need

(pupil question 27,
option a = yes)

Pupil's family income is

(pupil question-27a is n
or pupil-queltio-i-1 27 is

is legitimate blank)

PapiEs family incomejs

$3,000 $6,000 $3,000 Won
Under to or Under to or
$3,000 $5,999 more $3,000 $,5,9911J more

ESEA Title I participant
in reading (pupil
question 33a = yes)

Nonparticipant in ESEA
Title I readin

:question
33a = no . ,question

is legit'

Total

Number inrnissing: Pupil question Nor pupil question 27 or pupil que ion 33 is nonresponse

Tota 'o ulation:

Percent of po nin missing:

Arearof Concern in St p 3.
.

(1) There should be II participation of N S. the ser, and the contractor in the development of analysis plans
and table specifi ationS:-Us with specif nterests should be identified and should then be enlisted in the
detailed table de eloprnent. -

(2) Although a contractor would be able Itr,independently develop tabla-shelli and item analysis specificationg,
details about intefvals, combination;" &Os
developed in*conjuobtion with the dalkuser:'

-(3) Survey redevelopment must be-tone on the basis o
re 'ewekagainst the analysis plan before revision.

1

built:Long to be run, and questionnaire, iterpi should be

*Step 4: P oductiOn and Use of Data and Data Tables

analysisjl ari.--kIsuggested r isions should be

_,..."

Dev pmerly and_prerdsting of the -survey clam-ie. II es is completerd-witli, the developme and prete
ties that concurrently with table shell production in s r' The .first activities, n step 4 ore those

,-

associated with surve entaticfn, editing, and data tape produotron. Relia r d validity studies should also
be completed and the results used to revise the final analysis Fjord Throopotrt the jmple tion phase of step 4,
the data analysis contractor should program and check the ,prOgrams fo roduction of the data ana tables.

Upon completion of the edited data tape, the data anal tables should be produced and t 1 rialytic ,

interpretation begun. In using the data tables, the following ivies should be considered: --
J
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(1) Data tables Shold be reviewed for accuracy in terms of labeling, data aggregation, weighting, and correct
-ihpin data immediately upon production.,-Iri cases where the data congregate into one or two categories, new
r

r. _ tablestpay be required before the analysis proceeds.
(2) X11.` daVinalles should be reviewed and interpreted even if the information presented in a, specific table will

not be reported. This review allows the user to gain a more complete feeling of and understanding for the
situation being analyzed.

(3) Report tables in the clearest and simplest formats possible. Most of the public reading a report will ndglave
sophisticated statisti .1 understanding, and simple formats should be used as much as possible.

(4) Report the data accu .tely. Pupil questionnaire responses do not provide data-on pupils but rather data on
teachers' impressions o pupil characteristics. This distinctibn is important because teachers make many of
the decisions regarding p 'its d their learning experiences. Careful interpretation and.reporting is essential
in all analyses. Never overstat e.

45) :Mite repyrts (and to som extent ant lysis plans and table shells) to minimize the effects of possible
and, validity proble

c...(6) To decrease the effects of data v. ity or reliability problems, develop analyses that require consistent
reporting across several similar items. For example, before pupils are definitely classified for analysis.as being
in need of bilingual education, classify them by developing an index based on race, target group, ability to
speak English, and existence of persistent problems in language. If a pupil is determined to have need in-all
Tour categories, the user can be fairly certain thit- the pupils in question have definite need forbilingual

EXAMPLE 9: USING DATA ACGUFaTELY WITHIN THE BOUNDS OF
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY PROBLEMS

If the user must analyze pupil question 24- on economic need (see Exam 8) he should choose
options for the analysis to mimize the effects of possibly invalid data. options used for economic,
need are: .

Definitely poor (f ily incomeof less than $3,000)

Possibly poor,(fa dy inccitike'of $3,000 to $5,999)

Probably riot poor (family Memo of $6,,000or more).

These categories are tabulated from- pupil question 24 as follows:

Definitely poor - Teacher's estimat of maximum family income is less than $3,000.

(pupil 'questi 24, column 2, options I or 2 are marked)
,

- Either-feather's estimate of minimam family Moine or of maTimum family income
-both estimates are within 4he $3,000 to $5,999 range.

(pupil qilestioni24, column I or pupil question 24, column 2 have. at least one of
options 3-5 marked)

ii
n

Probably not poor Teacher's estimate, of minimum family income is $6,000 or more.

(pupil question"4, column I, at least one of options 6-11 is marked)

Unknown TeacheWestim4teg not in above categories., I

Possibly poor

By establishing categories in thii fashion, the user is analyzing the data in a manner that measurably
increases the likelihood of vabd-d4ta. Careful- interatetation of these data and c,ategories will also help
ensure valid reporting. Note that.the only definite /statement made is in the "definitely poor" category
and that criteria, used to place repondents are not only very stringent but also give the benefit of the
doubt to the respondent. I
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services. Conversely, if the pupil has no needs as measured in all four categories, he can safely be conside4d

as definitely not needing assistance. MI other pupils can be classified in an "unknown, butMay be needy"

category.
(7) Check questionable data against alternate outside sources such as Census data, HEW Civil Rights data, etc.

Areas of Concern with Step 4.

(I) There are few users who are likely to write reports on this survey except NCES. All data requestors'should

be required to specify how the data will be used and then use Ti.

(2) User procedures should be developed to ensure release of data collected by the SSES to internal USOE users.

(3) Federal program rerorts should be written either by or in ccose coordination with Federal program managers

to ensure accurate understanding of the data needs and program purposes of the program being reported.

PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPING SSES ANALYSIS PLANS WITHIN CURRENT PLAN

Now that the steps fcir analysis plan development have been outlined, the problem becomes one of applying this i

procedure within the currentSSES developmental situation. Much of the work, at should have been done on the

debasis of a completely developed analysis plan has already been completed wi ut its benefit. It is still possible to

continue with only min0 revision of .the past efforts, but the first step that oust be taken is the development of a
goo() and complete analysis plan. NC1,S must take ,,a strong uncompromis g role in requiring USOE data users to

justify each data itetn, and NCES and USOE data users must realize at an outside contractor can develop an

analysis rationale only after user need has been specified.. .

Once the analysis rationale has been determined, a contractor may ake the lead in preparing the analysis plans

or in doing all table-shellproduction, programing, and table produc son. However, as only USOF. users fully know

what is needed, USOE data users must provide a review function f the contractor in the following areas

(I) Determine and.communicate the general purpose of the survey.
(2) Designate the policy questions.
(3) Specify the policy-related theories.
Or Review the specifications for data acceptability.
(5) Review the data elements and data options for each policy question.
(6) Provide guidance on tableshell speOficatiort's that include designation of intervals, cross tabulations,

categoriCs, and items used.
(7) Review final dlita analysis plan against pretest information.
(S) Review edit specifications against data analysis plan.
(9) Review data tables for accuracy and acceptable data variance.

(10) Review or provide major input or interpretation into data reports

To assume its proper role and to assist appropriately in the develo.pment of the analysis plans,^NCES, the

contractor, and USOE data users should convene a meeting of USOL management and data staffs to determine what

the role of each will he in the development of analysis plans.
USOE, NCI'S, and all data users must perfOrm Vie tasks 11!.ted below at appropriate times during the

developMent of the analysis plans.

(I) Determine the general scope of the survey. Currently, the SSFS performs evaluation, monitoring, needs
assessment, research, and general data collection These multiple use., can be carried off if necessary, but the

current survey has encountered some design- problems because of these multiple usages. The SSES attempts

to perform many functions a fact that adds to the survey complexity andproblems. Future SSES's should

he more limited in scope.
.

(2) Keeping the general survey purpose in mind. (1SO. users should review the policy questions wjth the

contractin and ensure that all questions are legislatively based and 4114 sl) maim legislative, issues are covered.
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(3)

)3?

If the survey is a research or general-Purpose survey, the scope'should be carefully defined and the questions
and theories to be addressed should be clearly specified.
All policy-related issues that are legislatively relevant should be defined and clearly stated by US E users.
These theories should have major importance, result M the possible: exposure of correctable prb lems, and
require the addition of survey items that would not have been included otherwise.

(4) Data elements and options in a general, unpolished format should be developed by the data us s for each
policy question and policy-related theory. These will be used by the contractor to develop the estionnaire
items and by the USOE staffs in the next "step. If current items are acceptable, USOE users s ould explain
the relationship between each questionnaire item and each policy question.

(5) USOE users should devise general specifications for data accuracy for the data elements and options specified
in .step 4. These statements need not be devised for every item, but should reflect the statistical accuracy
requirements of the survey, users.

(6) NCES must develop rules governing the review of data tables and the release of data to internal USOE users
and release by USOE users to the publk, including the issue of whether a feedbadk system should be
developed and, if so, what it should entail.

If all of these activities are performed adequately by USOE data users, the contractor should be in a much Stronger
position and should be able to dei/elop data analysis plans, data tables and data printouts, and write reports with a
high degree of accuracy and utility. Therefore, the contractor would also be in a much better position to prolVide

,and'USOE with the support in these areas.
' 1
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Appendix A

PRECANVASS REPORT

PRECANVASS TASK

Several information elements were taken into consideration in designing the way the school sample was selected.
Most were familiar: total number of schools in the L1 A, school enrollment, grades served, enrollment by grade and
type of community (urban, suburban, or rural). Since the SSE concerre several specific programs, the additicinal
elements of the presence of Federal program funds.1and the percetft f target groups were considerations for
stratifying the school sample, To collect this kind of dat , a precanvass of districts was conducted:

The primary purpoi4 of the precanvass was to provi e up -to-die info ation about specific schools so that the .

pretest would be sent to the schools that had the. Federal programs of inte est as well as the target groups needed for
.

the supplementary sampling. ,
1,

," In February 1974, the contractor telephoned each of the nine parti ipating States and spoke with tl3e SSES g
survey coordinator. After agreeing on the districts within a State that Wer to participate in the pretest, a number of
general questions were asked that dealt with survey logistics andthe best source in the State or LEA for specific

. information about individual schools. With the exception of Florida, each of Jhe States indicated that the
information resided in State files and that the State education agency (SEA) was the best source of information. In
late February 1974,:precanvass forrni,ind instructions were sent to the SEA offices in the nine States.

The precanvass forma, were.in three parts. The first part contained two pages o specific instructions indicating
;how the respondents were to complete the information on the forms provided. The second part was a. computer
listing generated from the Public School Univere File that was current as of October 1971 (the latest available in
February 1974). Respondents were asked to make corrections and/or additions td the printout concerning each of
the elementary schools listed for a -given district. The third part ,was called the/ Program Informaticid Form and
respondents were asked' to indicate, by school, the following types of information:

tl.Whether the school should be exclu ed from the pretest for anyieason.
?. Presence of programs funded by th Federal sources listed. .

. 3. Approximate percent of listed pupi target groups.

Samples of the instructions and forms appear at the end of this appendix.
Respondents, were asked to return data by March 8, 1974, to facilitate the school selection process. '

RETURN OF PRECANVASS DATA

By 'March 8, 1974 ,. no State had responded-to the precanvass request. And, in fact, by March 25, only three States
had mailed in their forms. Telephone calls made or received by the contractor and OE personnel during the
intervenin$ period revealed that in several States the data requested were not available at the State officeeven
though all of the States but one had originally indicated that the *canvass information could be readily provided.

. fibril existing State records. Consequently, the forms were either mailed to the individual LEA's or phone calls had
tube made for the missing information (generally percent of target groups), thus causing the delays. In addition, two
States sent written notes with the precanvass forms stating that they were unhappy with the quality of the data they
had been able to supply at the State level. In at least two other States, the problem was only too apparent from the
inaccuracy et incompleteness of the returned forms. One State in particular had apparently supplied numbers
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f 4.;,
instead of percentages for the to gyoups: Each LEA then had to be called to ascertain4hether the figures

:4.

provided by the State office were indeed percents or numbers.,When it was discovered they, weie numbers, percent
conversions had to be made. This par i'cular State did not return the precanvass materials until May 13.

Some States complained, howev r, that the turnaround time allowed them was too short, aid that was certainly
part, of the problem. During the ate interviews, which were conducted as pad of the validation field work, most
States felt that 2 weelts to a mon would be necessary to.complete the precanvass at the State level for the full-scale
survey. This length of time is deeded bedause, although most States maintain comphterized-rbcor'ds on the type
information requested by the'precanvass, in many in'tances it is not received from the districts; processed, and put
onto tape until .after several months Of the new schb I year have passed. Several/States cited this as an argument for
conducting the precanvassIat the LEA level at the tiine of the year the SSES would need precanitiss information (in

.,

the fall preceding thi spying mahout), the LEA's ipistill the best current source. ,,

School sainpling,pr/OcedurerweiT begun on March, 29, 1914, in spite of the fact that three of the nine States had
not yet_ sponded Ed the precanvass. As a result, school sampling in two States had to be done on the basis of the
2-year-old Public School Universe File information conceming grade span and enrollment. (The third State had
volunteered for district:bnly participation arrtr did not represent a school sampling consideration.) This was to have
repercussions in both of these Statest In onV§tate (which did not return its precanvass materials until mid-April), a
school if lucied in the sample had closeh,,In thepther State (which did not return:-its forms until mid-May), one
school had been demolished to make wadbr a new highway. Mother had dropped its elementary enrollment and
now served only grades 7 and 8, therefore(.femoving it from the-Scope of an elementary school survey. Since none of
these prOlems were uncovered until the Validation field work, three schools were lott from the samplea situation
that might have been avoided with acenrate precanvass information. The implications for the full - 'scale survey should
not 'e,, viewed light y in that there ?a anl `be a substantial increase in the number of districts and schools invRIved.
Ac ufate and curre precanvass data are vital if school sampling procedures are to be conducted with any measure
9( reliability: ;i: ,

,. 4' ,/

// RESULTS OF THE PRECANVA OPERATION

t .t /
While the .pretest of the precanvass was carrie'd out with some difficulty, it did in fact achieve a more than

reasonable rate of completion land the necessary data was received from most States in time to be used in the manner.
or which it wasintended., (The latter would not have been the case, however, had the pretest mailing not been

delayed by the OMB clearance'procedure./The States took much lohger in responding than was expected and, in our
opinion, longer than should have been necessary.) % .

The actual selection of schools for/the pretest was not a strict, stratified, random sampling of school within
participating districts. This kind of selection was not possible because of the limited size of the pretest sample. The
information obtained froni the precanvass was used in selecting schools, however, to make sure that enough schools
of each type were selected for testing all aspects of each questionnaire and of the survey operations.

The following sections present. ome of the major findings of the precanvass operations, selected summaries of the
data, and general conclusions. 1^ v

t .

Data Presentation /.
I. The distribution of the 1,437 schools in selec istric in the nine States surveyed is as follows: The number

of schools for each*State will vary throughout this presentation of results because: (a) some counts are missing
for the 101 schools that were selected from the master-tape for the pretest mahout, (b) other counts of
schools will change according to the number of schools added or deleted in each State, and (c) where States
did not provide data for some schools, the base number of schools will change. .

State Number of Schools State e. Number of Schools

Arizona 31 Minnesota 157
Colorado 91 New Jersey 69
Florida 307 Texas 463
Kentucky 69 Virginia

Total
124

Michigan 126 1,437
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2. The following statistics refl t

Universejle.

NuMber of schools that were reported

.51

reported changes or updates of information supplied from the Public School

as being added to or deleted from the computer listing supplied.

State Original Added, Deleted
Gross

change
Percent
changed

Net
change

Arizona 29 4 2 .6 21 +2
. It

Colorado 843 . 3 0 3 3 +3
Florida 345 0 38 38 II 38
Kentucky 80 .6 17 .23 29 II
Minnesota 158 0 I 1 0.6 1
New Jersey 67 4 2 64 9 +2
Texas 468 12 17 29 6 5
Virginia 123 0....._ 1 0.8 +1

Total 1,358 30 77 107 ,-47
4211.

Percent 2 6 8 3
b. Number of schools reported as having changes in grade span.

State/Schools Number with change Percent

Arizona/22 3 14

Colorado/76 4 5

Florida/292 72 25
Kentucky/51 31 31

Michigan/I 20 12 10

Minnesota/I 57 4 3

New Jersey/55 8 15

Texas/448 208 46
Virginia/I 24 5 4

total/1,345 347 '26

a. Number of schools reported as having changes in enrollment of 10 percent or more.

State/Schools Number with change Percent

Arizona/22 10 45
Colorado/76 53 70
Florida/292 287 98
Kentucky/51 46 90
Michigan/I 20 53 44
Minnesota/157 9 6
Newlersey/55 42 76
Texas/448 426 95
Virginia/I 24 3 2

Total /1,345 929 69

99
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d. Number of schools with reported change in the presence of programs for the handicapped.

Total changedState Added Deleted

Colorado. 38 1

Florida 53 64
Kentucky 10 7

Michigan 5 3
New Jersey 5 3
Virginia 6 , 0

Total H 7 78 195

3. Schools for which tates failed to provide Federal funding and target group( information.

Siate/Sthools

Michigan/26 54 y 43
Texas/463 15 3

Schools not reported Percent 4/

Total sample/1,437

-
4. Schools that were reported as having no Federal funding.

69 5.

State/Schools No Federal funding Ntercent
,

Colorado /91

--Elorida/307
Kentucky/69
Michy0/126,_
New .1 e rsiri /39

Virgi914 24

,"`
Total sample/1,437

.4
,y

.

51

1

11

24
25
46 ......

\ ..____

-t 56
0.3

16

19
36
37

11158

-

5. The following numbers and percentages of schools were reported to have programs fut/ded by the Federal
a...:,..

sources listed.

ESE4 I '061:-:--irState/Schools

Arizona/31
Colorado/91
Florida/307
Kentucky/69
Michigan/126
Minncsot0/157
New Jersey/69
Texas/463
Virginia/124

Total/1,437

No. Percent No..
14 4$. 5

34 37 9
86 28 111
54 78 5
38 30 16

57 36 1

32 46 12
233 50 85

60 48 12

608 42 256

Migrant
Percent

ESEA
No.

III
Percent

ESEA
No.

VII
Percelt

/
/

ercentNo. EllAi B.
16 17 54 0 =- / 010 \ 10 11 0 -- 0
36 c' ,162 53 2 0.65 0

7 40 0 - -0 4 6
13 24 s., 19 5 4 0
0.64 41 s 26 0 /- 0 . -
17 5 7 3 4 1 1:5
18 1 0.2 ' 0 0 - -
9 7 5 0 , 27 21

18 295 20 10

.1.101I

0.69 32 2
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6. The following is a distribution by pupil target group of the number of reported schools (by State) having one
or more percent for each target population.

State/Schools

Arizona/31

Colorado /91

Florklia07
Kentucky/69
Michigan/1

Minnesota/NL.
New Jersey/69
Texas/463
Virginia/124

Total/1,437

Percent

Migrant Bilingual Indian Handicapped

L 3 3 2

2 5 32 67
N/R N/R N/R N/R

4 N/R 11411 ' 40
16 35 ii 0 31

N/R N/R N/R i N/R

N/it 52 N/R 24
- 77 5 46 N/R

6 3 4 51

106 103 96

7.37 7.16 6.7 15

(N/R means no response provided.)

7. Schools excluded from the pretest (as indicated in the precanvass form by respondents) occurred in the folio
ing States.

State/Schools Schools excluded

Kentucky/69 37
Michigan/126 4
Virginia/124 2

Total 'sample /I,437 43

Percent

54
2
3

3

8. As part of the validation stud , interviews were conducted with reprAentatives of the nine SEA's. (Responses
+1? shown are expressed as a perce t of those responding to each question.)

(1) Ar.....co.u.-the-who-Itarzdied the information collections for the precanvass?

78% = YES

(2) Did you have much difficulty providing requested infonicution?

57% = YES

(3) Did you have all the necessa ry information on hand in the State office?

57% = No

(4) Did you find it necessary to get some or all information from the districts?

50% = YES

(5) Did you contact any schools to obtain some or all of the information requested?

17% = YES 10,2
101



(6) What do you think is the best place for OE to seek information?

37% = indicated that the school districts would be the best source

Statistical Summary

I. Of the 1,437 scho.ols reported on:

.a. Information Information on Federal funding and target groups was not provided for 69 schools, or 5
percent. However, the schools not reported on occurred entirely in two States.

b. 158 schools (or 11 percent) were reported as receiving no funding from the Federal sources listed. It should
be noted that 97 of these 158 schools (61 percent) were from only two States.

c. Only 3 percent of the schools were indicated for exclusion from Ifie pretest. This figure is further
encouraging in that 84 percent of these schools (37 of 44) were from one State.

2. Percent of schools receiving Federal funds in the districts selected1.0-0"

ESEA I 42%
ESEA III 20%

ESEA 1 Migrant 18%

EHA, part B 2%*
ESEA VII .

a

3. Schools were counted that indicated at least I percent of a particular pupil target group.' As a result of such\,,..
counts, pupil target groups are shown to exist in the followingrcentages of schools in the districts selected:

Handicapped. 14.96%

Migrant 7.37K%
Bilingual 7.16%

Indian 6.70%

a. The updated data reflected a reported addition or deletion of 107 Schools. Thus the file did not have
current information regarding the existence of 8 percent of o schools in the districts selected.

b. Indication, of the grade span taught In each school s changed for 332 schools, or 25 percent.

e. SEA's were instructed to change the enrollment figto-listed,...kr each school if it was off by more than 10
percent. The enrollmdnt figures were changed for 929 (or 69 pekent) of the schools listed.

d. The listing showed whether or not a school had p pro or the handicapped. "No" was changed to
"Yes" for 117 schools and the reverse took place f chools. Thus, this indicator was not up-to-date for

195 (or 14 percent) of the schools.

-General Conclusions

1. Response

a. The re onse to the precanvass was generally good, in that all nine States did respond. However, this was
not ccomplished 'Without great effort. In addition, if the original schedule had been followed, the inputs

*Total pc cntagi, of EliA, part D, programs is probably somewhat Inflated 1111C0 84 percent of the schools (27 of 32) were from one
State. 103
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from a number of States would have been too late to be used. As it was, one State did not respond in time
and only partial response was received in time from another State.

b. In the final analysis, information was provided for 95 percent of the schools for which it was requested. In
addition, the missing' 5 percent was from only two States. The other seven States provided complete
infomiation.

c. It would seem that the precanvass achieved its purpose in acquiring funding an pupil target, group
information for 95 percent of the schdols in, the selected districts. This would certainly be a more than
adequate response for purposes of stratifying the school samples.

2. Information from the Public School Universe File

a. A precanvass of sampled districts appears to be necessary for the full-scale survey if only for the purpose of
updating information from OE files necessary for school stratification and for survey controls.

Eight percent of the schools on the final updated file would have been-in erroreither as a result of no
longer being in existence or not having been added to the file.

(I)

(2) The grade spans served was in error for 25 percent of the schools. Grade span information is quite
essential for proper sample selection to ensure that all types of schools are Included with equal
probability and that only schools with grades prekindergarten through 6 are included. (There were
problems with previous Elementary Schools Surveys (ESS%) with regard to including schools in the
sample that no longer had the required grades,) Problems of this sort will undoubtedly introduce
additional concerns about response weighting. (

The nine' States precanvassed indicated that the enrollment figures provided were wrong by at least 10
percent, for 69 percent of the schools listed. The implications of this finding are obvious.

(3)

(4) The indicator for presence of.a program for the handicapped was in error for nearly '15 percent of the
schools. Use of this indicator, without updating, for school stratification would no doubt present
problems.

b. The information available on the Public School Universe File at thetime of the precanvass (February 1974)
was current as of October 1971. The problems experienced with the data on this file are possibly twofold:
the age of the data and errors in creating the file. How much the data on file was incorrect as a result of
either of these factors is hard to evaluate. However, it seems reasonable to presume that to make proper use
of this file In sample selection, the information contained on it should be current as of the school year in
question or at least not more than I year. old.

3. Precanvaks-at-the SEitheyel

a. Interviews were conductekwith representatives of the nine States involved in the precanvass. In seven
States, the interviewer was the person responsible for the precanvass. In the other two States, the person
responsible for the precanvass was not available for the interview. (One of these two was the only State
which indicated prior to the precanvass that the predanvass could and should be done directly with the
districts involved. That State later agreed somewhat reluctantly to provide the information from the SEA.)
The responses of these seven States showed:

57 percent indicated they had difficulty providing the requested information and further indicated that
they did not have all the information in the SEA office.
50 percent indicated that they found it necessary to obtain some of the information from the LEA's.
Further, 17 percent indicated that they got information directly from the schools.
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37 percent indicated that the LEA's would be the best source for the information.

b. It is no wonder, then, that the precanvass tobk much longer. than expected. There is no doubt that this
operation will, take much longer and will be a considerable-burden for the States if conduCted at the SEA
level fix the fill-scale survey. The full-scale survey would necessitate precanvassing upwards of 800 districts.

-

The LEA's could provide the information much more quickly and efficiently.

c". Provision of target group percentages:

(1) The percentages of schools reporting I or more percent of the four pupil target groups seems quite low.
Among the reasons for this are:

two States reported no pupil talg6t group percentageat all,
two States did not report any sdhOols for two of the categories, and
many States provided figures for only some of the schools.

(2) It is likely that a number of States had great difficulty providing this inf ation at the State level
(even though eight of the nine States polled prior to the prennva *ndicated that they could, and
preferred to, provide the information kftom the SEA). This may be another cause for the low
percentages. Perhaps one more inference could be drawn frpnl these low percentages: the numbers of
these target pupils are low and thus do not show in the figures for very many schools. If there is,

/ indeed, any validity to this supposition, it further adg;-weight to the argument that the school sample
must be stratified by program and pupil target group to achieve adequate representation for those
programs and groups that have been so poorly represented in the data from previous ESS's.

(3) The statistics on percent of handicapped pUpils are cited as a case in point. `.

It is highly likely that many more than 15 percent of the schools have I or more percent
handicapped pupils. (In fact, if this is not the case, then the data on changes of status [195) of
programs for the handicapped is much more significant than p 'ously assumed.)
Three States did not give information on the percentage handicapped pupils for any of their '

pitkevi

schools. And yet, handicapped data was the prim, example cited by the CEIS Surveys
Subcommittee in August 1973 of data that could be easily providedby the SEA.

d. Further argument for eliciting the necessary information through the piecanvass directly from the school
districts can be made by examining the following sample of problems resulting from the information
provided by the precanvass:

A school in one State, was reported. as having no ESE4 title VII program and no program for the
handicapped. The LEA office indicated that this school had botIrprograms. LEA and school records
confirmed this.
In at least one instance, the SEA coordinator handed the precanvass materials to the LEA coordinator
for completion.
Two schools in one district were indicated as having percentages of Indians in their school populations.
Both schools were subsequently picked for supplementary sampling of Indians. Neither school, according
to the LEA., had any Indians.
Various other errant indicators of the presence or absence of Federal programs were also seen.

4. Summary

a. The precanvass is an essential part of presurvey operations because of the need for updated data on schools
as well as additional information to properly stratify a sample of schools. The stratification is necessary to



tely represent Federal programs and pupil target groups that have been inadequately represented in

. .

rmation from the Public School Universe File, used in the stratification and selection of the school
le in the past, is inadequate at best.

e States provided the precanvass information with considerable difficulty. The time required was longer
than the survey schedule would normally allow. There were significant gaps in the data and some serious
errors were seeneven without any attempt to verify the data provided.

.4
. -

c. It is recommended that a precanvass be conducted early in the .4974-75 school year and the information be
solicited fr m the sampled districts: either by mailing to the districts directly or by having the SEA's
distribute t e precanvass materials to the districts, with provision for return directly .to the contractor.

0
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE PRECANVASS SURVEY

There are two separate attachments included here:

A. A computer listing

B. The Program Information Form

E COMPUTER LISTING

The only. schools listed are those that have any or all of the grades Prekindergarten through 6. This listing is based

on infomra'tion provided for the Elementary and Secondary General Information System (ELSEGIS) for the
"1971-72 school year and may need some updating.

We would like you to make any necessary corrections to the listing.

PLEASE MAKE CORRE ONS IN THE FOLLOWING WAY: DRAW ONE LINE THROUGH THE
INCORRECT DATA ITEM AN RINT THE CORRECT INFORMATION ABOVE THE INCORRECT IN-

FORMATION.

1. USOE School Code: If you are familiar with your USOE School Codes and they are in error, please make

corrections.

2. Correct the name of any schools that are in error. (It is not necessary to add words such as "Elementary': or

"School" if they are, missing.)

3. At the bottom of the page add any schools having grades Prekindergarten through 6 that are not on the list.

4. Check grade span for each school and correct if in error.

5. If the total number of pupils is wrong by more than 10 percent for any school, please make that correction.

(Exact numbers are not expected; your best estimate will suffice.)

6.4In the column marked "HDCP PROG" indicate whether or not an individual school has any program for the
handicapped that physically 'operates in that school. Please correct the "Yes" and "No" designations if they

are incorrect.

You have completed the first part of the 2recanvass for the pictest of the SSES.

B. THE PROGRAM INFORMATION( FORM

1. In column 1, write down all the school codes as they appear on the correct computer listing.

2. In column 2A, write the name of each school in this flistrict in the order it appears on the computer listing,
including those you have added. (It is not necessary to write the worth "Elementary School" behind each
namefor example: Palmdale, Valley View, Sheraton, etc., will sufficej
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3a.. In column 2B, make an "X" beside any school that you feel should be excluded this pretest of the
Statistical Survey of Elementary Schools (SSES). (Oh the reverse side of the Program formation Form,
please state briefly the reason for excluding this school.)

3b. In column 3, make an "X" beside any school that does not have any programs fund0 by the following
sources:

ESEA title i (Children from low-income areas and ne
ESEA title I Migrant
ESEA title III
ESEA title VII (Bilingual)
gHA, part .B (Education for the Handapped

4. In column 4, indicate for each school (ot
funded by any 9f the five Federal sources

.5. In column 5, estimatefor each school efapproximate percentage o ach of the listed pupil target groups. If
none, write a "0" in the appropriate c umn(s).

Use the following guidelines as deft itions for these target groups.

a. Migrant pupil: a child of a migr ory agricultural worker who haS moved with his family from,one LEA to
another during the past year in ordbr,that a parent or other member °Phis family might secure temporary
or seasonal employment.

.,f4,144

or delinquent children)

, part B)

.01

an those you marked in column 3) the presence of programs
making an "X" under "YES" or "NO" for each program.

'go

b. Bilingual pupil: any pupil whose dominant language is not English.

c. Indian: any pupil who has been classified as a Native Arne canhdian by local guidelines.

d. Handicapped pupil: any pupil who has been classified ayhandicapped according to State guidelin

6. Please complete the information requested at the botto of the page and sign your name.

You have ,completed the precanvass task. Please enclose fhh computer listing and the program
information form in the prepaid envelope and mail as soon as possible so that the pretest can proceed on'schedule
and be completed before too late in the school year. We appreciate your cooperation and thank you for the time
spent on this task.
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IfST. CODE NO. 40-16380
PAGE/NO. 1

SCHOOL
E

005
0 75
00969
01841
0 87r.p
02224

SCHOOL NAME

, EDISON SCH
GILMORE SCH
HUDSON SCH
-ROBE-RT E SCH
ROOSEVELT SC
WASHINGT9N S

SSES PRETEST LEA PRECANVASS

DIST. NAME: UNION CITY

4

FEBRUARY 1974

STATE: NJ

COMMUNITY .

UNION CITY
UNION 'cal,
UNION CITY
UNION CITY
UNION CITY

H UNION CITY

TOTAL HDCP.
GRADE SPAN PUPILS PROG.

K TO 8 1607 NO
K TO 8 586 NO
K TO 8 702 NO
K TO 6 1085 NO
K ONLY 1027 NO
K TO 6 , 1028 NO
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District Code

110
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SSES PRETEST DISTRICT

LEA PROGRAM INFORMATION

STATE

School

codr(

A B47\ V

Federal funding information by school
CP

Percentage of target groups by school

-''' Name
Elementary school

e

Exclude
No Fed.
funding

'ESEA I
ESEA I
Migrant

ESEA III
.
ESEA VII

EHA

Part B - % °
Migrant.

%
Bilingual

%
Indian

%
Handicapped

Yes No
.

Xes No Yes Yes No Yes No

)

,

.
I-

)

/
Person Completing This Form:

Name

Title

. Date

Signature



ti Appendix B

REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE

u PREFACE

BACKGROUND),-,1

The questions contained in this appendix have been produced and revised as a result of a comprehensive process

of questiohnaire revisions and updating. The- revisions were necessary to reflect initial user needs and changes in

these neels,:as a result of program shifts, new legislation, and shifting emphasis of analysis issues.. In addition,
changes have been made as a result of a detailed analysis of the spring 1974 pretest described earlier in this report.
The queSitionnaires contained here must be considered draft questionnaires that would require some additional
.revision iefore being implemented as part of a full-scale survey.

The Omainder of this section presents the following general questionnaire areas that should be addressed prior to

full - scab" implementation:

(1)it Logistics
(2) ft Definitions
(3)j Level of respondent
(4)i Numbers versus percents
(5) Low-income questions
(6)* Racial-ethnic questions
(7) Other (specify)
(8) Response intervals ir
(9) Programs for the handicapped

(10) Respondent burden

LOGISTICS

The following recommendations are made on the questionnaires-as they affect logistics:

111

The covers of the questionnaires should be printed in different colors to facilitate distribution vand avoid
confusion about the various levels of respondents.

Instructions, skip patterns, and words needing definition throughout the questionnaires should be printed in

red. The item analysis generally showed that the respondents did not give these areas the necessary. attention.

This resulted in errors that might have been avoided had instructions, skip patterns, and definitions been in
red. The use of red printing for these areas may reduce these types of errors and facilitate editing and error
resolution once the questionnaires are returned.

Because of the large volume of pupil and teacher questionnaires planned for the full-scale survey, the
questionnaires should be prepared for optical scanning to reduce processing time and costs.

The SchOol List of Special Programs should be ,printed on the cover of the teacher questionnaire so that
programs applicable to the specific teachers are identified prior to distribution of the survey materials.

111
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DEFINITIONS

TheY,clefinitions contained in the questicinnaires- were. developed using OE handbooks as a basis in conjunctionwith tigers and contractor staff meetings. These definitions should be updated where specific recommendations are.
. made as part of the item analysis. Among these are:

CA4nsideration should be given to defining the term "regular school programsr
kz7

Add "including preschool" to the definition of prekindergarten.

The term "preservice training" should be revised to include any training given to a teacher by the school
district or school before the school .year begins.

Consideration should be given to clarifying the terms "participating" a "participants' in Federal programs.

A copy Of the definitions used for the pretest are included at the end of this l 1eface. The definitions should be part
of each questionnaire as a fold- out-page in the same manner as they appeared for the pretest.

LEVEL Or RESPONDENT

In the pretest, certain items were included at multiple levels of response. Therefore, many items were asked oftwo, three, or even four levels of respondents. The item analysis, and. the recommendations found therei'should bereviewed With the objective of selecting the optimal respondent. However, it should be remembered that some ofthese items appear at more than one respondent level f analysis purposes. In cases where thereliS no cleardominance, or need for inclusion to satisfy analysis requirements, the item should be duplicated at titcylevels andreanalyzed based upon the validity and reliability study of the full-scale survey. Chapter 5 of the to tisummarizes
the analysis of the selection of optimal respondents.

/
NUMBERS" VERSUS PERCENTS

In the pretest, certain items were tested to-determine whether me data were more accurate or readily available
using numbe'r or percent alternatRres on different forms of the same question. Generally, number responses appeared
to Solicit better data. Specific recommendations for each of these item's are included in the it m analysis. Where
percents are used or whenever the analysis Plan for an item necessitates computation of percents on a national basis,
the percentage basis must be included as an item on the questionnaires. For available base numbers, such as publicschbol enrollment by grade currently collected as part of the ELSEGIS, NCES has the option to merge files foracquiring the data.

Low-INcomttguEsTioNs

The questions on all questionnaires that solicited the definitions of low income were included specifically for thepretest. A review' of the responses to this item should be made to determine whether there is any consistency
among respondents regarding the concept of what constitutes low income. If there is, the questions"asking for thedefinition may be dropped for the full-scale survey. If there is not, consideration might be given to addressing theentire low-incomeissue in another manlier.

RACIAL-ETHNIC QUESTIONS

All racial-ethnic questions should be reviewed to ensure that they reflect the current terminology used by OMB
or the Office of Civil Rights (OCR). The OCR lists might be most useful in terms of lessening respondent burdensince many school districts provide information on the OCR survey yearly and are thug familiar with theterminology used there.
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OILIER (SPECIFY)

i

.

In many questionnaire /items, closed end response alternatives were developed for the pretest-over many months

with the help of the data users. However, to ensure ,that the full-scale survey would include all possible responses,
"Other (specify)" was added at the end of many *test items. A review of the frequency distributions for each of
the itemswas made to iidentify high (greater than 10 or 20 percent) response in this category. Wherever "Other
(specify)" solicited a high response,- recommendations were made in the item analysis regarding reviewing the

written responses to identify 'additional response alternatives. This must be done for the teacher and pupil
questionnaires so they /may be processed more efficientlyespecially given the projected volume for- these
questionnaires on the ful !scale survey.

RESPONSE INTERVA
of

For those items solici Mg a number response on the pretest pupil and teacher questionnaires, a line was used for

the respondent-to enter he actual number: In the early stages of questionnaire return, intervals were established to

produce frequency distri utions of the data. The distributions of the pretest 'data were reviewed and recommenda-

tions about specific interyals were made in the item analysis for every relevant qUestion on the teacher and pupil
questionnaires. The data equested on these two questionnaires can be easily reduced to categorical responses. Data

users indicated prior tote pretest that the responses provided by categorical responses were precise'enoughfor the
intended analysis requirem nts and that these items should be open end only for e ptetest to establish response
intervals. Consequently, changing these items to categorical responses will not only sae processing time and money

but will also provide data that is quite adequate for user needs.

PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

A review of the results-ofthe validation study indicatel that the handicapped section contained the greatest
percentage of errors (ranging from 22 to 39 percent) of any section in three of the four questionnaires (schools,
teacher, and >pupil). The item analysis presents some specific comments for each item and a special paper
highlighting these problems is-available for study at NCES.

Meetings were held withcrthi Bureau of Education for thellandicapped (BEH) to discuss the\pretest results and
request new data requirement. BEH hMst obtain information relating to policy issues. for their programs and recent.
legislative changes. By far the most impcittant for both of these, concerns are the court decisions and Stat
legislation requiring school districts to provide services and education for all handicapped childreh residing in the

school distri Until recently, many handicapped children were. receiving services and education from nonpublic

schools. Owirctp. to recent and pending legislation, there is reason to believe that there will be dramatic changes in
the numbers of haddicapped children enrolled in the public school system throughout the country. In addition,

there is an increalint emphasis at the Federal, State, and local levels on placing handicapped pupils into regular
classes ("mainstrearnIngl. Therefore, BEH must have data available to address these and other issues. In an effort
to provide data for the user, numerous questions were included on all questionnaires to obtain cost information,
description of services and activities fox the handicapped, and, in tome cases, fine breakdowns of data by type of
handicap, grade level, and type of services offered. Unfortunately, the .pretest results generally showed that there are

significant validity problems with these data items as presented in the item analysis, which shows the error rate on

each question. However, an example might give an indication of the magnitude of the problem.
Question 91 of the pretest district questionnaire contained a matrix requesting data on services offered by type

of handicapped (286 cells). As a result of recent revisions, the question now includes. three grade distribution
categories that increase the number of cells to 858. The field validation for this item wasI particularly difficult and
the field staff felt there were major problems in the validity of this item. In some cases, extremely low response
rates indicated the failure of respondents to answer the question at all. In addition, there may be a great deal of
eclitikand error resolution required for these items if they are left blank. The revised question contained in this
volume is even more complex and, consequently, respondent burden has increased.
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Because of the problems discussed above, a series of meetings should be conducted with BEH representatives to
approach the problem in a different way. Simply stated, BBIThas a number of pressing policy issues that need hard
information for decisionmaking. Since this information is tiot currently available, BEH has requested a number of
data items that they believe will satisfy their needs. The contractor suggests that the additional meetings with BEH
should focus onfhe identification of specific policy issues' s.oppbsed to designing data items. The policy issues may
then. be \ developed to obtain, information requiremnts, discuss data-collection. strategy (i.e., mail survey versus
interviews), provide analysis-rationale and\plans, And aesign, the specific data items. Only those items that have face
validity should be included in the spring survey. Whenever :there is doubt about the face validity of a question, its
inclusion on the SSES should be approached cautiously. if there is doubt about the face validity of many items,
NCES should consider whether these items are appropriate' for the SSES or could be better obtained through a
different vehicle or special study. The accuracy ,required, of specific data items must be addressed within the
framework of its use for decisionmalcing (see chapter 7 of the, text).

RESPONDENT BURDEN

The pretested version of the four-questionnaires ,elicited a', great deal of useful data from the resRondents in the
LEA's that 'participated. However, this information was note obtained without a good deal of effort on the part of
the respondents. The front of each questionnaire 'asked for an estimate of the time required for completion. These
figures have been summed and averaged for all respondents to a given questionnaire. It is felt that these averages are
representative of actual respondent burden because the LEA's selected for the pretest were reasonably vpresentative
of the LEAs across the Nation.

Using the results of the pretest, the respondent burden for a subsample of the four questionnaires is summarized
below:

.

Questionnaire Number
Average time

required fir completing Median Range

District 37 10 hrs., 34 mins. 8 hrs. 1 hr., 20 mins. to 4Q hrs.
School 63 3 hrs., 7 mins. Mrs., 22 mins. 40 mins. to 12 hrs., 30 mins.
Teacher 380 _59 mins. Not computed 10 mins. to 6 hrs., 55 mins.
Pupil 956 57 mins. Not computed 10 mins. to 6 hrs., 55 mins:

r
The revised versions of the questionnaires contained in this volume are likely to change the respondent burden as

follows:

District Questionnaire: There are 21 fewer items in the new version of the district questionnaire than in
the 'pretest version. This represents a 10 percent reduction in the total number of items, but is not at all
indicatiVe of the change in respondent burden. RMC estimates that it will take the average respondeht to
the district questionnaire considerably longer to complete it because of the complicated items in the
handi6pped section.

School Questionnaire: The new sichodl questionnaire has five more items than the pretested version for
an increase of over 8 percent. The principal impact on response burden is likely to be felt in the
handicapped section where more detailed breakouts of data are now required.

.

<).

Teacher Questionnaire: The new teacher questionnaire/has seven additional items, for an increase of over
11 percent. These changes will not necessarily have any effect on the overall response burden, but there
is some concern about whether teachers can provide the required information in the program
participation section without closer interaction between the sampled teachers and the principal's office
than that which occurred during the wtest.
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Pupil Questionnaire: The new pupil questionnaire has ten fewer items than the pretested version. This
reduction of over 20 percent is likely to have considerable positive effect qn the overall response burden
since 8 of the 10 items that were dropped were difficult questions concerning pupil achievement test scores.

yl;
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LIST OF DEFINITIONS

1. Basic Academic Skills - Any instruction, rogardloss of Irtstruc-
Ilona, methods used. In the subject areas of mathomatiCs. reading.
English language arts. science, social studios. and similar subject
areas.

2. Educationally Deprived - Any pupils who havo mod for special
educational assistanco in order That Ihoir lovel of oducational at-
tainment may bo raised to that appropriate for childron of their ago.
The torm includos pupils who aro handicapped or whoso nods for
such special oducotional assistanco rosult Irom povorty, nogloct,
dollnquoncy, or cultural or linguistic isolation from the community at
largo.

3. Full-Time Equivalent - Tho amount of omployod Limo that a
salaried Waif mombor is ovallablo to a school (or LEA) rolotivo to a
full-limo employee It is dorived.by dividing tno total hours a week
that on empioyoo is avadablo by Iho numbor of hours a fulltimo
omployoo ia oxpoctod to bo In a school (or LEA Sovorol oxamplos
tan bost demonstrato this calculation. II will bo assumed in -thoso
examptos that a fulltimo employoo is roquirod to work 40 hours a
wook.

A parttimo toachor who works 20 hoZwookwould bo countod
as a 20 hours/40 hours 0.5 lull-limo oquivolont toucher.

A psychologist who Is employed fullIlmo by the LL U is only
available to a school for 4 hours a wook would be countod as a 4
hours/40 hours .3 0. t fulllimo oquivalont on IhQ School Ouos-
tionnaire

Howovor, on tho District Ouestionnboo. this same psychologist
would be countod as a t 0 fulltimo equivolont.

4. handicapped Pupils - Any pupils who havo boon classifiad as
handicapped accordini to state guidolines This inciudos pupils who
havo tho following handicaps and for that roason could requiro
special oducotional or rolatod sorvicos:

a. Trainable. Mentally Retarded - Montally rotardbd pupils
who aro c4pablo of only vory limitod moaninglul achievement in
tho traditional basic academic skills but who aro capablo of
profiting Irom programs of training in'sollcaro and sample job or
vocational skills

b. Educable MentRy Retarded - Montally rotordocIppils
who aro oducablo tho ocadornic. social, and occupational
areas oven though moderato suporvision may bo nocossary

c. Seriously Ethotionally Disturbed - Pupils who havo boon
hyontiliod profossionolly qualified porsonnol as having an
omollohal liandicarkol such a naturo and sovority as to requiro
ono or moro special sorvicos. particularly with reforenco to tholr
oducation, whothor or not such services are availablo. Thoso
sorvicos for conditions Such as autism, schizophrenia, and
other psychotic conditions include but are not limited to
Institutional care other professional treatment or care, arid in-
struction in spacial cloak)s for wicoptional pupils on a full- or
parttimo

d. Learning Disabled - Pupils who havo looming dysfunctions
that limit them ebility to loom or function in a rogular educational
program Thew pupils oxhibit disorders in ono or moro of tho
basic procossos involved in understanding or using spoken or
wrillon tango/Igo. Thoso may be manitostod in disorders of
batwing, talking. and the cognitivo procossos involved inthad-
ing, writing. spoiling, or arithmetic. This inciudos conditions that
havo boon retorted to os parcoptual handicaps, brain injury,
minimal brain dysfunction. dyslexia, developmental aphasia,
otc. This form doss not includo pupils who havo looming prob.
!ems that are primarily the results of visual, horning, or motor
handicaps: montal retardation, omotional disturbanco: or on-
vironmentel disadvantago.
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e. Deaf-Blind - Pupils who have both auditory and visual im-
pairments, tho combination :I which causes such sovoro
munications and othor oduc tonal problems that tho individual
cannot bo propOrty accommodate In spacial oducational pro-
grams dosignod soloty for the hearing handicappod pupil or for
tho visually handicappod pupil.

Deaf - Pupils in whom tho so nse of hearing is nonfunctional for
tho purposos of 1110 (inability to hoar connoctod languago with or
without Iho use of amplification). This genoral group ismado up
of congonitally stool and advontiliously doal.

Hard of Hearing - Pupils In whom tho sonso of hoaring,
although dofoctivo, is functional with or without a hooring old.
Tho hoaring loss is gonerally of a naturo and soverity as to
require ono or moro spociol oducational sorviCos.

h. Blind - Pupils who are sightloss or havo sovoroly impairod
vision, according to tho a(p(icablo logal doilnttton SlIndnoss Is
commonly dofined In oplirtalmological Icilms as follows: -Having
control visual acuity of 20/200 or loss in the bolter eye with,
cOrrocting glassos; or having a hold dofoct in which Iho
porlphoral hold Is rostrictod to such an oxtont that the widest
diamotor of tho visual hold subtonds an angular distanco no
grootor than 20 dogroos.

1. Partially Seeing - Pupils who Novo impaired, ision. usually
dolinod according to the Snollort scolo as having bettor than
20/200 control visual acuity in Mu bottoroyo altor corroction but
with a progrossivo oyo difficulty or with a sOnous limitation in ono
or moro othor visual functions In most casos. pupils having
betwoen20/70 and 20/200 what visual acuity'aro considerod
to havo a serious visual hmitation and to requiro a special
educational program

Speech hnpaireo -Pu(Ain wItO havo a sovere Impairmont in
omitting sounds. words or phrasoa including oxtromo
llos such as stuttoring. voico disordors. and recoptivo or expros-
sivo oral languago disorders that advorsoly allocts tho por-
formanCo of a pupil in tho rogular school program This is not to
bo confused with a languago (ottommuniCations)difficulty ans.
ing from lack of oxpenenco with Nit, langibigo of instruction,
Spooch difficulties oxpocted to disoppoar with tha child s normal
dovolopmont aro not includod horn.

k. Orthopedically Handicapped (Crippled) - Pupils who
havo an orthopedic condition of a might restrict normal
opportunity for oducation or soll-suti This term is gonorally
considerod to include pupils havo impthlihents caused by m-
gonna' anomaly (o g.. clubfoot. absonco of some limb, sloe
Impairments causod by disease to g.. polamyollUS. bono.lubor-
culos19, oncophatais. and othor nourological involvernant that
may results in conditions such as corobral palsy or opilopsy.
etc.), and impairments causod by occident (o g., fracturos or
burns that causo contractures. etc.).

1.

Other Health Impaired - Pupils who aro handicappod in
thoir oducatiOnal progress bocauso of limited strength, dolly,
and altortnoss duo to chronic health problems such as heart
condition, tuberculosis, rheumatic' fever, nophritis. asthma,

A. sickle coil amnia. homophilia, opilopsy; lead poisoning.
loukomla, diabotos, or other 'limns.

5. Inserviee Training - Any program proviooduby the LEA that
contributor to the professional or occupational growth and comp°.
tonco of staff mombors during the limo of their sorvice to the LEA.
For tho purposos of this survey. onservicq training should include the
major emphasisq1 tho training not ono-hour or loss courses,
sominars. etc that aro givon on a ono-limo basis only. Sae alpo
Preservice Training.

CONTINUED C>
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6. Msiltigraded Class A class Including more than one grade and
In whIC.11 pupils may be Identified by grade level: e.g.. a single class
Consisting of some grade 5 and some grads 6 pupils. See also
Ungraded Class.

7. Persistent Academic Problems. Any problem In the subject
areas of mathematics, reading, English language arts, Science.
social studios, or 'similar Subject areas that has occurred frequontly/
or that has been iconsistent problem for an extondod period of time.

8. Prekindergarten A beginning group of class organizod to pro-
vide educational experience for childron during the year or years
preceding kindorgarton, which Is a part of the soquontial program of
the oleMontary school and is under the direction of a qualified
toadies.

O. Preservice Training My training provided by the LEA for newly
hfrod teachers between the time they were first hired and the time
they actually began teaching at the LEA. See Inservice Training
for any training that occurs after tho teacher has begun teaching in
the LEA.

10. Special Educational Services for the handicapped
Courses of study designed for pupils who have been classified as
handicapped according to state guidelines. This co.yrso of study
does not include pupils with reading problems, behavioral prebioms.

or other kinds of learning difficultios, unless those are secondary
problems associated with one of the handicapping conditions in
definition 4,

Handicapped pupils may receive educational services In a self-
contained classroom, In a special school, in a resource room, in an
itinerant teacher progcarn, oWn-a combination -011Tisse activities.
Also roportod In this category are pupils who receive Speech correc-
tion !happy and handicap/Sod pupils whose needs are mot in the
regular classroom.

Related Services for the Handicapped Special activities
undortakon by a LEA, other than pose described above, that are
Intended to enable handicapped pupils to acquire the best education
that they are capable of acquiring. This may include transportation,
testing, health services, etc.

11. Target Groups:

a. Educationally Deprived ,Any pupils who have need for
special educational assistance in order that their level of educa-
tional attainment may be raised to that appropriate forthildron of
their ago. Tho term Includes pupils who are handlettpod or
whose !Weds for such special educational assistance result
from poverty, neglect. dolinquoncy. or cultural or linguistic isola-
tion from the community at large,

Academically Gifted Pupils who have been identified by
OtOfoSsiOntilly qualified personnel asbeing mentally gifted in the
sUbloof-areas of mathematics. reading. English language ans.
science, social studies, or similar subject areas.

c. Migrant Pupils (Child of Migrant Agricultural
Worker) A child of a migratory agricultural worker who has
moved with his family from one LEA to another during the past
year In order that a parent or other member of his family might
secure temporary or Seasonal omploynont in an agricultural
activity.

Interstate Migrant As dofinod fdr federal compensatory
education programs, a child who has moved with a parent or
'guardian within the past year across state boundaries in
ordor that a parent, guardian: or other member of his im-
mediate family might secure temporary or seasonal em-
ployment In an agricultural activity.

b.

d.

e.

4,

Intrastate Migrant Ai defined for fodoral compensatory
education programs, a child who has moved with a parent or,
guardian within.the pest year across School district bound-
aries within a state In orde4that a parent. guardian. or other
member of his immediate family might secure temporary or
seasonal employment in an agricultural activity.

Settled Out or Five-Year Provisional Migrant
Children of migrant agricultural workers who have lived in
this school district for at least five years but are receiving
services this year as a migrant pupil.

Handicapped Pupils Any pupil who has boon classified as
handicapped according to state guidelines. Soo also definition
4.

Neglected or Delinquent Pupils A delinquent child is one

who has committed a delinquent act and is in need of care or
rehabilitation, For the purpose of ESEA Title I, such a child must
be in the custody of and living in an institution primarily for

dolinquopt children.

A neglogied child is one whose parents, guardian. or custodian
# have neglected to provide him/her with the support or education

roquirod by law, or medical care necessary to his or well-being,

or who has been abandoned by parents or cu ian. For the
purpose of ESEA Title I, such a child must the custody of
and living in an institution primarily for nettle d children.

12. Teaching Station Any part. of the school ?usually but not alway3
a classroom) whore formal instruction takes place. Open air areas

are not included within this definition. such as Outdoors playgrounds,

baseball fields, etc.

13. Ungraded Class A class that Is not organized on the basis of
grade and has no standd grade designation. This includes regular
classes that have no grade designations and special classes for

exceptional students that have no grade designations. Such a class
is likely to contain students of different ages who are frequently,
Identified according to lovol of performance in one or more areas of

instruction rather than cording to grade lovol or age level Un-

graded classes sometimes are referred to as "nongraded." Soo also

Multigraded Cla0.

14. Welfare Welfare as used horn is intended to moan the system for
providing goods or services, to financially indigent or physically
incapacitated persons or families for the purpose of sustaining a
minimal lifestyle for an indeterminate poriod. Eligibility requirements
are established by law or ordinance at the funding sources: which

may be either local, state, or federal.
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GENEit CHARACTERISTICS

1. As of October 1, 1974,' how many public and non-public elementary schools
(schbols containing any, or all of the grades prekindergarten through 6) and
secondary schools (schools, containing any or all of the grades 7 through 12)
are, located in this school district? (In "b" and "c," if a school has grades
that overlap elementary and secondary levels, count that school as bo
mentary and secondary. If there are no schools in a category, write " b. ")

Public Schools Non-Public Schools

a. Unduplicated total number

b.
of schools
Number of elementary schools

c.
(grades prekindergarten-6) . .

Number of secondary schools
(grades 7-12)

c.4

2a. On or about October 1, 1974, what was the public school membership fo grades
prekindergarten, kindergarten through 6, and grades 7 through 12 in thi school
district? (Include pupils in Special Education and Head Start classes)

a. 'Membership in prekindergarten
b. Membership in grades kindergarten-6 .-`. . . .

o. Membership in grades 7-12 ,
d. Total membership

Number Pu ils

b. On or about October 1, 1974, how many teachers (full- and part-lime) are em-
ployed in this school district for grades prekindergarten, 'kindergarten through 6,
and grades 7-12?

Number of Teachers

a. Prekindergarten
b. Grades kindergarten-6
o. Grades 7-12
d. Total

113
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3. Which of the following best describes the population of the area in which this
school district is located?. (Mark one)

Large city, 500,000 or more
Large city, 200,000-500,000 population
City or suburb, 50,000-200,000 population
City or town, 10,000-50,000 population

' Rural area or town with less than 10,000 population

4. Approximately what percent of the pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6
in this school district are from low-income families? (If none, write "0")

Percent of pupils in grades prekindergarten-6

5. What is your definition of low income?

6. Approximately how many of the pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 in
this school district are members of the following groups? (If none in a category,
write "0")

a. American Indian .

b. Black/Negro
c. Oriental
d. Hispanic
e. White/Caucasi
f. Other (Specify):
g. Total

Number of Pupils
in Grades

Prekindergarten-6

7. Approximately how many of the pill in grades prekindergarten through 6 in
this school district are from hoi s where the primary Or dominant langudge
is other than English? (If 'none, N

Number of pupils in grad o s pre1 ex_arten -6
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8a. Have you tested 6th grade reading and received results during this scho
(1974-75) to date?

Yes
No po to 8c)

year

8b. (If yes to Ba) During the 1974-75 school year, approximately how many 6 h grade
pupils in this school are reading one or more years below grade level acc rding
to current test data based on national norms?

Number of 6th grade pupils reading one or more years below
grade level (Go to Q. 9)

8c. (If no to 8a) Have you tested r g for any other grade and received results
during this school year (1974-75) to date?

Yes
No (Go to Q. 9)

8d. (If yes to 8c) During the 1974-75 school year, approximately how many pupils
in the nearest grade below grade 6 foi which you do have current test data based
on national norms are reading one or more years below grade level? (Please
specify the number of pupils and the grade for which you are reporting)

..e
Number of pupils reading one or more years below grade level
Grade for which you are reporting

9. Approximately how many of the pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 in
this school district would you 'define as educationally deprived? (If none, write
Iv)

Number of pupils in grades prekindergarten6
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10. During school year 1974-75, does this school district provide any programs or
projects funded entirely or partially by the following federal sources? (Mark
all that apply)

Elementary
Program

a. ESEA Title I (children from
low-income areas, and
neglected or delinquent
children)

b. ESEA Title I Migrant
c. ESEA Title II (lib es) . .
d. ESEA Title III, Secs 306 .

e. ESEA Title VII (bilingual) . .
f. Education for the Handicapped,

Part B (formerly ESEA
Title 'VI)

g. t mergelncy School Aid Act
. (ESAA)

h./ USDA School Food Programs (.3
i. Vocational Edqcation Amend-

ments of 1988 1

fj. Communications Act of 1934,
Title Mt, Part IV (grants for
Noncommercial EMcational
Broadcasting; Corporation
for Public Broadcasting) . . . [-.3

k. Other federal sources (Specify):

. -
(.3 (.3

O

I.] r.:1

Secondary No
Program . Program

2

11. Does this schoor district ourrently employ nonprofesQnal personnel (aides) to
work with children in any of the following rograms? (Mark all that apply)

No nonprofessionals (aides) employed by this school district
ESEA Title I

. ESEA Title I Migrant
ESEA Title III, Section 306

E ESEA Title VII
Education for the Handicapped Act, Part B (formerly ESEA Title VI)

LL

1""
O
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12. What were the expenditures in grades prekindergarten through 6 and grades 7

through 12 for fiscal year 1974 (i.e., last year) from federal, and state and
local sources in this school district? Do not include capital outlay and debt
service. Include the 100 through 800 series of accounts, as lisied in OE
Handbook II (1957 Edition).

a. Total expenditures for grades prekindere
garten-6

b.: To expenditures for grades 7-12 .

Federal State and Local

13. What was the per pupil expenditure of federal program money for participating
pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 for fiscal year 1974 from the fol-.

lowlug sources? (If none in a category, write "0")

V,Per Pupil
in Grades

Prekindergarten-6
y.

a. ESEA Title I , . ........ .
b. ESEA Title I Migrant
c. ESEA Title III, Section 306
d. ESEA Title VII ,

e. Education for the Handicapped Act, Part B
(formerly ESEA Title VI) '

B.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

14, Has a formal (structured) needs assessment applicable to elementary schools
been conducted by this school district since the 1968-69 school year?.

Yes
No (Go to Section .C; page 7)
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15. In what year was the last needs assessment conducted fo each of the following
programs (e. g. , 1969-70, etc.)? (If none in a category, write "0")

Year. Last
-Needs Assessment

Conducted

a. ESEA Title I . . .... . C,.. .
b. ESEA Title III, Section 306
c. ESEA Title VII . . . . . . t ..
Fl. Other federal programs
e. Programs for handicapped children
f. Other special state or, local programs
g. Other (Specify):

16. Which of the following methods or standards were used as part of the most
recent needs assessment conducted by this school district? (Mark all that
apply)

Conference with parents
Conference with pupils
Staff or teacher conference
Survey pf parents
Survey of pupilsn Survey of staff or teachers
Pupil standardized test scores
Pupil grades
Pupil IQ scores
Other (Specify):
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17. According to the most recent eds assessment, which of the following were
identified as major needs in this school district? (Mark all that apply)

Curriculum revision

Improvementof pupil achieve ent in the academic areas of:

Reading
Mathematics
English language arts (excluding reading)
Other a:cademic subject area (Specify):

Cultural enrichment programs
Guidance and counseling services
Health services
Food services
Other services (Specify):
More staff
Inservice training
New or replaCement of equipment, materials, or facilities
Evaluation
Dissemination of existing information
School library/media. center
Other (Specify):

C

PROGRAM INFORMATION

ESEA TITLE I (children from low-incomeareas, and neglected or delinquent children)

Note: Questions 18-31 deal only with ESEA Title I projects for educationally deprived
children (from low-income areas), and neglected or delinquent children. ESEA
Title I Migrant projects will be addressed as a separate section.

18. During school year 1974-75; dogs this school district have any ESEA Title I
projects for educationally deprived children (from low-income areas), or neg
lected or delinquent children? (Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here)'

Yes
NO (Go to Q. 32, page 10)
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19.. Do any of these ESEA Title I projects serve pupils in grades prekindergarten
through 6? (Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here)

0 Yes
El No (Go to Q. 32, page 10)

20. Do all of these ESEA Title I projects operate only in the summer?

El Yes (Go to Q. 27)
El No -

r

21. How many elementary public and non-public schools are serving eligible
attendance areas for ESEA Title I during school year 1974-75? (If none in.a.
category, write "O." Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

Number of public elementary schools
Number of non-public elementary schools

22. How were public elementary schoola chosen for participation in ESEA Title I
Projects? (Mark one. Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

Schools were selected to participate ou the basis of a comparison of:

the average number of pupils from low-incoine families in the school
district to the number of such pupils in the selected schools
the average percent of pupils from lowlincome families in the schdd
district to the percent of such pupils in the selected schools

El Other (Specify):

23. What was the school district average number (or percent) of pupils from low-
' income families per school used as the cutoff point for selection of ESEA

Title I participant schools? (Provide only one response--either a number or
a percent. Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

Number OR Percent of pupils
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24. During school year 1974-75, how many elementary public and non-public
schools are participating in ESEA Title I projects? (Do not include schools
where projects operate only in the summer.. If none ip a category, write "0."
Do not include. ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

Number of public elementary schools
Number of nop-public- elementary schools

25. During school year 1974-75, approximately how many public and non-public
school pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 are participating in ESEA
Title I projects ? (Do not include summer sessions. If none in a category,
write "0. " Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here. )

Number of public school pupils in grades perkindergarten-6
Number of non-public school pupils in grades prekindergartei-6

26. Estimate the amount of revenue this school district will spertd for all ESEA
Title I (excluding ESEA Title I Migrant) projects foreelementaty schools dur-
ing fiscal year 1974-75. (Include Parts A, B, and C)

27. Estimate the amount of revenue this school, district Will- spend for ESEA Title I
summer (excluding ESEA- Title I Migrant) projects for elementary schools during
fiscal year 1974-75. (If none, write "0 ").

28. Does thid school district currently have a district-wide parenadvisory council
for elementary-level ESEA Title I projects ? (Do not include ESEA Title
Migrant here)

Yes
No (Go to Q. 32)

29. Are members of the district wide parent advisory council selected by the
parents of the children to be served by the elementary-level ESEA Title I
project? (Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here)

,Yes
No
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30. Approximately what percent of the district-wide parent advisory council mem-
bers are parents of children eligible to be served, by ESEA Title I projects or
are representative of: the attendance areas to be included in the ESEA Title I
project ?, (Mark one. Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

None
1-50%
51-100%

31. What are the major functions of the district-wide parent advisory council? (Mark
all that apply. Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

Identifying unmet needs through formal needs assessment
Identifying unmet needs through other means
Planning programs to meet identified needs
Review of applications for federal funds
Evaluation of programs
Implementation or monitoring of programs
Other (Specify):

ESEA- TITLE I MIGRANT

32. During school year 1974-75, does this school district have any ESEATitle I
Migrant projects for pupils in grades prekindergarten through, 6?

El Yes
NO (Go to Q. 38)

33. During what time of the year do the ESEA Title I Migrant projects in this school
district operate? (Mark all that apply)

Fall .

Spring
Summer

34. During school year 1974-75, how many elementary public and non-public schools
are partibipating in ESEA Title I Migrant projects? (If none in a category,
write "0")

Number of public elementary schools
Number of non-public elementary schools
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;35. During school year 1974-75, approximately 'how many public and non-public school
pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 are participating in ESZA Title .I Migrant
projects in each of the following categories (see definition 11c) ? (If none in a
category, write "0")

.

J 1

a. Interstate migrant
b. Intrastate migrant
c. Settled-out or five-year pro-

visional migrant

Number of Public
School Pupils

in Grades
Prekindergarten-6

Number of Non-
Public School Pupils

', in Grades
Prekindergarten-6

36. Estimate the amount of revenue this school district will spend for all ESEA
Title I Migrant projects for elementary schools during school year 1974-75.
(Include Parts A, B, and C)

$

37. Estimate the amount of revenue this school district will Spend for ESEA
Title I Migrant stunmer projects for elementary schools during school
year 1974-75. (If poue, write "0")

ESEA TITLE IIf, SECTIbN 306

38. Has this schcol district ever received ESEA Title IIII funds?

Yes
O No (Go to Q. GT, page 17)

39. Is this school district currently participating in an ESEA Title III project
'funded under the state plan?

Yes
No
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40. Is this school district currently participating in any ESEA Title III, Section 306,
projects?

Yes
No (Go to Q. 57, page 15).

41. Is the ESEA Title III, Section 306, in this school district a state facilitator
or developer/demonstration project funded under fiscal year 1974? A

ch
Yes (Go to Q. 61., page 17)
No

42. Do any of the ESEA Title III, Section 306, projects serve elementary schools?

Yes
No (Go to Q..61, page 17)

Note: Questions 42-53 ask about the elementary-level ESEA Title III, Section 306,
project in this school district. If this school district currentlyliakmore
than one ESEA Title III, Section 306, project for Vementary schools in
operation, answer these questiopS in term of thetproject moskrecently
approved and begun with Section 306 funds.

43. During school year 1974-75, how many elementary public schools are partici-
,gating in the ESEA Title-III, Section 306, project? (If none in a category,
write "0")

11

Number of public elementary schools

Is the elementary-level ESEA Title III, Section 306, project in this school
district designed specifically for direct pupil participation as opposed to
teacher training?

Direct'pupil participation
Indirect pupil participation (Go to Q. 47)

45. During school year 1974-75, approximately how many public school pupils in grades
prekindergarten through 6 are directly participating in the ESEA Title III,
Section 306, project? (If none, write "0")

Number of public school pupils in grades prekindergarten-6
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46. What are the three major criteria used in the selection of pupils in grades
Prekindergarten through 6 for direct participation in the. ESEA Title III,
Section 306, project in this school district? (Mark the three most important
criteria)

No special criterion employed
Standardized achievement test scores
Other standardized test scores
Pupil grades
Special needs of pupils (e.g., handicaps, problems in discipline, attitude)
Teacher recommendations based on educational needs
Teacher recommendations based on other needs
Low income of family
Parent or pupil request
Other (Specify):

47. What is the major criterion used in the selection of elementary schools as
recipients of ESEA Title III, Section 306, projects or,servioes? (Mark one)

ti Individual schools are not selected, or all schools can participate
El Percent of pupils with low achievement in school

Percent of pupilti with special needs in school (e.g. , handicaps,
language other than English, attitude)
Percent of pupils from low-income families in school
Lack of necessary programs from other sources in school
Location of school
Enrollment 'size of school
Percent of minority pupils in school or percent of non-minority pupils
in school

ID Teacher request
Other (Specify):

48. Which of the following best describes the major emphasis of the elementary-
ieVel ESEA Title III, Section 306, project in this school district? (Mark one)

Prekindergarten or early child,hood education
Education for the handicapped
Enirironmental education
Reading instruction
Education of thp disadvantaged
Child abuse
Project Information Packages (PIP
Other (Specify):
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49. Which of the following groups are direct recipients of elementary-level services
funded by the ESEA Title III, Section 306, project? (Mar all that apply)

School district and school administratort
Teachers
Guidance personnel
Parents
Teacher aides
Pupils

51 Other (Specify):

50. For which of the folloWing elementary target groups is the ESEA Title III,
Section 306, project specifically designed -- either through direct pupil
paiticipation or teacher training, etc. ? (Mark all that apply)

No specific target group
Educationally deprived pupils
Academically gifted pupils
Migrant pupils
Handicapped pupils
Neglected or delinquent pupils
Pupils from low-income familieS
Pupils from homes where the primary or dominant language is other
than English
Prekindergarten children
Other target group (Specify):

51. To what degree does the ESEA Title III, Section 306, project serve elementary-
level non-public schools? (Mark all that apply)

Not at all (Go to Q. 54)
Direct participation of non-public school pupils in instructional or
other services provided for public school pupils
Direct participation of non-public school teachers in training provided
for public school teachers
Provision of materials or portable equipmbnt
Other (Specify):

52. During school year 1974-75, approximately how many non-public school
pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 benefit in anyway from the
servipes marked in Q. 51, ?

Number of nonpublic school pupils in grades prekindergarten-6
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53. ----How many elementary-level non-public fschools are served the ESEA
Title III, Section 306, project?

Number of non-public elementary schools

54. Does this school district currently have an advisory council for elementary-
level ESEA Title III, Section 306, projects?

Yes
Eil No (Go to Q. 57)

55. Wit th of the following participate as Members of the elementary-level
ES *Title III, Section 306, advisory council? (Mark all that apply)

Parents
Representatives of community organizations
Teachers
School administrators
School district persomel
Representatives of non-public schools
Other (Specify):

56.. What are the major functions °fele ad isory council? (Mark all that apply)
A

Identifying unmet needs through formal needs assessment
Identifying unmet needs through other moans
Planning program to mat identified needs
Review of applications for federal funds
Evaluation of programs

. Other (Specify):

57. Has federal funding everbeim discontinued for any elementary-level ESEA
Title III, Section 306, . proeot in this school district because the grant
period for the project had epcpired?

Yes
No (Go to Q. 61, page 17)
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Note: Questions 58-60 ask about the discontinuation of federal funding for the
ESEA Title III, Section 3.06, project because of grant expiration. If
federal funding has been discontinued*: more than one elementary-level
ESEA Title III, Section 306, project, answer these questions in terms. of
the project that had the highest level of federal funding.

( 58. What was the last school year of federal,funding for that-project?

pool year (e.g., 1969 -70, e,6.)

59, After federal funding was disoOntinued, were elementary-level services
similar to those provided by ife:ESEA Title III, Section 306, project ever
continued through state or loca). support?

Yes
No (Go toQ. 61)

60. Compared with the services provided by the federally funded ESEA Title In,
Section 306, project, describe the level of services for elementary schools
provided by state or local funding during the first year after federal funding
was discontinued, and describe services proyided during school year 1974-75.
(Mark one for each year. If school year 1974-75 is the first year after federal
funding ended, mark school year 1974-75 only)

First Year After School Year
Federal Funding Ended 1974-75

a: Services were expanded
b. Services were continued with approki-

mately the same level of staff and
participants

c. Services were continued, but with
reduced staff or participants . . .....

d.,....gervices were discontinued altogether . . .

e. Don't know
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ESEA TITLE VII (bilingual)

61. During school year 1974-75, how many ESEA Title VII p cts serve elementary
schools? (If none, write "0" and go to Q. 75, page 22)

Number.of ESEA Title VII projects for elementary schools

NOTE: Questions 62-68 ask about the ESEA Title VII project in this school district.
If you have indicated in Q that this school district currently has more
than one ESEA Title VII projec for elementary schools in operation, answer
these questions in terms of the roject with the highest level of funding for
school year 1974.-75.

. 62. For school year 1974-75, indicate: (a) e number of elementary schools in
which the ESEA Title VII project physica y...4erates, (b) the number of
elementary schools from which pupils are electe for participation in the.
ESEA Title VII project (regardless of wheth r or of the ESEA Title VII
project is physicallS, located in that school, : c) the number of non-public
elementary schools from which pupils are selected for patticipation in ESEA
Title VII projects. (If none in a category, 'write: "0")

a. Public elementary schools in which the ESEA Title I p,nOject,
physically operates "

b. Public elementary schools from which pupils are selected for\
participation in the ESEA Title VII project

c. Non-public elementary schools from which pupils are selected
for participation in the ESEA. Title VII projects

x.

63. During school year 1974-75, approximately how many public and non-public
school pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 are participating in the
ESEA Title WI project? (If none Ina category, write "0")

. "
.

Number of pUblic school pupils in grades prekindergarten-6
Number of non - public school pupils in grades prekindergarten-6
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64. Indicate below which of the following services are part of the ESEA Title VII
project for pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 in this school district
during school year 1974-75. (Mark all that apply)

Academic instruction in the basic subject areas of mathematics'or
reading
Hi Story and cultural heritage associated with dominant language
Non-English language4ta s
Other academic subject areas

Ea Vocational subjects
Guidance and counseling

'Testing services
Staff development
Community involvement
Other (Specify):

Noiei 'Questions 65-68 ask about salaried staff members who provide services on
a regular basis to,the ESEA Title VII project for pupils in grades prekinder-
garten through 6. The term "ESEA VII stall members" should include
all staff--no matter what the ebource of funding for their 'salaries--who pro-
vide services to ESEA. Title VII participants on a regular basis. InteraVittent
or unpaid volunteers are to be excluded. If you indicated in Q. 61 above that
this school district currently has more than one ESEA VII project for
elementary schools in operation, answer questions 65-68 terms of the
project with the highest level of funding for the school year 1974-75.

ro
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65. In column A, indicate the number of salaried staff members (full- and part-
time) in the ESEA Title VII project for pupils in grades prekindergarten
through 6. (Count each staff member only once. If none in .a category,
write "O.")

In column B, indicate the number of these staff.members who are lull-time
only. (If none in a. category, write "0")

In column C, indiCate the number of these staff members who are fluent in
the non-English language of the ESEA Title VII project. (If none in a category,
write "0")

C.
Number of Staff

A I B Members Fluent
Total Number of Number of the ESEA Title VII
ESEA Title Non-English
Staff Members Staff Members 'Language

a. Administrators ,. .
b. Teachers or other

professionals . . . .

c. Other salaried staff
members (teacher
aides, parents serving
as aides, other com-
munity members, and
all paid volunteers). .

10

66. Has this school district provided inService' training for ESEA Title VII staff
members relevant to the operation of the ESEA Title VII project for'pupils in
grades prekindergarten through 6 ?I

[7] Yes
1=1 No (Go to Q. 69)

M'
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67. How. many of the following kinds of ESEA Title VII staff members have received
In.sertrice training relevant to the operationtof the ESEA Title VII project for .

pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6? (If none in a category, write "0")

a. Administrators . . . .
b. Teachers or other professionals
c. Other salaried staff members (teacher aides,

parents serving as aides, other community
members, and all paid volunteers)

Number of
ESEA Title VII
Staff Members

68. Which of the following describe the three major emphases of the inservice
training provided for ESEA Title VII staff? (Mark, the three most important
emphases)

Theory and methods relating to bilingual language instruction
Techniques in teaching English as a second language (ESL)
Acquisition of the non-)English language
Relationship of language to self-concept
Understanding of the learning styles of children from different cultures
Methods of assessing skill, language, and knowledge acquisition
Techniques of individualizing instruction
Subject area courses for staff members taught in the non-English
language

ltural heritage of children whose dominant language is other than
nglish

Utilization .of paraprofessionals and community resources
Development of materials
Other (Specify):

,.69. Does this school district (ore any of its schoolS) currently have a parent advisory
council specifically for elementaryclevel ESEA Title VII project!?

Yes
No (Go to Q. 72)
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70. Which of the following is the primary, criterion used to select elementary-
level ESEA Title VII parent, advisory council members? (Mark one)

Appointed by scho'olboard or school officials
a Elected by parents or community representatives

Volunteered to serve
oth6i-gie_cio):

71. What are the major functions of tie parent advisory council? (Mark all that
apply)

Identifying et needs through formal needs assessment
Identifying tutm t needs through other means
Planning programs to meet identified needs
Review of applications for federal funds
Evaluation of programs
Other (Specify):

72. Has federal funding ever been discontinued for any elementary-level ESEA
Title VII project in this school district because the grant period for the
project had expired?

Yes
No (Go to Programs for the Handicapped)

Note: Questions 73-7,4 ask about the discontinuation of federal funding for the ESEA
Title VII project because of grant expiration. If federal funding haS been dis- ,

continued for more than one elementary-level ESEA Title VII project, answer
these questions in terms of the project that had the highest level of federal
ftmding.

73. 4 After federal funding was discontinued,owere elementary-level bilingual
education services similar to those provided by the ESE4 Title VII project
ever continued through state or local support?

Yes
No (Go to Programs for the Handicapped)
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74. Compared with the services provided by the federally funded ESEA Title VII
project, describe the level of bilingual education services for pupils in grades
prekindergarten through 6 provided by state or local funding during the school
year 1974-75: (Mark one)

O Services are discontinued altogether
O Services are continued, but with reduced staff or participants
O Services are continued at approximately the same level of staff

and participants
O Services are expanded

PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Note: Questions 75-102 ask about the handicapped in...this school district.
"Handicapped" refers to pupils who have been classified as handicapped
according to state guidelines. Where questions ask about types of handi-
capped pupils, report multihandicapped pupils according to their major
handicapping condition.

75. Does this LEA provide any special educational or related services to handi-
capped pupils?

O Yes (Mark all that apply)

O Prekindergarten
0 Kindergarten-6
O Grades 7-12

0 No (Go to Section, D, page 37)
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76. In your estimation; what is the number of handicapped pupils who need
special educational or related services but are not receiving them during
school year 1974-75?

Number of handicapped pupils in piekindergarten
Number of handicapped pupils in grades kindergarten-6
Number of handicapped pupils in grades 7-12

77. During school year 1974-75, approximately how many handicapped pupils who
have the following types of handicaps (see definition 4) are provided special
educational or related services by this school district? (Count each child
only once according to his major handiCapping condition. If none in a cate-
gory, write "O.")

'Number of Handicapped Pupils
Kinder- Grades

Prekindergarten garten-6 7-12

a. Trainable mentally retarded . 6

b. Educable mentally retarded .

c. Seriously emotionally disturbed . . .
d. Learning disabled
e.. Deaf-blind
f. Deaf
g. Hard of hearing . .
h. Blind , .
i. Partially seeing .
j. Speech impaired .

k. , Orthopedically handicapped .
1. Other health impaired .
na. Other (Specify): .
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78. From the list below, mark the special educatiOnal or related services that
this school district-makes available to handicapped pupils. (Mark all that
apply for each grade distribution category)

a. ,Diagnostic assessment

b. Guidance and counseling specifically for
the handicapped

c. Parent guidance and counseling

d. Emotional and social development skills

e. Instruction in basic academic skills

f. Tutoring

g. Language development skills

h. Speech therapy

i: Auditory training

j. Visual motor training

k. Physical therapy

1. Training in mobility skills
b

in.Training in self-care skills

n. Special resources
. (e.g., itinerant tutors, aides, etc.)

o. Resource room teachers
c_

p. Learning centers

q. Other special services
(e.g., provision for flexible scheduling) ,

r. Pupil transportation

. s. Other (Specify):
%

Prekindergarten
Kinder-
garten-6

Grades
7-12

.a. ,

.

El El El
0 0

El

79. Is there a systematic set of criteria in this school district for recognizing or identi-
fying handicapped pupils who may need to be referred for diagnostic assessment?

Yes
No

140..1
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83.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k:
1.
m..

In column A, indieate the total number of salaried staff members (full- and part-time) in this
school district who provide aim special educational or related services to the following types of
handicapped pupils in grades prekindergarten'through 6. (Staff members may be counted more
than mice if they teach or provide services to more than one type of handicapped pupil. If none
in a category, write "O.")

In column B, if possible, provide full-time equivalents for these same staff members. (If none in
a category, write "0") -

Trainable mentally retarded .

Educable mentally retarded .
Seriotisly .emotionally disturbed
Learning disabled
Deaf-blind
Deaf
Hard of hearing
Blind.
Partially seeing
Speech impaired ..... .
Orthopedically handicapped .
Other health impaired
Other (Specify):

A
Total Number' of

Staff Members
of Grades Prekindergarten-6

Fully Not Fully
Certificated Certificated

B
Number of Full-Trine

Equivalent Staff Members
of Grades Prekindergarten-6

Fully Not Fully
Certificated Certificated

.

. .

'0

Ow \
A

n. , Total .

. .

410

I.

0"



84. In column A, indicate the total number of salaried staff members (full- and part-time) in this school
district who provide special educational or related services to the handicapped in grades prekinder-
garten through 6. _Exclude teachers in regular classes. (Count each staff member only once. If none
in a category, write "O.")

In cplumn B, if possible, provide full-time equivalents for these same staff ni,.mbers. (If none 7.,

in a category, write "0")
is A B .

Total Number of Number of Full-Time
. Staff Members Equivalent Staff Members

i of Grades Prekindergarten-6 of Grades Prekindergarten-6

Fully Not Fully Fully Not Fully
Certificated Certificated Certificated Certificated

a. Administrators
b. Teachers
c. Speech therapists
d. Psychologists
e. Educational diagnosticians
f. SoCial workers
g. Physical therapists
h. Occupational therapists
i. Teacher-aides and other

paraprofessionals
j. Other (Specify):

.

.11
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85.. How many additional staff members does this school district plan to employ
during the next school year (1975-76) in budgeted positions who,will provide
special educational or related services to handicapped pupils. (If none in a
category, write "0" and go to Q. 87)

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten-6
Grades 7-12

86. How many of these do you expect,will be fully certificated by the state to
teach handicapped pupils? (If none in a category, write "0")

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten-6
Grades 7-12

87. If this school district had sufficient funds to hire as many additional staff mem-
bers to provide special eddcational or.related services for the handicapped as it
would like, how many would be hired?. (If none in a category, write "0")

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten-6
Grades., 7-12

88. Indicate whether the following activities are part of the services offered in
this school district's progranis for the handicapped. (Mark all that apply in
each grade distribution category)

a. Workshops for teachers
b. Tuition assistance for teachers
0. Inservice training other than

workshops ,

d. Programs for parents of the
handicapped .

e. Information dissemination

Prekindergarten
Kinder-
garten-6

. .

. .

.

0.

Grades
7-12

0
program Er Er

f. Placement in schools having no
architectural barriers

g. Other (Specify):
0

7

V's
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89. How many teachers of grades prekindergarten through 6 in this school district
are receiving any special training during this sChool year in areas that would
aid them in working with the various types of handicapped pupils specified
below? (Teachers may be counted more than once if they are receiving
trebling aimed at more than one type,of handicapped pupil. If none in a cate-
gory, write "0")

Number of Teachers

Prekindergarten Kindergarten-6

a. Trainable mentally retarded
b. .Educable mentally retarded
c. Seriously emotionally disturbed
d. Learning disabled .
e. Deaf-blind
f. Deaf
g. Hard of hearing
h. Blind
i. Partially seeing .. ..

J. Speech impaired
k. Orthopedically handicapped . .
1. Other health impaired
m. Other (Specify):

149
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90. What was the first year of funding for handicapped pupils in grades prekinder-
garten through 6 in this school district (e.g. , 1969-70, etc.)?

First Year
of Funding

a. Education for the Handicapped Act, Part B
(formerly ESEA Title VI)

b. VEA 68
o. ESEA Title I
d. ESEA Title III
e. Other federally funded programs for the

handicapped
f. State programsfor the handicapped
g. Local programs fob the handicapped ;

91. Do coMplementary or interdependent services exist among programs for
handicapped pupils in grades prekindergarten thrmgh 6 and ESEA Title I,
ESEA Title IH, ESEA Title VII, or other. federa.Mograms, -including VITA 68?

0 Yes
No (Go to Q. 9,3, page 34)

4
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E92. For each horizontal row below, mark the appropriate colurotns for federal
program activitie's that are coordinated with programs for the handicapped
in grades prekindergarten through 6 in this school district. (Mark all that
apply)

a programs for the
handicapped are never
coordinated with other
federally funded program'
activities

b. Commodparticipants in
needs assessment

c. Common information used
in needs,assessmefit

d.. Coordination in the review
and updating of needs .06

e. Common t arlicipnants in
selection of services

f. Coordination in providing
sequential services to
follow pupils from
school to school 0

g. Staff shared'by more than
one service

h. Common information
usecik to determine
eligibility of pupils GI

i. Pupils participate in
more than oue service

Joint efforts in setting
priorities for needs

k. Common participants in
pupil selection

Joint f,unding

^

All Other
ESEA ESEA ESEA Federal Programs,
Title I Title III Title VII Including VEA 68

-El

t 0 .. ....

El

J. 0

m. Other forms of
coordination
(Specify):
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93.
I

To what groups is information about federal, state, or local programs for the
handicapped usually disseminated within and outside thiS school district?
(Mark all that apply)

None
Within this LEA
Other LEAs
Public school staff

1

Non-public school staff/private or state instructional staff
Parents of children receiving services
Parents of children needing services
Business and industry r_ epresentatives .

State education agency personnel
General public
Other (Specify):

94. Cali this schO61 district compute per pupil expendi
on the basis f type of handicap?

0 Yes
No

es for the handicapped

95. Indicate below the source of funds that pays the mpst toward developing,
initiating, or replicating programs designed to serve handicapped pupils in
grades prekindergarten through 6 in this school district. (Mark one on each
horizontal row)

.

Federal Funds State Funds Local Funds

a. Deyelop projects 4 ID
b. Initiate projects Lic. Replicate projocts El

1

156
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CONTINUED, EXPANDED, OR REPLICATED PROGRAMS
FOR THE HANDICAPPED THAT WERE BEGUN -

WITH EHA, PART B FUNDS

96. Have Education for the Handicapped Act (EHA), Part B (br ESEA Title VI)
funds for handicapped pupils ever been discontinued in this school district
because the grant period had expired?

Yes (Mark all that apply)

'0 Prekindergarten
Kindergarten-6
Grades 7-12

No (Go to Section D, page 37)

97. After federal funding was discontinued because of grant expiration, were any
services for handicapped pupils sinillar to those provided by EHA, Part B,
continued through state or local support?

Yes (Mark all that apply)

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten-6
Grades 7-12

No (Go to Section D, page 37)

-

Note: Questions 98-102 concert the continuation,-expansion, or replication of any
services begun with EHA, Part B, funds for elementary pupils by state or
locally supported program!.

98. During school year 19 -75, approximately how many 'pupils, by type of
handicap, do these con ued, expanded, or replicated programs 'serve?\ (If none in a category, write "0")

Number of Handicapped Pupils
Kinder- Grades

Prekindergarten garten-6 7-12

a. Trainable mentally retarded
b. Educable mentally retarded
c. Seriously emotionally disturbed . . .
d. Learning disabled
e. Deaf-blind
f. Deaf
g. Hard of hearing
h. Blind
1. Partially seeing
j. Speech impaired
k. Orthopedically handicapped . . .
1. Other health impaired -
m. Other _(Spe cify):
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99. For the 1974-75 school year, what are the Ixpenditures from state and local
sources for continued, expanded, or replicgted programs for handicapped
pupils begun with EHA, Part B, funds ? (If none in a category, write "0")

$ for $ for $ for
Prekindergarten Kindergarten-6- Grades 7-12.

a. State sources -
b.
c.

Local sources
Total

.

100. During the years that EHA, Part B, funding was present in this school district,
what was the average annual expenditure of EHA, Part B, fug) for handi-
capped pupils ? (If none in a category, write "0")

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten -6
Grades 7-12

101. Without EHA, Part B, funding what is the average annual expenditure for
continued, expanded, or replicated programs? (If none in a category,
write "G") _

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten-6
Grades 7-12

102. Generally speaking, what is the major emphasis of the expenditures, for
continued, 'expanded, or replicated programs for handicap-pad pupils?
(Mark one)

Planning and development
Operations (e.g. , services to pupils, teacher. training)
Evaluation
Parent prOrams
Dissemination
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D.

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING

103. Does thin school district currently hold a license from the Federal Communica-
tionp Commission to operate television, radio, or other transmittal systems

instructional purposes?

Yes
No (Go to Q. 105)

104.. Which of the following does this school district
for each grade distribution)

It. UHF or; VHF non-commercial television

operate? (Mark all that apply

Prekindergarten-6 Grades 742

broadcast station
b.
c.

Translator--UHF or VHF
Instructional Television Fixed Service

d.
(ITFS)
Broadcast FM radio station (10 watts
or greater),

e. Campus carrier radio systeth
f.:.
g..

Coaxial cable ("B.F.") (closed circuit)
Community Antenna Television (CATV)

. . . .

.

(closed circuit)
other. (Specify):

. . . . , 0

105. Does this school district currently have a contract with an agency for television
or radio programming or, transmittal systems?

.

No (Go to COMMENTS, page 39)
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106. Which of the following are covered under this contract? (Mark all that apply)

UHF or VHF non-commercial television broadcast station
Translator- -UHF or VHF
Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS)
Broadcast FM radio station (10 watts or greater)
Campus carrier radio system
Coaxial cable ("R.F.") (closed circuit)
Community Antenna Television (CATV) (closed circuit)
Other (Specify):

107. What is the'total amount of funds budgeted for all schools (elementary and
secondary) during this school year under this contract? (Report to nearest .

$1,000. If none in a category, write "0")

Television
Radio

108., Which elementary grade levels are covered by the instructional television or
radio programming provided under this contract? Indicate equivalent grade
levels for ungraded or multigraded classes other than for the handicapped.
(Mark all that apply)

If no elementary grades are covered, check.here Eland go to COMMENTS,
page 39.

Television Radio

a. Prekindergarten a. Prekindergarten

b. Kindergarten b. Kindergarten

c. Grade 1 c. Grade i

d. Grade 2 il d. Grade 2

e. Grade 3 e. Grade 3

f. Grade 4 f. Grade 4

g. Grade 5 g. Grade 5

h. Grade 6 h. Grade 6

i. Ungraded classes for i. Ungraded classes for
the handicapped the handicapped

13

15G
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109. Approximately how many pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 are
served under the television and radio contracts ? (If none in a category,
write "0")."

Pupils in grades prekindergarten-6 served by television contracts
Pupils in grades prekindergarten-6 served by radio contracts

COMMENTS

You have completed this questionnaire. However, if you have any comments you would
like to make regarding the clarity of the questions, definitions, and instructions used
in this questionnaire, please use the rest of this page. 'THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.
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I.

SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE
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A

GENERAL SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

1. What grades are taught in this school? Indicate equivalent grade levels for un-
graded or multigraded classes other than for the handicapped. (Mark all that
apply)

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade -'l
Grade 8
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12
Ungraded classes for the handicapped

Note: The next two questions ask about pupil membership on or about October 1.
Question 2 asks about the current school year (1974-75), while Question 3
asks about last year (1973-74).

2a. What was the total pupil membership in this school on or about October 1, 1974?
(Include pupils in Special Ed6cation and Head Start classes)

Total number of pupils

b. What was the total pupil membership in grades prekindergarten through 6 in this
school on or about October 1, 1974? (Include pupils in Special Education and
Head Start classeS)

Number of pupils in grades prekindergarten-6
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3. Please provide the following information about last year's (1973-74) pupil mem-
bership. (Include pupils in Special Education and Head Start classes. If none in
a category, write "0.")

A
Total Pupils

Migrant Pupils OnlyIncluding Migrants

a. Membership during the period
from approximately October 1,
1973, through the end of 1973-74
schoOl year

b. Number of new pupils entering
the same period

(count e-entries as new
entries) . ......

c. Number of pupils withdrawing
from school during the, same
period (include transfers between
schools and dropouts) . . . . .

4. In column A, indicate how many teachers (full- and part-time) of grades pre-
kindergarten through 6 in this school are members of the following groups.
(C Ink:iftrach teacher only once. If none in a category, write "O.")

In column B, indicate how many pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 in
this school are members of these groups. (Count each pupil only once. If none
in a category, write "O.")

A
Ntmiber of Teachers Number of Pupils

of Grades in Grades ,
Prekindergarten-6 Prekindergarten-6

a. American Indian

b. Black/Negro

c. Oriental

d. Hispanic

e. White/Caucasian

f. Other (Specify):' .

1CO
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5. Does this schOol employ teachers aides or other nonprofessional personnel?

yes
No (Go to Q. 7)

6. Are any of these personnel specifically assigned to work with children in any of
the following? (Mark all that apply)

ESEA Title I
ESEA Title I Migrant
ESEA. Title III, Section 306
ESEA Title vg
Programs for the handicapped

A

7. Which of the following best describes the population of the area in which this
school is located? (Mark one)

Large city, 500, 600 or more
Large city, 200,000-500,000 population
City or suburb, 50,000-200,000 population
Small city, 10,000-50,000 population
Rural area or town with less than 10,000 population

4

8. Approximately how many of the pupils in this school are from low-income
families? (if none, write "0")

Number of pupils

9. What is your definition of low income?

10. Approximately how many of the pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 in
this schodl are from families where the primary or dominant language is other
than English? (If none, write "0")

Number of pupils

id
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11. Approximately how many of the pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6 in
this school are from families earning $3,000 or less and are also frOm familieswhere the primary or dominant language is other than English? (If none,
write "0")

4 Number of pupils

12. How would you characterize the English-speaking ability of most of the pupilsin this school? (Mark one)

Very limited--conduct little or no conversation in English
Limited--converse in English, but with, more difficulty than would be ex-pected of children English-speaking homes

fGood -- converse in English with little or no difficulty-

13a. Have you tested 6th grade reading and received results during this school year(1974-75) to date?

Yes
No (Go to 13c)

13b. (If yes to 13a) During the 1974-75 schOol year, approximately how many 6thgrade pupils in this school' are reading one or more years below gr de level
according to current test data based on national norms?

Number of 6th grade pupils reading one or more years
below grade level (Go to Q. 14)

13c. (If no to 13a) Have you tested reading for any other grade and received resultsduring this school year (1974-75) to date?

Yes
No (Go to Q. 14)

13d. (If yes to 13c) During the 1974-75 school year, approximately how many pupilsin the nearest grade below grade 6 fOr,Which you do have current data based onnational norms are reading one or more years below grade leve,1? (Pleasespecify the number of pupils and the grade for which you are reporting)

Amber of pupils reading one or more years below grade level
Grade for which you are reporting

1 tks
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14. Approximately how many of the pupils in this school would you define as edu-
cationally deprived? (ff none, write "0")

isIguabbr of pupils

19. Are there any bilingual projects in this school funded by any sauces other than
"ESEA Title VII?

a Yes.
No

16. During school year 1974-75, does this school provide any elementary-level
program's or projects funded entirely or partially by the followit1g sources?
(Before attempting to apswer this question, please check the District List of
Special Programs. Mark all that apply.)

ESEA Title I.,(childien from low-income areas, and negiectedor
delinquent. children)
ESEA Title-I Migrant.
ESEA' Title II (libraries)
ESEA Title Ill, Section 306
ESEA Title VII (bilingual)
Education for the Handicapped Act, Part B (formerly ESEA Title VI)
Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA)
USDA School Food Programs
CoMmtmications Act of 1934, Title III, Part IV (Grants for Non-
-commercial Educational Broadcasting Facilities; Corporation for
Public Broadcasting)
Other federal sources

17.. During school year 1974-75, doe,s this school provide any elementary-level
programs or projects funded entirely or partially by federal sources that are
specifically designed to meet the needs of the following target groupp? (Mark
all that apply)

No specific target group
Educationally deprived pupils
Academically gifted pupils
Migrant pupils
Handicapped pupils
Neglected or delinquent pupils
Pupils from low-income families
Pupils from homes where the primary or dominant language is other
than English
Other target group (Specify):
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PROGRAM INFdRMATION

'ESEA TITLE I (children from low-income areas, and neglected or delinquent children)

Note: Questions 18-28 deal only with ESEA Title I projects for educationally deprived
children (from low-income areas), and neglected or delinquent children. ESEA
Title I Migrant projects will be addressed as a separate section.

18. Does this school haVe an ;SEA Title I project for educationally deprived Children.
(from loW-income areas), Or neglected oi%delinquent children? (Do not include
ESEA Title I Migrant here)

Yes
No (Go. to Q._ 29, page 10)

Note: If this school currently has more than one ESEA Title I project component in
operation, answer the remaining questions in this section for all project com-
ponents.

19. What grades does the ESEA Title I project in this school serve? Indicate equiv-
alent grade levels for ungraded or multigraded classes. (Mark all that api515r.
Do not include gSEA Title I Migrant here.)

4

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5 .p
Grade 6
Grades 7-12

I.0
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Note: If the ESEA Title I project in this school does not serve pupils iikgrades pre-
kindergarten thrOugh- 6, check here and go to Q. 29, page 10.

20. Does the ESEA Title I project in this school operate only in the slimmer? (Do
n9t include. ESEA Title I Migrant here)

Yes (Go to Q. 29, page 10)
No

21. During the 1974-75 school year, approximately how many pupils in grades pre-
kindergarten through 6 participate in the ESEA Title I project in this school?
(Do not include summer sessions. If you are answering for more than one
project, do not count any pupil more than Once. Do not include ESEA Title I

,Migrant here. )-

Number of pupils in grades prekindergarten-6

22. Indicate belom those, services that are provided aspart of the ESEA Title I
. project in this school for'pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6. (Mark

all that apply. Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant herer)

Reading instruction
Mathematics instruction

n English language arts instruction (excluding reading)
' 'Hilingual instruction ,

English as a:.seccind language
. Other academic instruction

(Specify):
Guidance and counseling services
Attendance and social work services
Health.services (inbiuding medical and dental examinations, instruction
in health and health 9a.rey
Food services
Other services (Specify)

4
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23. On what basis were pupils selected to participate in the ESEA Title I.project?
'Respond only for those project components in which pupils receive instruction
as part o the 'ESEA Title I project. (Mark three in each vertical column. Do
not include' ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

r

Pupils iveze not selected to
receive Title I services in
this subject area . . .

b. Basis of seledion is unknown .

c. 'No special criterion employed

d. Standardized' achievement
test ,s cores

e. Other standardized test
scores.

Mathematics" Reading

English
Language 4rts"

'(excluding
reading)

0

. . .

f. Pupil grades Ili. :El

\,)g. Special needs of pupils
(e. g. 3 handicaps, problemp

<4n discipline, attitude). . . .

h. Teaher recommendations
based on-edupational needs .

i. Teachr recommendations
based on other need&

j.
k.

1.

Low indome of family .

Parent or pupil request 0'

Other (Specify): Al

0
0 ' 0

`7 7------

--\

o . .-----1-a . . . .
---::-\

1.. . . ., .

n
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N.
24. How As instruction provided in the ESEA Title I project? (Mark one. Do not

include ESEA Title Y Migrant here.) ,

Pupils receive instruction all day in their regular classrooms as
part of an ESEA Title I project
Pupils receive instruction part Of the day in their regular class-

. A

rooms as part of an ESEA Title I project
Pupils go outside of their regular classrooms for part of the. day
to receive instruction as part of an ESEA Title I project

25.° Does this school currently have a parent advisory council for the ESEA Title I
project? (Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here).

Yes
No (Go to Q. 29)

44

264. Are members 9f the school-level parent advisory council selected by the parents
of the children to be served by the ESEA Title I Koject? (Do not ESEA
Title I Migrant here)

Yes
No

7,. Approximately what percent of the school -level parebt advisory council mem-
bers are parents of children eligible to be served by ESEA Title I or are repre-
Eientative of the attendance areas to be included in the ESEA Title I project?
(Mark one: Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here.),

None d.

1-50%
51-100%

.1*
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28. What are the major functions of the school-level parent advisory council?
(Mark all that apply. Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant here.)

Identifying unmet needs through formal needs assessment
Identifying unmet needs through other means
Plannihg programs to meet identified needs
Review of applications for federal funds

. -Evaluation of programs
Implementation or monitoring of programs

. Other (Specify):

ESEA TITLE I MIGRANT

29. Is there an ESEA Title I Migrant project in this school?

Yes
No (Go to Note before Q. 35)

'-30. What grades does the ESEA. Title I Migrant project in this school serve? Indi-
cate equivalent grade levels for.ungraded or multigraded classes. (Mark all
that apply)

Prekindergarten
19pdergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4

71 Grade 5
Grade 6
Grades 7-12

Note: If the-tSEA Title I Migrant project in this school does not serve pupils in
grades prekindergarten through 6, check here and go to the Note before*.
Q. 35.

3.1. During what time of the year does the ESEA Title I Migrant project in this
school operate? (Mark P.11 that apply)

Fall
Spring

. Summer

1C8
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32. During the 1974-75 school year, approximately how many pupils in grades pre-
kindergarten through 6 participate in 'the ESEA Title I Migrant project in this
school?

Number of pupils in grades prekindergarten-6

33. Indicate below those services'that are provided as part of the ESEA Title .I °
Migrant project in this school for pupils in grades prekindergarten through 6.
(Mar leall that apply)

Reading instruction
Mathematics instruction
English language arts instruction (excluding reading)
Bilingual instruction
English as a second language
Other academic instruction
(Specify):
Occupational skills familiarization
'Guidance and counseling services
Attendance and social work services
Health services (including medical and dental examinations, instruction
in health and health care)
Food services
Clothing
Other services (Specify):

34. How is instruction provided in the ESEA Title I Migrant project? (Mark one)
0

Pupils receive instruction all day in their regular classrooms as
part of an ESEA Title I Migrant project

[] 'Pupils receive instruCtionpart of the day in their regular class-
rooms as parPof an ESEA Title I Migrant project
Pupils go outside of their regular classrooms for part of the dayN
to receive instruction as part of an ESEA Title I Migrant project

ESEA TITLE HI, SECTION 306

Note: Please contact your district survey coordinator if you do not know the
answers to any of questions 35-41.

35. Is there an ESEA Title III, Section 306, project in this school?

Yes
No (Go'to Q. 42, page 13)



36. Is the ESEA Title III, ,Section 306, project in this school designed specifically
for direct pupil partidipation as opposed to teacher training?

Direct pupil participation
Indirect pupil participation (Go to Q. 42)

37: What grades does thb ESEA Title Ill, Section 306, project in this school serve?
Indicate equivalent grade levels for ungraded or multigraded classes. (Mark
all that apply)

Prekindergarten
Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4'
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grades 7-12

Note: If the ESEA Title Ill, Section 306, project in this school does not serve pupils
in grades prekindergarten through 6, check here and go to Q. 42.

38. During the 1974-75 school year, approximately how many pupils in grades pre-
kindergarten through 6 participate in the ESEA Title III, Section 306, project
in this school?

Number of pupils in grades prekindergarten-6

39. Is your ESEA Title Ill, Section'306, project specifically designed for the follow-
ing elementary target groups? (Mark all that apply) .

No specific target group
Educationally deprived pupils
Academically gifted pupils
Migrant pupils
Handicapped pupils
Neglected or delinquent pupils -
Pupils from low-income families
Pupils from homes where the primary or dominant language is other
than English
Prekindergarten children
Other target group (Specify):
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40. Which of the following best describes the major emphasis of the ESEA Title III,
Sectipn 306grproject in this school for pupils in grades prekindergartenthrough
6? (Mark one)

Prekindergarten or early childhood education
Education for the handicapped
Environmental education
Reading instruction
Education of the disadvantaged
Child abuse
Project Information Packages (PIP)
Other (Specify):

41. What are the three major orfprii use th selection of pupils in grades pre-
kindergarten through 6 for direct participat nin tire ESEA Title III, Section
aos, 'project in this school? (Mark the three most important criteria)

patitiarif selec On is unknown
El No spe,, criterion employed

Standardized achievement test-scores
Other btandardized test scores
Pupil grades
Special needs of pupils (e.g., handicaps, problems in discipline, attitude)
Teacher recommendations based on educational needs
Teacher recommendations based on other needs-.
Low income ofla ily
Parent -or pupil- ,equest
Other (Specify):

/
ESEA! 'ITLE VII (bilingual)

42. Is there an ESEA Title VII project in this school?

Yes
No (Go to Note before.Q. 50, pagE 16)

i>

1"1
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423;:2-1 Viat grades does the ESEA Title VII project in this school serve? Indicate
equivalent grade levels for ungraded or multigraded classes. (Mark all --

t apply)

Preld 1 rgarten y.
Kindergar
Grade-I----
Grade 2

Grade 3
Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6
Grades 7-12

Note: If the ESEA Title VII project in this school does not serve pupils in grades
prekindergarten through 6, check here and go to the Note before Q. 50,
page 16.

44. During the 1974-75 schoql year, approximately how many elementary pupils
participate in the ESEA Title VII project in this school?

Number of pupils in grades prekindergarten-6

45. During the 1974-75 school year, approximately how many of the pupils in
grades prekindergarten through 6 who participate in the ESEA Title VII proj-
ect in this school speak the following languages as their rimar dominant
langtiage? (If none in a category, write,"0")

Number of Pupils
n Grades Prekindergarten-6

a. An Americiin. -Inalen language
b. An Oriental language
c. Spanish
d. English
e. Other (Specify):
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46. How would you characterize the English- speaking ability of most of the pupils
in grades prekindergarten through 6 who participate in the ESEA Title VII
project in this school? (Mark_one)

Very limited--conduct little or no conversation in English
Limited--converse in English, but with more would be
expected of chirdfen from English - speaking homes
Good--converse in English with little or no difficulty

47. What are the major criteria used in the selection of pupils in grades prekinder-
garten through 6 for participation in the ESEA Title VII project in this School?
(Mark the major criteria)

a.
b.
0.

d.

e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

Pupils Whose .

Primary or bominant
Language is

English

Pupil surname ......
Pupils' English-speaking ability
Scdies from,tests to determine
language dOminance of pupil . .

Scores from standardized
achiveinenttest-writteirtrt
English
Scores from standardized
Achievement test written in
tho primary or dominant
language of the pupil
Pupil grades
Teacher recommendations
Low income of family
Other (Specify):

Pupils Whose
Primary or Dominant

Language is Other
Than English

[.]

[.]
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48. Indicate below which of the following services are part of the ESEA Title VII
project for pupils in grades prekindergarten through.6 in this school. (Mark

all that apply)

Academic instruction in. the basic subject areas of mathematics or -reading
History and - cultural heritage associatedWith dominant language
Non-English language arts
Other academic subject areas
Vocational subjects
Guidance and counseling
Testing services
Staff development
Community involvement
Other (Specify):

49, Are the parents of children who participate in the ESEA Title WI project in-
volved in any of the following activities related to the ESEA Title VII project?
(Mark all that apply)4,

Volunteer tutor aide (unpaid)
Community liathon .

Field-trip aide
Adult classes in English as a second language (ESL)
Paraprofessional aide (paid)
Planning, implementation, and evaluation of programs
None of the above

PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPP1D

Note: Questions 50-62 ask about the handicapped pupils in this school. "Handi-
capped" refersto pupils who have been classified as handicapped according
to state guidelines. Where questions ask about types of handicapped pupils,
report multihandicapped pupils according to their major handicapping con-
dition.

50. During the 1974-75 school -year, approximately how many handicapped pupils
attend this school? (If none, write "0" and go to Section C, p. 22)

Number of handicapped pupils
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51. Does this school provide special educational or related services for these
pupils?

Yes
No (Go to Section C, p. 22)

52. Using the list below, indicate the types a handicapped pupils you serve. (Mark
all that apply for each grade distribution category)

Prekindergarten Kindergarten-6 Grades 7-12

a.

b.

c.

' d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
1;
j.
k.

1.
m.

Trainable mentally
retarded
Educable mentally
retarded
Seriously emotionally
disturbed
Learning disabled
Deaf-blind
Deaf
Hard of hearing . .

Blind,
Partially seeing .

Speech impaired
Orthopedically
handicapped
Other health impaired
Other (Specify);

.
.

.

.

.
=-

.

-,
-,''

.

g
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53. What services for handicapped pupils are
that apply for each grade distribution category)

provided by this school? (Mark all

Prekindergarten Kindergarten-6

a.
b.

Diagnostic assessment
Gui nee and counseling
specifically for the

c,
d.

e.

handicapped
Parent guidance and counseling .

Emotional and social develop-
ment skills
Instruction in basic academic

,.,.

,

f.
g.

skills
Tutoring d

Language development skills .

. .

, h. Speech therapy .
i. Auditory training . . ,,,

cz

j.
k.
1.

m.
n.
o.

p.

Visual motor training
Physical therapy
Training in mobility skills . . .
Training in self-can skills . .- .
General health care
Special resources, (e. g. , itinerant
tutors, aides,oetc.)
Resource room teachers

. .

q.
r.

,Learning, centers
Other special services 4e. g. , pro-
vision for flexible scheduling) . . .

El El

s.
t.

Pupil transportation
Other (Specify):

.

. . .
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54a. Do the handicapped pupils in gradeS`prekindergarten through 6 in this school
have needs that are not being met at all at the present time? '

yes
No (Go to Q. 55) .

54b. In your estimation, how many handicapped pupils in prekindergarten and kinder-
garten through 6 are not receiving any special educational or related services,
but should be? (If none in a category, write "On

Number of handicapped pupils in prekindergarten
Number of handicapped pupils in kindergarten-6

54c. Which of the special educational or related services indicated below are needed
but are not being provided to handicapped pupils in this school? (Mark all that
apply for each grade category distribution)

a. Diagnostic assessment.
b. Guidance, and counseling

speciffcallY for the .

Prekindergarten Kindergarten-6

handicapped
c. Parent guidance and counseling . .

d. Emotional and social develop-
ment skill's

e. Instruction in basic academic
skills

f. Tutoring ,; .

CI,

g. Language development skills . .

h. Speech therapy
, 1. Ailditory tvaining 0 El El

J. Visual motor training
k. Physical therapy
1. Training in mobility skills . .

in. , Training in self-care skills . .

n. General health care
o. Special resources (e. g. , itinerant

tutors, aides, etc.)

17i__I

p. Resource room teachers Q+
q. Learning centers
r. Other special services (e.g., pro-

vision for flexible- scheduling) . . . L-1

s. Pupil transportation'
t. Other (Specify):

I . . . . . .
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55. Which of the following approaches are employed in this school to serve handi-
capped pupils? (Mark the three major approaches)

Mainstreaming into regular - classrooms.
Regular classes with special consultants
Regular,classes with itinerant teachers
Resource room
Part-time Special Education classes
Full-time Special Education clasSes
Other (Specify):

56. Which of the following special equipment or materials are available fo use by
handicapped pupils in this school? (Mark all that apply)

Programmed learning Materials
Audiovisual equipmet or materials
Special equipmeTt or materials for speech therapy
,Sensory aids
Physical therapy equipment or supplies
Mobility aids
Special play equipment or materials
Other (Specify):

57. How many teachers (full- and part-time) of grades prekindergarten through 6
in this school provide special educational or related services to handicapped
pupils? (If none, write "0")

.

Number of teachers of grades prekindergarten-6

58. How many teachersLin this school are certificated by this state to teach handl-
capped pupils? (If none, write "0")

Number of teachers
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59. How many .teachers (full- and part-time) of grades prekindergarten through 6 in
this school provide special educationrral or related services to pupils
in the following? (Teacher§ may be counted more than once if they teach or pro-
Vide services in more than one category. If none in a category, write "O.")

ar classes-
. b. Spebial classic kr the handicapped 1

c. .Individualized instruction . .. . . .

Number of Teachers
of, Grades

Prekindergarten-6

6Q. Are. any of the following specialists on staff in this school to provide instruc-
tional support for haridiqapped pupils? (Mark all that apply)

Speech therapists
Piychologists
Educ,ational diagnosticighs
Social workers

:Y Physical therapists
Occupationaltherapists
Other (Specify):

6L Is this school physically designed to accommodate chpdien with orthopedic
handicaps (i.e. , washroom facilities, drinking fountairis, ramps)?

Yes
El No

o

62. What are e major criteria used in determining thieligibility of el mentary-
le 1.cipa.nts in special educational or related services for han icapped
jupil.s? (Mark the three majo-r criteria)

Standardized test scores k,

Ei -Grades
,gecommendations of teachers or professional staff members
Parental requests
Agency referrals
Type of handicap

.Severkty of handicap
Medical referrals

El &Peer (Specify): °
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EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING

63. What is the total number of teaching stations in this school and how many of
these are'being used for instructional purposes in this school year?

Total number of teaching stations
Number of teaching stations in use

In column A, indicate the total number of televisions and videotape recorders
in this school that are owned by the school (or the district) for instructional
purposes. (If none in a category, write "0")

In column B, enter the number of these that are in working condition; i.e., the
quality of picture and sonnd are suitable for instruction. (If none in a category,
write "0")

a. Televisions
b. Videotape recorders .

A

Total Number

B
. Number in .

Working Condition

65. Using your best professional judgment, rate the closed circuit television
system and programming for your school as of January 31, 1975. If these
are not available to this school, mark that alternative. Mark only one choice

. in each. horizontal row.)

Not Exclent 'ood Fair PoorAvailable

a. Adequacy (suitability) of closed
circuit television system.for
instruction .. . .. . . .

b. Quglity of closed circuit tele-
vision programming for
instruction
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66 For which subject or activity areas does this school use television pr ogramming
for in-school instruction for pupils? (Mark all that apply)

None.

- Remedial reading
Qther reading
Other English language arts
Languages other than English
Mathematics
Science

.'0 Social studies
Environmental quality and pollution.
Occupational familiarization
,Music/art
Other (Specify):
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COMMENTS

You have completed this questionnaire. However, if you have any comments.you
would like to make regarding the clarity of the questions, definitions, and instruc-
tiong,,used in this questio re, please use the rest of this page. THANK YOU
FOR YOUR HELP.

yA
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
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A
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. What is your highest level of academic achieve-
ment? (Mark one)

O A doctorq I 'degree
O Specialist degree (MA+30)
O A master's degree or equivalent
O A bachelor's degree
O An associate's degree
O No degree, but some college courses
O A high school diploma
O Other (Specify):

2. Do you hold a state teaching certificate?

O Yes
O No

3. What is your sex?

0 Male
0 Female

4. How would you describe yourself? (Mark one)

0 American Indian
0 Black/Negro
O Oriental
0 Hispanic
0 White/Caucasian
0 Other (Specify):

5. How old are you?

0 Under 21

(Mark one)

Q 46-50
0 21-25 051 -55
0 26-30 0 56-60
0 31-35 0 61-65
0 36-40 0 66 -or older
041 -45

6. How many years, including this year, have you taught in
, any grille prekindergarten through 12? Include both

public and private school experience. (Mark one)

0 Less than one year
Q At leat I year, but less than 3 years
()At least 3 years, but less than 6 years
0 At least 6 years, but less than 10 years
0 At least 10 years,''but less than 20 years
$ 20 years or more

7. What is your current annual salary from this
school district?

8. Are you currently a full-time employee of
this school district?

O Yes
O No

9. How many years, including this year, have
you worked at this school? (Mark one)

0 Less than one year
0 At least 1 year, but less than 3 years
0 At least 3 years, but less than 6 years
0 At least 6 years, but less than 10 years

At least 10 years, but less than 20 years
0 20 years or more

10. Since June 1974, have you received any
preservice training provided by the school
district or school?

-0 "lei
O No (Go to Q, 13)

11. How many clock hours of Prelervice training
have you received since June 1974? if your
preservice training included college courses,
be sure to indicate clock hoursnot semester
or quarter hours. (isAair. one)

0 Less than 5 hours
0 6-10
0 11-15
0 16-20
0 21-25
026-30

°00 3M361oIre4305than 40 hours

191
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12. In which of the following-areas have you
received preservie training since June
1974? (Limit your responses to the most
important areas)

Q General orientation and administrative information
0 Academic instruction in reading
Q Academic instruction in other subjects
()Individualized instruction
0 Team teaching.
0 Identification of pupil problems
0 Treatment of pupil problems
0 EValuation methods
()Dissemination strategies
0 Bilingual/bicultural education
()Education of handicapped pupils
0 Othdr areas (Specify):

13. Have you received any inservice training
'from.the school district or school since
June 1974?

A

O Yes
O No (Go to Q. 17)

14. .How many.flack hours of inservice traincing
have yoli received since June 1974? If your
inservice training included college courses,
be sure to indicate,,clock hoursnot semester
or quarter 'hours. (Marione)

0 Less than 5 hours
0 6-10
0 11-15
0 16-20
021-25

0 26-30
Q3.1 -35
006-40
Q More'than 40 hours

192

15. In which of the following areas have you
received inservice training since June 1974?
(Limit your responses to th%most important
areas)

1

0 College courses in using television or
radio in instruction

(;) Academic instruction in reading. ___

()Academic instruction in other subjects
0 Individualized Instruction
Q Team teaching
0 identification of pupil problems

Treatment of pupil problems
0 Evaluation methods
Q Dissemination strategies

0 EPP9ual/bicultural education
0 Education for handicapped pupils
0 General administrative procedures and

fecordkeeping P

Other emphasis (Specify):

. For which of the following targ.et'groups
Was the inservice training in which you
participated specifically designed? {Mark
all that apply)

0 No specific target group
0 Educationally deprived pupils
0 Academically gifted pupils
0 Migrant pupils
0 Handicapped pupils
0 Neglected or delinquent pupils
0 Pupils from low-income families
0 Pupils from homes where the pi.imarordo;:iinant

language is other than English
0 Other target group (Specify):



-17. Which of the sources listed below provide
funds for any projects in which you teach?
(Please check with your principal if you
don't know the answer to this question.
Mark ail that apply.)

O ESEA Title I (children from low-income
areas, neglected or delinquent
children)

O ESEA Title I Migrant
O ESEA Title III, Section 306
O ESEA Titre VII (bilingual)
O Education for the Handicapped Act;

Part B (formerly ESEA Title VI)
O. Other programs for the handicapped
O Communications Act of 1934, Title III,

Part IV (Grants for Noncommercial
_Educational Broadcasting Facilities;
Corporation for Public Broadcasting)

18. During the course of the school year, you
may have had to pay extra attention to some

aspects of teaching. Please look at the list
below and indicate which items are of special,

concern to you. (Mark all that apply)

O Many pupils enter below grade level and
need special or remedial help

*0 The range of ability among avails is so
large that it is difficult to prepare
lessons that are suitable for the whole
class

O .Many pupils (have special or individual
learning difficulties requiring special
curricula or special classes

O Many pupils are so able that they are
bored by the standard class material
or pace

O Many pupils have behavioral problems
that result in a great deal of learning
time being spent on discipline

1 . During an average school day, how much

time do you have to yourself to prepare
_ ;lessons or work with individual pupils
1(excluding lunch period)? (Mark one)

O None
O -15 minutes or less
O Between 15 minutes and an hour
O An hour or more

B

CLASS CHARACTERISTICS

Note: For all the remaining questions in this
questionnaire, the term "this class"
refers to the class for which you are
also completing Pupil Questionnaires.-

20. Indicate below the grade or type of home-

room class for which you are reporting.
(Mark one)

O Prekindergarten
O Kindergarten
O Grade 1
O Grade 2
O Grade 3
O Grade 4
O Grade 5
O Grade 6
O Ungraded class for handicapped pupils
O Ungraded class (other than for handicapped

pupils)
O 'Multigraded class

21. How many pupils are enrolled in this class?

NuMber of pupils

193'
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22. What languageother than Englishdo you
use to instruct this class? Do not include any
instruction you might give when teaching a
foreign -language. (Mcirk one)

O None (English is the only language used)
0 An American Indian language
O An Oriental language
O Spanish
O Other language (Specify):

23, In what subject areas do you use the language
that you indicated-inquestion 22? (Mark
alLthat apply).

O Reading
O Mathematics
O English language arts (excluding reading)
O Other (Specify):

24. How many of the pupils in this class are
members of the following groups? (If none
in ecategory, wr'i'te "G")

Number of Pupils

a. American Indian

b. Black7Negro.

c. Oriental .

- d.'1-111poniC

e. White/Caucasian

1. Other (Stte,tylt

/

25. Approximately how many of the pupils in this
\class are from homes where the primary or
dominant language is other than English?

'Number of pupils

194

26. In an average week, are most of the below-
average readers in this class assigned any of .

the following? (Mark all that apply)

O Additional reading time in class (while
other pu"pils are engaged in other
activities)

O Special reading classes outside the regular
class (within school hours)

O After-school tutoring
O Supplementary homework
O Other (Specify):
O None of the above

27. In an average week, are most7of.the below-
average pupils in math assia.ned any of the
following? (Mark all that apply)

O Additional math time in class (while other
pupils are engaged in other activities)

O. Special math classes outside the regular
class (within school hours)

O After-school-tutoring------E
0 Supplementary homework
O Other (Specify):

,0 None of the abov

,28. Approximately how many of the pupils in this
class do you expect will be able to work et

r a d (Me ve I or above next year?

Number of pupils

29. In your judgment, ow many. of the pupils
in this class are likely to complete:

Number of Puplie

, a. Elementary school

b. HI school

c. Some college

187



SPECIAL PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

z

Note: Phase -check with your principal If you
don't know the answers to any of the
questions in this section.

The term "this class" r fers to-thir-ass
fot which youare aka comp eting Pupil
Questionnaires.

30. Do any pupils In this class participate in
projects funded by ESEA Title I? (Do not
include ESEA Title I Miglant hereY

O Yes
O No (G,p0, Q. 34)

31. How is instructioekovided in the ESEA
Title I projects? (Mark one. Do not
include ESEA Title I Mig rmlfJLere.)

0" Pupils receive instruction all dc in the
regOlar classroom as part of an ESEA
Title I project

O Pupils receive instruction Eatof-16
_d.at in the regular classroom as part
of an" ESEA Title I project

O Pupils go outside of the regular class-
room for part of the 'day to receive

,instruction as part of an ESEA Title
project -

33. How many pupils in this class pa icipate in
ESEA Title I projects in the follo ing subject
areas? (Pupils may be counted oil than once
if they participate in more than one subject
area. If none in a category, w ite "O." Do
not include ESEA Title I Migra t here.)

Number of Pupils

a. Readinng

b Mathematics . .r.,
c. English language arts

(excluding reading)

d. Bilingual instruction

e. English as a second
language

Other (Specify):
nm

e
I

34. Do any pupils in this class participate in
projects funded by ESEA Title I Migrant?

0 Yes
No (Go to Q. 38)

UMW*

35. How is instruction provided in the ESEA
Title I Migrant projects/ (Mark one)

O Pupils receive instruction all in the
regular classroom as part of an ESEA
Title I Migrant project

O Pupils receive instruction ce_L_H-t of the clay.,

.in the regular classroom as part of an
ESEA Title I Migrant project

O Pupils go outside of,the regular classroom
for partOTIFT, day to receive instruction
as part of an ESEA Title I Migrant project

32. How many pupilsin thii.class participate'
in projects funded by ESEA Title I? (Do
not inckide ESE Title I Migrant here)

Number of pupils

1.

195

36, How many pupils in this class participate in
projects funded by ESEA Title I Migrant?

Number of pupils.



37. How many pupils in this class participate in
ESEA Title I Migrant projects in the following.
subject areas? (Pupils may be counted more
than once if they participate in more than one
subjectbleat area. If none in a catego , write
non)

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Reading

Mathematics

English language arts
(excluding reading)

Bilingual instructio

English as a second
language

Other (Specify):

Numb =r of Pu ils

38. 'Do any pupils in this class participate in proj-
ects funded by ESEA Title III, Section 306?I

O Yes
O No (Go to Q. 40)

cy

39. How many pupils in this class participate in
projects funded by ESEA Title III, Section 306?

Number of pupils

40. Do any pupils in this class participate in
projects funded by ESEA Title VII?

O Yes
O No (Go to Note before Q. 45)

41. How many pupils in this class participate in
projects funded by ESEA Title VII?

Number of pupils

196

42. Approximately what percent of the time is
the instruction in this class provided in the
language of the ESEA Title VII project in
this school? (Mark one)

O None
O 1-25%
O 26-50%
"0 51-75%
O More than 75%

43. Do you have a teacher,aide who assists you
in the classroom?

O Yes
O No (Go to Note before Q. 45)

44. What percent of the teacher aide's time is
spent in the following activities in the class-
room? (If no time is spent in an activity,
enter a zero. The total should equal 100%.)

Percent of Time

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

Clerical or administrative
duties
Custodial duties
Preparation of materials
Class instruction
Test administration
Reinforcement activities
with small groups
Individual pupil attention
Other (Specify):

100W0

Note: Questions 4554 ask about your experience
teaching harldicapped pupils. "Handicapped"
refers to pupils who have been classified as
handicapped according to state guidelines.
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45. Are there any handicapped Rupils in this
class?

O Yes
,9 No (Go to'Q. 48)

46. Haw many hondicapped pupils are in this
class?

Number of hondicapped
pupils

47. How have these pupift been classified
according to state guidelines? (Pleose
.check with your principol if you don't
know the answer to this question. Mark
all that apply.)

O Trainable mentolly.retarded
O Educable mental ly retorded
O Seriously emotionally disturbed
O Learning disabled
O Deaf-blind
O Deaf
O Hard of hearing
O Blind
O Partially seeing .

0 Speech impaired
O r-thopedically ha icapped
O .0th r health impel eci
O Other (Specify):

48. Do you teach ony ha dicapped pupils- in
this school?

O Yes
O No (Go to Section D)

49. How many handicapped pupils'do you teach
in this school?

Number oP handicapped ;

pupils

197

1

50. Are you certificated by thi state to teach
or provide services fo h dicapped pupils?

O Yes
O No

51. How mony years have you taught or provided
services for hondicopped pupils? (Mark one) t,

O Less thon 1 year
O 1-2 yeors 41)

O 3-5 years
O 6-10 yeors
O 11-20 years
O More than 20 years

52. In the last five years, have you received any:
speciol troining that prepared you for providing
special educational or related services to
handidopPed pupils?

O Yes
O No (Go to Section D).

53. What kind of special troining have you received
to date during, this school year (1974-75) that
prepared you'for providing special educational
or related services to hondicapped pupils?
(Mark all that apply)

4

O None (Go to Section D)
O Undergraduate Special Education courses
O Postgraduate Special Education courses
O Workshops/institutes/inservice training

-- O Other (Specify):

O

54. How many clock hours of special training have
you received to dc-it7auring this school year
(1974-75)? If this special training included
college courses, be sure to indicate clock
hours--not semester or quarter hOurs.

190/

lock hours



D

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING

-

Note: The term "this class" refers to the class
for which you are also completing. Pupil
Questionnaires.

55. Is a ielevision se (in good working condition,
with quality of p cture and sou d suitable
for instruction) r dily availabl= to pupils
in this class for instrudtiona pu poses?

'0 Yes
0 No (Go to Q. 5,)

56. Approximately how many hours week during
the 194 -75 school year is a television set
(in good working condition, with quality of
picture and, sound suitable for instruction)
readity available to pupils in this class for
instructposes? (Mark one)

0 1 hour or
less

010
011

'020
021

030
031

02 012 022 032'
03 013 0 23 033
04 014 0 24 034
05' 015 0 25 035
06 016 0 26 0
07 017 0 27" 037
08 018 028 038,,
09 019 029 .039

58. In which of the subject areas below does this
class use television for in-school instruction?
(Mark all that apply)

0 An
0 Remedial reading
0 Other reading
0 English language arts (excluding reading)
0 Languagesother than English
0 Health and safety in daily living, physical education.

and recreation
0 Home economics
0 Industrial arts
0 Mathematics
0 Music
0 Natural sciences
0 Social sciences/social studies
0 Special Education
0 Environmental quality and pollution
0 Public affairs
0 Occupational familiarization
0 Other (Specify):

040 hours -
or more

6

59. During the 1974-75 school ye r, approximately
what percent of this class uses ihe television
series Villa A_ legre for in-school viewing?
(Mark7;7:7

0 NO"ne
0 1-25%
O 26-50%
O 51-75%
O More than 75%

60. During the 1974-75 school year, approximately
what percent bf this dins uses the television

'series The Electric Company for in-school
viewing? (Mark on-c7):

57. Approximately how many hOurs a week during
the 1974-75 school yepr does this class use
television in school for Instructional purposes ?'
'(Mark one)

O None (Go 113 9 N94.., .,

01 hour or 06 I''o '42 0
less 0 7 013 0

02 08 014 0
03 . 09 03504 010 016
05 0'11 017

18

19
20 hou or

more

198
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1-25%
0 26-50% .

O 51-75%
0 More than 75%

Go to Q. 68, page 10)



Approximately how many times a week
during the 1974-75 school year does this

class use the television series The Electric
Company for in-school viewing? (Marc one)

0 None
0 Once a week

or less

02
03
04
05

08
07
08
09
010tirhes a

week or
more

62. For which types of pupils iitihis class do you

feel The Electric Com an id Most Useful?

(MarK7n-e)

0 Pups with beloW average ability
0 Pupils with average plaility
,0 Pupils with above,4verage ability
O Equally useful for all typos of pupils
0 Not very useful for any type of pupil

63. To what extent has the use of The Electric
Com n television series macglins
use ot er television programming more
during,this school year (1974-75) than in

past School years? (Mark one)

0 A great deal
,Somewhat
Very little

0 Not at all
0 I don't know

64.: In what setting do most of the pupils in this
-class view The Electric Company television
series at school? (Mark all that apply)

O Individually
0 Some of the' pupils view it in-small groups
O The class views it as a unit (for example,

self-contained classroom)
0 By "doubling up" with ether classes in

the Naching stotion with-the television

set
In an auditorium or., other large room

Other (Specify): sO

F

65. When viewing The Electric Company, are the a ,

pupils in this crass free to decide where they

Will sit?-
0' Yes
0 No

aro

66. Are any f the following activities performed'

by the pu ils in this class as partsof viewing

The Electric Company? (Mark "Yes" or "No"
?c7eaCfir

I

1 9 9

a. Advance preparation .
(for example, the pupils are given a
special Introduction to the program
or a review of the program guide)

b. Active participation during the program-
(for example, pupils sounding out words

"or letters, singing along with the songs,
askingr/answering questions while the
program Is being viewed, etc.) 0 0

c. Follow-up after the' pLogmi
,

(for example, reviewing words or concepts
presented in the program, asking/answering
questions aftisthe program is over, etc.) . . 0 .

Yor tier

0..0

,

T

.0Z

e
0

0



67. During the 1975-75 school year, how much
have the pupils in this class learned about
each of the skills listed below as a result of
viewing The Electric Company television
series? (For each ski , nirnnic'the one box
that best describes how much your pupils
have learned and then go to COMMENTS, .

page 11)

a. Decoding skills
(i.e., phonetic skills:
strategies for trans-
lating graphic symbols
into speech sounds)

b. Punctuation
(i.e., understanding
the function of
common punctua-
tion symbols)

c. Reading comprehension
(i.e., extracting meaning
from sentences or ex-
tended passages)

d. Sight words
(i.e., phonetically irregular
words taught as wtole
words)

e. Usirig contexts
(i.e., utilizing information
from the rest of the sen
tence to figure out On-* familiar words)

Pupils have learned ...
2 3 4 5

A I
gran Some- Very Not don't
dal what little at all know

0 0 0 0

0 0 .-. 0 0 .

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

(Go to, COMMENTS, page 11)
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68. Which of the following help to explain why
this class is not using the television series
The Electric Company during the 197475
TaaoTh-ler31. for ool viewing? (Mark
all that.apply)

O There is no tefevision available for use by
this class.

-0' The program is not Being, shown on a tele-?
vision channel that cen be received in
this class.

O The television receiver+ to this
class is VHF (channels 2-13 and the
ignal for The Electric Company is UHF

Vfchanne-ls 14-83).
Ci The person responsible for instruction

(principal, teacher, or supervisor) in. this
class does not feel that television rika very
useful medium for instruction in rea&

othery instruction areas.

4

O The person responsible for instruction in this
class considers the content of The Electric
Company to be inappropriate GE.
instructional needs of the pupils.

, 0 The pupils in this class are viewing The
Electric Company at home; it's not
necessary to use it in school.

O The person responsible for instruction in this
class prefers to have the pupils view a
television program of local origin rather
then one that is produced elsewhere.

O It doesn't fit in with the regular reading
instruction program in this class.

0 The Electric,Company program is not in "good
taste"; i.e., the "tone',.' and "style", of ;.;
the program is unacceptable to the person
responsible for instruction in this class.

O The person responsible for instruction in this
class lacks sufficient experience to Ose a
television approach for the teaching of
reading.

O The'program is not on at a suitable time of
the day.

O The person responsible for instruction in this
class doesn't know enough about The
Electric Company series to arrive at a
decision regarding the desirability of using
it in a reading instruction program for the
pupils in this class.

O Other (Spe2ify):



COMMENTS

You hay comPlefted this queitionnaire. Howver,
if you h ve qny comments you would like to make
regbrding-the clarity of the queitions, definitions,
and "kstructions used in this questionnaire, please
USe he rest of this page. THANK YOU FOR
Y UR HELP:

N



PUPIL QUESTIONNAIRE
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A
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. In what grade or type of homeroom Is this pupil enrolled
now? (Mark one)

°Prekindergarten 0 Grade 3
0 Kindergarten 0 Grade 4
el Grade 1 0 Grade 5
0 Grade 2 0 Grade 6'

@Ungraded class for
handicapped pupils

0 Ungraded class (other
than for handicapped
pupils)

°Man/graded class

2. If this pupil is in an u9graded or a multigraded
class, what is his equivalent grade level? If
this pupil is handic4ped, answer in terms of
reading level. (M'ark one)

0 This pupil Is not in an ungraded
or multlgraded class

0 Grade 3
0 Grade 4
0 Grade 5
0 Grade 6

0 Pr ergarten
0 Kin trgarten
0 Grade 1
0 Grade 2

3. When did this pupil first enroll in this school? (Mark one)

0 At the beginning of this school year
0 After the beginning, of this school year
O Last year
0 2 years ago
0 3 years ago
0 4 years ago or more
O I don't know

4. No't counting this school, how many elementary schools
has thii pupil attended since beginning first grade?
(Mark one)

0 None 0 4-5
0 1 0 6.-10
0 2 0 More than 10

' 0 3 0 I don't know

fi

5. How Many days wasgthis pupil absent from school between
the beginning of the current school year and January 31,
1975?(Mark one)

0 No absences 0 16-20 days
0 1-5 days 0 21-30 days
0 6-10 da'ys 0 More than 30 days
0 11-15 days

6. In your judgment, how likely is this pupil to complete:
(Mark one for each horizontal row)

7.

Very likely Not very like!

a. Elementary school 0
b. High school 0 0
c. Some college 0 0

In your judgment, how don this pupil's general academic
performance compare with others in his class? (Mark one.)

0 His academic performance is consistently better than
average for his class

0 His academic performance is about the same as the
average for his Class

0 His academic performance is below the average for
his class

8. Consider this pupil's general academic performance at throe
points in time during this school year: (a) when the pupil

entered this class, (b) now, and (c) as anticipated at the
end of the school year. (Mark one in each vertical column)

a.
-Entering

b. c.
Now End of Year

a. Below grade level 0 0 0
b. At grade level 0 0 0
c. Above grade level 0 0 0

9. Does this pupil receive the majority of his instruction in

any of the following areas from you? (Mark all that apply)

0 Reading
0 Mathematics
(- )English language arts (exclUding reading)
Ctiherty.sdemic subject areas
0 nil of these

205
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/10. Can this pupil be classified as any of the
following (see definition 11)? (Mark all
that apply)

O Educationally deprived
O Academically gifted
O Migrant pupil
O Handicapped
0. Neglected or delinquent
O Child from low-income family
O Child from home where primaryor

dominant language is other than
English

O None of these

11. What is this pupil's sex?

O Male
O Female

12. How would you characterize this pupil? (Mark one)

0 American Indian
0 Black /Negro
0 Oriental
0 Hispanic
0 White /Caucasian
() Other (Specify):

13. Where was this p}ipil born? (Mark one)

O The United States (50 states plus D.C.)
O Puerto Rico
O Canada
O An Oriental Country
O Cuba
O Mexico,
O Central'Americaq ountry
O South American Country
O Other Countryl$pecify):
O I don't know

14.. Hpw long has this pupil lived in the Unitild States?
(Mark one)

0 Since birth
Over 11 years

09-11years
06-ayears

O 3-5years
O 1 -2 years
O Less than 1 year
O I don't know

206

15. How long has this pupil lived in this area? '(Mark one)
/

tg) Since birth
O Over 11 years
0 9 -11 years
0 8 -8 years

0 3 -5 years
01-2yeari
0 Less than one year
0 I don't' know

16. Has this pupil's father, mother, or guardian had a career
In the military or foreign service with the U.S. government?

4' 0 Yes
CI No
0 I don't know

17. What is the primary r dominant language
spoken in this pupil's omenMark one)

0 English
O An American Indian language
O An Oriental language
O Spanish
O Other (Specify):
0 don't know

18. This pupil's ability to converse in English is: (Mark one)

0 Very limited he conducts little or no conversation
in English

CI Limited he converses in English, but with more
difficulty than would be expected of a child from
an English speaking home

°Good he converses in English with little or no
difficulty

19. Counting this pupil, how many people are currently living
in this pupil's Lhousehold? (Mark ono)

02
03
04
0 &

08
07
0 8 or more
0 I don't know

20.Would you classify this pupil as one coming from a
lowincome family?

0 Yes
0 No

21.What is your definition of lowincomo?



22. In your opinion, how educationally supportive is this
pupil's home.environment?(Mork one)

0 Very supportive
ID Moderately supportive
® Not very supportive

I don't know

23. Does this pupil have persistent academic problems that
require special assistance or placement into a special
program to address his specific needs?

0 Yes
CI No (Go to Q. h

24. In what subject areas does this pupil have
these problems? (Mark all that apply)

O Reading
O Mathematics
O En,glish language arts (excluding reading)
O Other academic subject area (Specify):

25. Is this pupil performing one or more years
below grade level (as measured by standard-
ized achievement tests) in any of the following
subject areas? (Mark "Yes" or "No"for each)

If this pupil is in prekindergarten or kinder-
garten, mark here 0 and go to Q. 26.

Don't
Yes No know

a. Reading 0 0
b. Mathematics 0 0 0
c. English language arts

(excluding reading) O..0 0
d. Other academic subject area (Specify):

0..0..0

26. Does this pupil have any persistent problems that require
professional assistance or other typos of special assistance?
(Mork oil that opply)

O This pupil does not have any persistent
problems

O Physical or sensory handicap
O Social or emotional problem
O Mental handicap ,
O Medical or dental problem
O Other "(Specify.):

27. In your judgment, can this pupil be de-
fined as educationally deprived?

O Yes
O No

Not.:

B

FEDERAL PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

t.

Please check with your principal if you
don't know the answers to any of the
questions in this section.

28. toes this pupil participate in any projects
unded by ESEA Title I? (Do not include ESEA
itle I Migrant here)

Yes
No (Go to Q. 30)

29; at are the subject or activity areas of the
se ices provided to this pupil through ESEA
Ti le I? (Do not include ESEA Title I Migrant
he e. Mark all that apply.)

O oding Instruction
O thematic' instruction
O glish language arts instruction

(excluding reading)
0 B lingual instruction
O lash as a second language
o d Iter ocadomic instruction

(Specify):
O G 'dance and counseling services
O At endance and social work services
O H. Ith service(including medical and dental

examinations, instruction in health and health
care)

O F d services
O Of or services (Specify):

30. Does t is pupil participate in ony projects funded
by ESa Title I Migrant?

207
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O Vet
O Noy (Go to CI. 32)



31. What are the subject or activity areas of the
services provided to this pupil through ESEA
Title I Migrant? (Mark all that apply)

O Reading instruction
O Mathematics instruction
0*English langudge arts instruction

(excluding reading)
0' Bilingual instruction
O English as a second language
O Other academic instruction

(Specify):
0 Occupational skills familiarization
O Guidance and counseling services
0 Attendance and social work services
O Health services (including medical and

dental examinations, ihstruction in
health and health care),

0 Food services
0 Clothing
0 Other services (Specify):

32. Does this pupil participatO in any projects
funded by ESEA Title III, Section 306?

O Yes
O No (Go to Q. 35)

33. What are the subject or activity areas of the
services provided to this pupil through ESEA
Title III, Section 306, funds? (Mark all
that apply)

0 Reading Instruction
0 Mathematics instruction
0 English language arts instruction (excluding reading)
00ther academic Instruction

(Specify):

O'Gt4ance and countEling services
OAtlendance and social werk services
0Health services (including'metcal and dental

examinations, instruction in health and
health care)

()Food services
()Other ;ors` (Specifyk'

34. On what bash was this pupil selected to participate in
the ESEA Title III, Section 306, project? (Mark one)

0 Basis of selection is unknown
0 No special criterion employed
0 Standardized achievement test scores
0 Other standardized test scores
'0 Pupil grades
0 Special floods of pupils (e.g.,

in disipline, attitude)
0 Teacher recommendations based on educational

needs

Teacher recommendations based on other needs
0 Low income of family

Pareht or pupil request
0 Other (Specify):

handicaps, problems

35. Does this pupil participate in any projects funded by
ESEA Title VII?

0 Yes
0 No (Go to Section C)

On what basis was this pupil selected to
participate in the ESEA Title VII project?
(Mark all that apply)

O Pupil's surname
O Pupil"' English-spooking ability

O Scores from tests to determine language
dominance of pupil

O Scores from standardized achievement tort
written in English

O Scores from standardized achtvemont test
written In tho primary or dominant languogo
of the pupil

O Pupil grades
O Teacher recommendations
O Low income of family
O Other (Specify):

37. Indicate below the services provided to this
pupil as part of the ESEA Title VII project?
(Mark all that apply)
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O Academic Instruction in tho basic subject
arcs of mathomatics or rending

O Hist ry and cultural heritage associated
th dominant longucgo .

O Nan-English language arts
O Other academic subject moat
O Vocational subjects
O Guidance and counseling
O Testing services
0' Staff devolapmont
O Community involvement
O Othor (Specify):



C
PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Note: Questions 38-47 ask about this pupil's
participation in programs for the handi-
capped. "H, ndicapped" refers to pupils
who have been classified as handicapp'ed
according to state guidelines.

Please check with your principal if you
don't know the answers to any of the
questions in this section.\ .

38. Is this pupil classified) as handicapped?

O Yes
O No (Go to COMMENTS, page 6)

39. Please 'specify how this pupil is handicapped I

(see definition). (Base your answer on state
guidelines. Please chock
if you don't know the answer
Mark all that apply.)

°Trainable mentally retarded
0Educable mentally retarded

-0 Seriously emotionally disturbed
0 Learning disabled
O Deatblind
°Den(
°Hard of hearing
0 Blind
0 Partially seeing
OSPeoch impaired
°Orthopedically handicapped
00ther health impaired
0 Other (Specify):
01 don't know

your principal
to his-question.

40. Did this pupil receive any prekindergarten
(early childhood) education?

O Yes
O Na
O I don't know

9

41. Has this pupil ever received instruction in
basic academic-Tills as part of the regular
school program?

0 Yes
O_ No (Go to Q. 44)

42. Is this' pupil currently-receiving instruction
in basicacademic skills as part of the regular
school program?

-0 Yes
6 No (Go to Q. 44)

43. Approximately how much time in this pupil's
week is spent in instruction in basic academic
skills?

Hours

44. Approximately what percent of this pupil's day is spent in
regular classes? (Mark one)

O None
0- 1-25%
O 26-50%
0- 51-75%
O Over 75% but not oil
0" 100% (Co to Q. 46)

45. Approximately what percent of this pupil's day'is spent in
a special class for the handicapped? (Mark one)
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O None
O 1-25%
O 26 -5O%
O 51-75%
O Over 759k but not all
O 100%

'L



46. What services designed to meet the needs of
- handicapped children are provided to this

pupil? (Mark all that apply)
-

0 Diagnostic assessment
0 GLIdance and counseling specifically for the

handicapped

0 Emotional and social development skills
°Tutoring
0 Language development skills
0 SPeech therapy
0 Auditory training
0 Visual motor training
0 Physical therapy
0 Training In mobility skills
0 Training In salfcare skills
(,'General health care
0 Spacial transportation v

0 Special resources itinerant tutors, aides, etc.)
0 Other special services (e.g., Provision for flexible

scheduling)

0 Other (Specify:

47. What special equipment or materials are used
in the services for the handicapped provided
to this pupil? (Mark all that apply),

O None
O Programmed learning materials
O Audiovisual materials_or equipment
O Special equipment and materials for

speech therapy
O Sensory aids
O Physical therapy equipment and supplies
O Mobility aids
O Special play equipment and materials
O Other (Specify):

sr'
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COMMENTS

You have completed this questionnaire. However,
if you have any comments you would) like to make
regarding the clarity of the questions, definitions,
and instructions used in this questionnaire, please
use the rest of this page. THANK YOU FOR
YOUR HELP.


